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PREFACE

This report was prepared as part of a research project on Soviet bloc
military affairs under the direction of Dr. A. Ross Johnson. It provides
a detailed historical and contemporary analysis of the role of non-
Soviet Warsaw Pact (NSWP) military forces in Soviet military plan-
ning for warfare in Europe, with emphasis on the intended operational
military tasks of East European armies. The study was supported by
The RAND Corporation, using its own funds. It draws in part on
unpublished research conducted under Project AIR FORCE. Related
institutional issues of the Warsaw Pact military command structure in
peace and war are examined in a companion RAND Report by the
same author, The Warsaw Pact Command Structure in Peace and War,
R-3558-RC, September 1988. A more general treatment of Soviet mili-
tary planning for Central European contingencies is contained in the
author's RAND Note N-2596-AF, Soviet-Warsaw Pact Western Theater
of Military Operations: Organization and Missions, August 1987. The
Polish internal front is examined in a third publication by the same
author, Wartime Missions of the Polish Internal Front, N-2401-1-OSD,
July 1986. A related RAND Report, East European Military Reliability:
An EmigrO-Based Assessment, R-3480, by Alexander Alexiev and
A. Ross Johnson, October 1986, examines the political reliability of
East European armies.

The author, Michael Sadykiewicz, served in the Soviet and Polish
armed forces for twenty-five years until his dismissal from the Polish
Army in 1967. A graduate of the Polish Military Academy, he studied
at the Soviet Voroshilov Military Academy and occupied important
command and staff positions in the Polish armed forces, where he held
the rank of colonel. This study draws on his own military experience
and that of other former NSWP officers, as well as on Soviet and East
European military literature and Western publications Colonel Sady-
kiewicz is a Consultant to The RAND Corporation.
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SUMMARY

• 'le the Soviet armed forces are justly regarded as the greatest
threat to Western Europe, NATO military planners must consider the
strength and the role of the armies of the non-Soviet Warsaw Pact
(NSWP) nations in any future war. In this study, conclusions regard-
ing the military value, employment, and control of NSWP forces are
drawn from the historical record, Soviet doctrine, current published
orders of battle, Warsaw Pact military exercises, and the author's
experience in the Polish army-_______

I N ,
VALUE OF THE NSWP FORCES

NSWP soldiers make up more than one-third of all Warsaw Pact
troops stationed in Eastern Europe. This fraction overstates somewhat
the importance of the NSWP forces, because it does not account for
the greater readiness and quality of the Soviet armies. For example,
the armaments of the East Europeans are at least a generation behind
those of the Soviets, although the Northern Tier armies-those of East
Germany, Czechoslovakia, and Poland-are somewhat better armed
than the other NSWP forces. When differences in readiness and qual-
ity are taken into account, NSWP forces make up 25 percent of all
equivalent divisions on the ground, 21 percent of the air forces, and 19
percent of the naval forces in the Warsaw Pact countries.

Even so discounted, the NSWP forces combined are two to five
times as strong, depending on what measure is used, as those of all the
"minor" NATO allies, i.e., all except the United States, the United
Kingdom, and West Germany. Soviet forces outnumber the "major"
allies by five to one. Indeed, it is only because of the large NSWP con-
tingent that the Soviets have the potential to mount a successful
surprise conventional attack against NATO.

EMPLOYMENT AND CONTROL OF NSWP FORCES

NSWP forces are likely to be employed as much as possible in the
first echelon and on the main axes of attack. This is militarily sound,
because more of the East Europeans will be closer to the front at the
war's outset; it also fulfills the political objectives of minimizing Soviet
losses and decreasing the time for East European -esistance to develop.

V



Vi ORGANIZING FOR COALITION WARFARE

NSWP troops are not likely to be as highly motivated as the Soviets
to fight the Americans and West Europeans. To counteract the effects
of potential disloyalty, the Soviets may pair NSWP armies only with
those NATO adversaries toward whom some basis for animosity exists,
e.g., Poles against Germans, not against Americans. They may also
enforce greater internal security within the NSWP nations. The
Soviets intend to sandwich NSWP forces between Soviet armies to iso-
late those forces that might be hostile to each other or to the Soviets.
Because their lower-quality equipment may slow them down with
respect to the Soviets, NSWP armies may be assigned narrower seg-
ments of the front. The sandwich plan has its military costs, as it h
likely to impede logistics, reinforcement, and interoperability. How
ever, interoperability should still be much better than in NATO, a-
military ties are much stronger within the Warsaw Pact. Exceptions tV
the sandwich rule may be made where NSWP units are required to
create diversions on the flanks or disruptions in the NATO rear areas,
or where NSWP units are especially suitable for fighting in difficult
local terrain.

The operational autonomy of the NSWP forces will be limited.
Most likely, they will not be organized into autonomous groups larger
than armies. The Soviets, of course, will be in charge of the theaters of
military operations (northwestern, central, southwestern). They will
also probably command all the fronts (the next level down). National
fronts would certainly allow better coordination and logistics, but they
would also give rise to problems. It would be difficult, for instance, to
collect Polish armies from the northern and southern sections of the
country to create a single front while the Soviets are driving toward the
front lines from east to west. As implied above, national fronts would
also make Soviet political control more difficult.

On the other hand, the NSWP forces will not all be broken down to
the division level and grafted onto Soviet armies, as has been sug-
gested. NSWP military districts are sized to mobilize as armies (just
as those of the Soviets are sized to mobilize as fronts), and East Euro-
pean officers are trained by the Soviets for command at the army level.
However, some merging of NSWP divisions into Soviet armies could
occur in the event of a short-warning attack, since the requirements of
surprise could preclude the assembly of national armies. Indeed, the
Soviets may very well prefer a short-warning attack. If war is preceded
by a period of tension, doubts among the East European populace
could grow, and reserves pouring into the NSWP armies could bring
these doubts with them, lowering morale.



SUMMARY Vii

NSWP forces will thus be employed under the influence of several
key factors:

"* The locations of the forces and the axes of most intense con-
flict.

"* Their position at mobilization, if the mobilization period is
short.

"* The location of "suitable" NATO opponents.
"* The nationality of neighboring Warsaw Pact fighting units.

.I ....
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the foreword to a 1982 RAND book, East European Military
, tabLiUshments: The Warsaw Pact Northern Tier,1 the authors state

that their work "is focused not on the size, armaments or operational
principles of the armed forces under discussion, but rather on the
respective military institutions themselves and their functions--both
domestic and within the Soviet military alliance system."

The study presented in this report was undertaken to bridge this
gap, that is, to complete the analysis with attention to the strictly mili-
tary aspects of East European military forces.

The report begins with a brief description of Soviet and Warsaw
Pact (WP) military doctrines, then examines the quantitative and
qualitative role of the non-Soviet Warsaw Pact (NSWP) forces, their
armaments, and the problems of Pact interoperability. Finally, we
analyze in detail the wartime operational role of the East European
armies, including their echelonment, operational utility and tasks,
strategic/operational grouping, and operational autonomy. A com-
parison of modern Soviet and East European combat capabilities is
presented in Appendix B. Comparisons of WP and NATO capabilities
are made throughout the report, especially with regard to each side's
minor allies.

The Kremlin's current concepts regarding Soviet-controlled East
European troops were developed in the 1960s and 1970s and drew on
the Soviet World War 11 experience. This study examines the Soviet
use of East European armed forces during World War II as one aid to
understanding contemporary Soviet concepts.2 It does not attempt to
provide a detailed historical examination of the evolving role of East
European forces in Soviet strategy from 1945 to the 1960s. Analysis of
the contemporary role of NSWP forces is focused on the three North-
ern Tier East European countries, which would play an important role
in this crucial strategic area in the event of a major conflict between
NATO and the WP.

'A. Rosa Johnson, Robert W. Dean, and Alexander Alexiev, East European Military
Establishments: The Warsaw Pact Northern Tier, New York: Crane, Russak & Com-
pany, 1982.

21n the final phase of World War II, in 1944-45, there were 1.5 million East Euro-
pean troops under Soviet command. Today, Moscow-controlled East European troops
are estimated to be 1.2 million strong.

1
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Like all Western studies of WP military affairs, this study is based
on imperfect data. It utilizes published Soviet and East European
sources and the author's personal knowledge of WP military affairs
through the 1960s to estimate contemporary developments. It does not
draw in a mejor way on earlier Western publications, but is intended as
new research which may help confirm or correct earlier analyses. It
should be read not as definitive but as interpretive, to be refined and
modified as failer contemporary data become available.



H. SOVIET/WARSAW PACT DOCTRINES
AND CONCEPTS

This section sketches overall Soviet military doctrine and concepts
that constitute the framework for Soviet military planning related to
the NSWP armed forces.

SOVIET MILITARY DOCTRINE

Modern Soviet military doctrine has assumed that a major super-
power war under present-day conditions would be a global, multitheater
war.' This is a relatively new concept. In World War II, the USSR
fought on one continent only, and the area over which the Red Army
conducted its war operations did not exceed 1 million sq km. The
width of the Soviet-German Front was, at most, 2,500 kin, and the
striking depth of the air forces did not exceed 400 km. But in a
present-day world war, with intercontinental ballistic missiles and
space weapons, the area of war operations could cover virtually the
entire earth.

In contrast to World War I1, when operations were conducted in one
theater of war at a time (first in Europe, then in August-September
1945, in the Far East), the Soviet strategic leadership could be com-
pelled to conduct operations in several theaters simultaneously.

These global planning assumptions mean that instead of the two-
level strategic command system that existed in World War II, i.e.,
Stavha (Stalin's Supreme Headquarters) and fronts, Soviet doctrine for
a superpower conflict envisages a three-level command system, i.e.,
Stauka, headquarters of theaters of war, and fronts. Some theaters of
war would have a four-level system of strategic command: Stavka,
headquarters of the theater of war, theater of military operations
(TVD),2 and fronts. This would be similar to the American structure

i58wf authorities now rant the possibility that a conventional conflict could remain
limited to a single theater (see CoL Gen. Makhmud Gareev, Fnmne: voennyi teoretik
[Iunw: Mi•itay Theoretciml, Moscow: Voenizdat, 1985, Chap. IH). This would be
the easer variant of war for the USSR; however, all war plans must be tailored to the
minst difficult possible variant, a globa multitheater war.

2TM tram Theatrs of Strateic Miitary Action is used by some Western experts.
govi for eampaep C. Donnelly, "The Soviet Military Establishment," and P. Petersen,
"BSvist Planming for Strategic Operations Against NATO," in Spotlight on the Soviet
Uni^, report from a conference at Sundvollen, Norway, April 25-27, 1985, published by
the Norwegian Defense College, Oslo, 1986.

3
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in World War IL At that time, the U.S. armed forces had a three-level
system, Le., the President, as the Supreme Commander-in-Chief (with
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, equivalent to the Stauka), commanders-in-
chief of the theaters of war (Generals Eisenhower and MacArthur), and
the army groups (equivalent to the Soviet fronts).

We assume that Soviet military doctrine currently anticipates the
division of the global theater of war into (1) regional theaters of war,
(2) the space theater of war, and (3) the rear (mainland) theater of war
(see F%. 1). Regional theaters are in turn subdivided into (1) oceanic
theaters of war (e.g., the Atlantic, Pacific, Arctic, and Indian oceanic
theaters of war), and (2) land-naval theaters of war (including the
European theater of war (ETW)).

The ETW is divided into three strategic theaters of military opera-
tions (teatry voennykh deastvU, TVD):

1. Northwestern TVD (or independent front).
2. Western (Central European) TVD.
3. Southwestern TVD.

The ETW, especially in a global, multitheater war, would be com-
manded by a special Soviet High Command Headquarters, perhaps
based on the peacetime Warsaw Pact Joint High Command.3 The
TVD commands, including the Western TVD command, have been
established in peacetime in recent years. Wartime fronts would be
subordinated to the TVD commands.4

The levels and scopes of the military doctrines to which these levels
relate are indicated in Fig. 1. Soviet military doctrine stipulates:

which opponent wil have to be fought in a future war, what type of
war it will be ... ; the goals and tasks of a coalition of armed forces
in such a war;, the requirements in terms of armed forces in order to
accomplish the basic tasks and the direction in which such armed
form should be deployed; what preparations for war should be made
and the manner in which the war should be conducted.6

This applies to the ETW as well.

se Mihade Sedklswics, The Warsmw Pact Command Structure mn Peam and War,
Th RAND Cupoosaton, R-456RC, July •9•&

48a J. C. Him and P. A. Peterson, Thanging the Soviet System of ControL Focus
em Tbhs@ Warts,, InhenadnaL Denwe Reviea, March 1986; M. Saykiewicz,
Bet-Wone Pad Western Theate of M -swy Operatmn. O& nisation and Musions,
Th. RAND Cmpe dklm N-2•6-AF, Aupmt 1987.

Uteftae Voewina Eth sdia (8ovet MiWory Enocpedia in 8 vohlm), Vol.
S Meon. Vosmsdat, 1977, p. 225; A. A. Grechko, Vonohenno sily Somebhgo Oou-
dre, 2ied, Moscow Vmksdat 1975, pp. 340-M43.
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WP AND NSWP MILITARY DOCTRINES

Warsaw Pact military doctrine covers only the ETW, including its
above-mentioned TVDs, and is a further, detailed development of the
portion of Soviet military doctrine that deals with the ETW.6  The
national military doctrines of the NSWP countries are obligatory sys-
tems of thought in each of these countries regarding the fulfillment of
the portion of WP military doctrine that relates to the particular coun-
try and its armed forces. These national doctrines differ from
Soviet/WP military doctrines in scope and detail only. They stress the
importance of geostrategic position; the tasks falling upon the country
and its armed forces within the framework of the strategic plans of the
WP; war potential (which is the result of military might, political-
moral potential, economic potential, and scientific potential); national
traditions; and historical experience.7 As Boleslaw Chocha, the former
Chief of the Polish General Staff, stated:8

differences appear mainly in such an area as: peculiarity in some
organizational structures of government, military and other bodies,
the style of their operations and activities, diversity in the territorial
defense system and in civil defense,9 and in the practice of the mobi-
lization system, etc. For these reasons in spite of the existence of
[Warsaw Pact] coalition military doctrine, there still exist also
national military doctrines, which, as part of the common directives

6Warsaw Pact military doctrine was for the first time officially announced on May 30,
1987, in connection with a communique from the East Berlin Political Consultative
Committee session (Pravda, May 30, 1987; see also Army Gen. A. Gribkov's article about
this document in Krasnaia zvezda, September 25, 1987). However, this document is not
"military doctrine" (as defined by the Soviet Military Encyclopedia), but a disarmament
proposal. The real scope of WP military doctrine was indicated earlier by a Polish Gen-
oral, J. Kaminski, a former deputy chief of staff of WP forces. Kaminski said this "coali-
tion defense doctrine of the socialist countries" dealt with the following questions: (1)
Who, in all probability, will be the enemy? (2) What will be the character of future war?
(3) What will be the goals and the tasks of the socialist coalition in that war? (4) How
should such a war be prepared for and conducted? (Jozef Kaminski, Koalicje wojskowe,
Warsaw. MON, 1982, p. 242.)

VFor discussions of NSWP military doctrines, see Boleslaw Chocha (Lt. Gen., Ret.,
former Chief of the Polish General Staff), and Col. Prof. Julian Kaczmarek, Wojna i dok-
tryna wojenna, Warsaw: MON, 1980; Leksykon Wojskowy, Warsaw: MON, 1979; D. Ver-
bitskiy et al. (eds.), Armii Stran Varshavskogo Dogovora, Spravochnik, Moscow: Voeniz-
dat, 1985; V. Kulikov, Kollektivnaia zashchita sotsializma, Moscow: Voenizdat, 1982; C.
Jones, "Soviet Military Doctrine and the Warsaw Pact," in D. Leebaert (ed.), Soviet Mili-
tory Thinking, London: Allen, 1981; Johnson, Dean, and Alexiev, Military Establish-
ment;, J. Lider, Military Theory, London: Gover, 1983; Gen. Jozef Kaminski, "Socjalis-
tyczna doktryna obronna," Wojskowy Przeglad Historyczny, No. 1-2, 1980, pp. 31-80.

5Chocha and Kaczmarek, Wojna i doktryna wojenna, p. 85.
9The diversities of the Polish territorial defense system and the civil defense system

are analyzed in the author's Wartime Missions of the Polish Internal Front, op. cit.
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concerning all the members of the [Warsaw Pact] coalition, include
also specific directives for each given country.

The exception is Romanian national military doctrine.'l
For example, in comparison with the Soviet armed forces, the Polish

armed forces have distinct features:

"* Polish military districts are army-size commands; Soviet mili-
tary districts are front-size commands.

"* The Commanders-in-Chief of the Polish Navy, Air Force, and
Air Defense Force are not deputy defense ministers; those in
the USSR are."t

"* The Polish motor transport service and the armor service are
united in one service; in the USSR, they are separate.

"* The Polish internal security troops (WOW) are subordinated to
the defense ministry; in the USSR, they are subordinated to the
internal ministry (Vnutrennye voiska).

"* The Polish State Defense Committee (Komitet Obrony Kraju,
KOK) prior to 1984 was subordinated to the Council of Minis-
ters; in the USSR, since 1964 at least, such a body has been
above the Council of Ministers.12

The primary reason for these differences is the principle that the
lower the command level, the greater the tendency to concentrate func-
tions in one person. For example, in the Soviet armed forces, there are
two separate sections in the divisional-level headquarters: a personnel
section and a replacement section. On the regimental level, the fourth
assistant of the chief of staff deals with these matters. The Polish
armed forces is numerically one-tenth the size of the Soviet.

The second reason for the differences among military doctrines is
that, for example, in Poland in wartime, the territory of Poland would
be much more in danger of direct attack by enemy troops (such as air-
borne and amphibious assault troops) than would the territory of the
USSR. It is necemary, even in peacetime, to concentrate all the forces
of the "internal front" in the hands of the Polish Defense Ministry,
while the equivalent Soviet forces are divided among the Defense Min-
istry, the KGB, and the Ministry of the Interior.

1Th1 (very difMerent) contents and essence of this doctrine are analyzed in A. Ross
Johnoon, st al., East European Military Establishments, App. E.

"UHowever, the commander of the East German Air Force, which is much smaller
than the Polish, is a deputy defense minister, perhaps because he is simultaneously the
comwapder of the East German Air Defense Force.

l127U first point is made on the basis of personal experience. The remaining points
ma documnnted frequently in Krasnaia zuezda and Zolnierz Wolnosci.
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All the various kinds of Polish troops, without exception, also exist
in the USSR and in all other East European countries. Their peace-
time and wartime tasks are identical. Therefore, the differences are in
their subordination system and their relative importance within the
national defense system.

East European national military doctrines also incorporate distinc-
tive tactical and staff elements. For example, General Florian Siwicki,
now the Polish Defense Minister, noted:

Over the course of many years' work, we have defined doctrinal
theories which are concordant with our needs and form an integral
part of the general coalition defense doctrine of the socialist states.
We have devised an efficiently operating, complex system for achiev-
ing full combat readiness of the armed forces, which has been tested
time and again during countless exercises.

We also have outstanding achievements which we demonstrate dur-
ing Warsaw Pact exercises. Our solutions for assault crossing of
wide stretches of water, crossing canals with built-up banks, convey-
ing tanks across the bottom at various times of the year, etc., have
been favorably acknowledged. We have devised and introduced into
the forces the method of parallel or almost parallel decision-making
in several links in the command chain in order to speed up the pro-
cm of decision-making and thereby leave as much time as possible
for those whose task it is to execute the decisions. The system of
information flow used by our staff in the command system and the
functional, technical facilities at command stations in the field have
also met with approval. 3

Such claimed achievements are tactical/technical and staff improve-
ments, which in no way deviate from general WP doctrine and have no
influence on the most important elements of this doctrine. They
merely reconfirm the inequality of the WP partners.

SOVIET MILITARY CONCEPTS

As background to examining the role of the East European armed
forces in Soviet military planning, it is necessary to review several
Soviet military concepts.

n0en. Floran Siwicki, "Kaztaltowanio gso i rozwoj Ludowego Wojaka Polskiego..
WojeoMY PrarWd Hitorycs y, No. 4, 1973, cited in Mala Kronika Ludowgo Wojska
P e -194,-/fS1, Warum. MON, 1975, p. 125. See Appendix A for a recent Polish
statement of daiona1 military doctrine which stresses WP coalition aspects.
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Military/Geographic Areas

The Soviet classification system of military/geographic areas is shown
in Table 1. This Soviet approach assures that:

1. In the event of a war in Europe, all the key headquarters will
be exclusively in the hands of the Soviet Strategic High Com-
mand.

2. Military/strategic war planning is the exclusive task of Soviet
high commands in peacetime; in wartime, these commands
will conduct hostilities on all strategic levels and also on most
of the operational levels.

3. Assuming that in wartime there will be a four-level division of
strategic/operational commands (Stavka, ETW or TVD, front
headquarters, army headquarters) in the ETW, the NSWP
commands will have charge of a small part of the lowest levels
in this hierarchy, the armies, and perhaps fronts. 4

4. The NSWP commands of operational level (army and front)
will clearly have a secondary role in WP strategic planning
and in the conduct of a war in Europe. Moreover, Soviets
may command all fronts (as discussed in Section VII).

Strategic Echelons

The Soviet and WP armed forces in the ETW are divided into the
first strategic echelon, the second strategic echelon, and the deep stra-
tegic reserves (the reserves are made up of only Soviet forces). 5

Western military experts hold differing views as to which NSWP
forces belong to any given strategic echelon. This is particularly true
of the Polish armed forces. According to the Soviet definition of the
first and second strategic echelons, "In the course of deployment of the
armed forces, the First Strategic Echelon usually consists of large stra-
tegic and operational units of all kinds of armed services destined to
take part in initial operations. The Second Strategic Echelon includes
large strategic and operational units deployed [activated] in the rear." 16

It is clear from this definition that in peacetime the Polish armed
forces are in the second, not the first, strategic echelon. Only in war-
time, or in the final stages before the outbreak of war, when Polish
forces are deployed on East German territory, would they be in the

14Theoretically, only Polish and possibly Czechoslovak and Bulgarian fronts could be
established, as discussed below.

15See Sadykiewicz, Western TVD.16Soviet Military Encyclopedia, Vol. 7, 1979, p. 554.
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first strategic echelon. The same applies to the Romanian armed
forces, which are in the second echelon in peacetime, and the
Czechoslovak armed forces that are deployed in Slovakia. All other
NSWP armed forces are strictly in the first echelon.

Prewar Readinews Potential

According to Soviet military doctrine, prewar readiness potential
(which includes, among other things, the strength and deployment of
forces; command, control, communications, and intelligence (C31) capa-
bilityr, ; and rear-service readiness) is one of the key fac-
tors that should predetermine the start, the progress, and, finally, the
outcome of a war in a given theater.17 Thus, all NSWP forces
deployed in the first strategic echelon, as well as th6 Romanian and the
Polish armed forces (which have a high level of prewar readiness
potential), are important components of the prewar readiness potential
of the Soviet bloc armed forces in Europe.

One of the most important indicators of prewar readiness potential
is the ratio of Category 1 and 2 divisions, which require relatively small
mobilization efforts, to Category 3 divisions, which have only about 30
percent wartime strength and must be substantially reinforced by
mobilization before the outbreak of war. This ratio for the East Euro-
pean and Soviet divisions in the first and second strategic echelons on
East European territory is shown in Table 2; it is 100 percent for
Soviet forces, but less than that for all NSWP forces except those of
East Germany.

1"Combat readiness is the crowning achievement of the troops' combat mastery in
peacetime and the key to victory in war." (Voyennyi ueenik, No. 7, 1986, p. 7.)
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HI. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE ROLES
OF NSWP FORCES

HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE IN WORLD WAR II

The sizes of the East European forces in the final stages of World
War II are shown in Table 3. Not all the troops and formations identi-
fied in Table 3 participated in the hostilities, however, primarily
because of lack of armaments and lack of time to attain combat readi-
ness within the newly established formations. This was particularly
the case with the Hungarian and Romanian forces.

The East European troops were kept in the rear also because, being
pro-Soviet, they were assigned to enforce the political reorganization of
territories along Soviet lines and, in cooperation with the NKVD (the
People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs), to safeguard the rear of
the advancing front. This was especially true of the Polish forces, and
generally true of the Czechoslovak and Bulgarian forces.

Table 4 shows the mobilization efforts of the Polish and Bulgarian
armed forces, under Soviet command, and their contributions to the
hostilities on the Soviet/German front.

In the fall of 1944, the Soviet High Command anticipated that the
war would last until the end of 1945. Provisions were thus made for
considerable expansion of allied East European armies. A Soviet Gen-
eral Staff directive stated that the Polish Army should increase to
566,000 troops, which meant calling up an additional 181,000 men.
The population of the Polish territory freed from German occupation
at the time was only 5.5 million, so the mobilization rate was 10.3 per-
cent, far higher than the Polish prewar mobilization rate of 4 percent.

The Stavka's prognosis for the duration of the war in Europe
changed at the end of 1944, and a decision was made to stop the
buildup of East European forces and to use all those available, whether
combat ready or not, to reinforce the army in the field, especially the
Northern Tier. The result was tragic: The rapidly created 2nd Polish
Army, under General Karol Swierczewski, was sent into battle with 50
percent of its men only "half-ready" and not properly trained for com-
bat. More than 20,000 officers and men and most of the Army's heavy
weapons were lost in the first 14 days of fighting (April 14 to April 30,
1945).1

18 j. Malczewski, "0 stratach LWP w latach 1943-1945," Wojskowy Przeglad Histo-

rymzn, February 1972, pp. 213-225.

13
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Ta"le 3

EAST EUROPEAN FORCES UNDER SOVIET COMMAND in 1944-1945a

Percentage of

All-Arms Independent Non-Soviet
Forces Armies Corps" Diviaiond Manpower Forces

Polish 3 1 25 385,000 27
Czechoslovakian 1d 1 (e) 60,000 4
Romanian 2 3 17 500,000 35
Bulgarian 3 - 20 446,000 31
Hungarian - - 4d 46,000 3

Total 9 5 66 1,437,000 100

SOURCES: A. V. Antosyak et al. (eds.), Zarozhdenie narodnykh armii stran
uchastnits Varshavskogo Dogovora, 1941-1949, Izdatielstvo, Nauka, Moscow, 1975;
Eneyklopedia II Wojny Swiatowej, MON, Warsaw, 1975; D. V. Diev, Rumynskaia
Narodnaia Armia, Voenizdat, Moscow, 1966; T. Rawski et al., Wojna wyzwolencza
narodu polskiego w Latach 1939-1945. Wezlowe problemy, Wydawnictwo MON, War-
saw, 1963; L Svoboda, Ot Buzuluka do Pragi, Voenizdat, Moscow, 1969.

"Including the highest figures reached in that time.
bhncltding the Polish 1st Tank Corps and the 1st Czechoslovak Corps.
cInfantry, cavalry, artillery, antiaircraft (AA) artillery, and mountain.
dNot operational until the end of the war.
'rho corps consisted of 5 brigades.

Table 4

THE FRONT/REAR DISTRIBUTION OF POLISH AND BULGARIAN FORCES
UNDER SOVIET COMMAND, WINTER-SPRING 1945

Field Army Rear

Force Total Number Percent Number Percent

Polish armed forces
Troops 385,000 185,000 48 200,000 52
Divisions

Infantry 14 10 71 4 29
Cavalry 1 1 100 - -

Tank& 2 2 100 - -
Artilleryb 4 3 75 1 25
Aviation 4 4 100 - -

Bulgarian armed forces
TroopsF 446,000 287,000 64 159,000 36
Divisions

Infantry 16 9 56 7 44
Cavalry 2d 2 100 - -
Tank (brigade) 1 1 100 - -

Aviation 1 1 100 - -

SOURCES: Same as Table 3.
'One tank corps and one separate tank brigade.
'Field and AA artillery.

In October 1944.
dBrigades.
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The 42 Bet European ground force divisions constituted only 8 per-
cent of the total USSR/East European strength. The East European
air force and navy contributions were smaller still (see Table 5). How-
ever, the ratio of Soviet to East European divisions shown in Table 5
does not reflect the true proportional contributions of the two sides.
EFat European divisions were, on average, approximately two and one-
half times larger than Soviet divisions in terms of manpower,2 so the
East European contribution was about 20 percent. In other words,
during the final stages of World War II, every fifth soldier fighting on

Table

CONTRIBUTION OF SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN FORCES TO
THE ANTI-NAZI OVERALL MILITARY BALANCE, WINTER 1945

Percentage of
East East European

Forces Soviet European Forces in Total

Ground forces'
Divisions and equivalentsb 506 42 8'

Air forcs
Combat aircraft' 4,100 832 2

Navies
Major and minor warships 300W Few' < 1
SOURCES: D. . Ustinov, Marshal of the Soviet Union, Chairman of the

Main Editorial Commission, Istoria Vtoroi Mirovoi Voiny 1939-1945, 12 vols.,
Moscow, 1979, Vol. 10, pp. 37-38; also writings mentioned in Table 3.

'Only forces actively engaged in the hostilities, excluding forces of stra-
tegic reserves and in the rear.

4nfantry, cavalry, mountain, and tank divisions, as well as mechanized
and tank corps.

est European forces constitute 20 percent when adjusted to reflect the
real manpower figures in these divisions.

dOn active combat duty.
Vonly Baltic and Northern Soviet Fleets.
SmH Romanian and Bulgarian Danube river units.

sSoviet infntry divisions at that time averaged 3,000 to 3,500 men, while the East
Iaropean infantry divisions averaged 8,000 to 9,000 men. See the report of Marshal
RkPossa's to the Soviet General Staff on February 15, 1945, about the manpower of
his Second Belorussian Front- 26 divisions with an average of 3,000 men, and 8 divisions
with an average of 4,000 men (VIZh, March 1985, p. 77). These figures were typical of
most Soviet infantry divisions. The tables of organization and equipment (TO&E) for
infantry divisions were identical or very similar for Soviet and East European divisions,
showing pproximately 11,000 men for each; but this size was never reached by Soviet
dW~ion.
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the German Festemn Front, not counting the 800,000-strong Yugoslav
army, was rn-Soviet, especially in first-line fighting formations.

TMl PESUNT SITUATION

Today, more than 40 years after the end of World War II, the WP
justifies the deployment of Soviet forces in four East European coun-
tries. Soviet divisions are stationed in the very heart of Europe, more
than 2,000 km west of Moscow and less than 200 km from the Euro-
pean Atlantic coast. This fact alone suggests the great strategic impor-
tance of the East European countries for the USSR.

These countries are also militarily important. The Polish army is
presently the third largest army in Europe, after the Soviet and West
German armies. If we consider only the actual number of East Euro-
pean and Soviet ground divisions in the ETW, without considering
their respective qualitative strengths, we obtain the figures shown in
Table 6. According to these calculations, the East European forces
contribute:

* 45 percent of the divisions in the first strategic echelon.
* 36 percent of the divisions in the second strategic echelon.
* 37 percent of the divisions in the overall theater forces.

If we also consider the possibility of deploying the Polish army and
the Czechoelovak divisions in Slovakia from the second to the first
strategic echelon, which would be easy because of proximity, the total
proportion of East European divisions in this decisive echelon reaches
57 percent. The real combat capabilities of the East European forces
are therefore of great interest. However, it is very difficult to assess
those capabilities.

The German General Staff had similar problems when it tried to
evaluate the combat woorth of its allied Romanian, Italian, and Hun-
guuian divisions during World War II. Ultimately, it settled for the
pneralizhd assumption that each of those divisions was, on average,
worth half a German division.4 It was much easier to compare forces
at that time than it is today, if only because the variety of equipment
and arms was approximately 70 percent smaller than that in a contem-
pormy infantry or armored division in Europe.

$As of March 1, 1945.

48n Heinz Mapnluimor, "Methoden und Grenuen eines militaerischen Kraftver-
sbiehs,' Ostewiw~hieche Militeriche Zeitchrift, No. 2,1984, p. 126.
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TableS

CO9TRUUTONOF SOVIST AND EAST EUROPEAN DIVIIONS
IN TUE WARSAW PACT EUDOPIAN THEATER OF WAR

Ift Strategic 2nd Strategic Strategic
Force Echel"n Echelon Reserves Total

Overi theater, including Soviet-Turkish border
Soviet divisions' 65h 27d 137
EFAs Europeen divisions' 30* 27' - 57

"5ngew 75 92 27 184

Europe only,
Soviet divisions' 33 46 14 98
Eanst European divisions 30 27 - 57

Subtotal 66 73 14 166

NOM. nFiure. taken from The Militay Bakance 1987-1988. The Uni-
fie'd Army CorP. in the Belorussian Military District shown in The Miltary
8b"lnc was not counted because of a lack of details.

OActive tank, motorized rifle, airborne, and amphibious assault divisions.
b~lg19 divisions in the German Democratic Republic (GDR), 5 in

Casohoslov"ka 4 in Hungary, and 5 airborne divisions deployed in the
Western Military Districts (thene divisions are available to take part in the
first operation, so they are an integal part of the First Strategic Echelon)
a. well as 12 division in the Trans-Caucasian Military District.

'Includes 2 divisions in Poland, 63 divisions in the Western Military Dis-

fInclude Moscow, North-Caucasus, Volta, and Ural Military Districts.
Includes 6 GDR divisions, 8 Czechoslovakian divisions, 10 Bulgarian (g

notor-rifle divisions plus 5 tank brigades and 1 mountain brigade as
equivalent of two divisions), and 6 Hungarian divisions.

%whduds 15 Polish divisions, 10 Romanian, and 2 Czechoslovakian divi-
glans deployed in Slovakia.

'Not including Soviet divisions in the Trans-Caucasus and North Cau-
-eu Military Districts.

TW hisstd attempts to establish the real combat potential value of
the basic mass Of East European forces, i.e., the motorized rifle divi-
sios (MIDs) and tank divisions (TDs), in comparison with their
Sovie counteparts. To obtain a full picture of the relative contribu-
tims Of NSAt EUropean and S8oviet divisions, it is necessary to consider
both a resinems-sgre index and a qualitative-coefficient index.

The Peadin=a-deWr index (Table 7) indicates the peacetime man-
ning levels of the WNP ground divisions in relation to their wartime
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TaMl 7

P3ACBUiM= MANNING, AS A PURCENTAGE
OF WAIMM MANNING

Diisions Soviet East European

Cate•g 1y 75 to 100 Up to 75
Categy2 50to 75 UptoS5
Category 3 Less than 50 Little more than

cadres

"In fact, in both the USSR and the East European
armies these divisions are designated, respectively,
Category A, B. and C, but we use the conventional
Western classification, Category 1, 2, and 3.

TO&E; all these divisions are complete with equipment, but the equip-
ment of those in Category 3 is obsolescent.5

The qualitativ-coefficient index (see Table 10 below) is the ratio of
qualitative strength of the Soviet to East European divisions at the
present time, where *qualitative strength" means the overall quality of
combat and support equipment, training level, C31 capabilities, and the
combat and logistic support capabilities of units of the divisional slice
(i.e., units on the army and front level). We used the armored division
equivalent (ADE) method described in detail in App. B to derive the
actual relationship between the qualitative combat potential of the
Soviet and East European divisions of the Northern Tier. The figures
shown in Table 8 indicate that the wartime total strength of the three
Northern Tier NSWP country divisions is equivalent to 25 Category 1
Soviet tank divisions, nine of which are deployed in East Germany in
peacetime (see Table 9). This contribution is probably larger than that
of NATO nations of approximately the same size.

Assuming a coefficient of 1.0 for the strongest divisions in the
WP-the Soviet Category 1 divisions-the remaining divisions have
the estimated coefficients shown in Table 10. Using the coefficients,
we can reconstruct the real contribution of Soviet and East European
divisions to the overall strength of such forces in the WP balance. The
remslts are shown in Table 11. The share of participation of Soviet and
Erst European divisions also applies to the whole of their divisional
slice, the size of which is proportional to the number of active divi-
sions. The figures in Table 11 also apply to all the ground forces of
these countries.

611M8, Th7 Military Balance, 1982-1983, pp. 11, 20; IISS, The Miaitary Balance,
1983 4, p. 19.
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Table 8

COMPAXIbW-OW QUALITAATIV COMBAT POTENTIAL OF
SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN MANEUVER DIVISIONS

(Estimated)

Compaison of Group of Soviet Forces in Germany (GSFG)
disions with Northern Tier East Europea divisions

Soviet armored division, Category 1 1.00
Soviet MD, Category 1 0.92
Bast European armored division, Category 1 0.70
East EopeN armored division, Category 2 0.52
Eat European MWD, Category 1 0.62
EGAt European MRD, Category 2 0.49
East European MED, Category 3 0.38
East European reserve division 0.300

Comparison of East European Northern Tier armored division, Category 1,
with all other East European Northern Tier divisions

East European armored division, Category 1 1.00
East European armored division, Category 2 0.74b
East European MRD, Category 1 0.88
EA European MRD, Category 2 0.71
Eat European MRD, Category 3 0.54
Esst European reserve division 0.4T

SOURCE: See Table B-18 in Appendix B.
'or 0.40 for the GDR reserve divisions; this is described later.

"bin East European forces there are probably no armored divisions of
Category 3 except in Czechoulovakia.

eOr 0.56, for the GDR reserve divisions.
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Tbl 9

WASTIME COMBAT POTENTIAL OF NORTHERN TIER NSWP
oivIMuo COMPARED WIrh ADX COEFFICIENT FOR

"A SOVIET TANK DIVIMION, CATEGORY 1, IN GSFG

GDR
2 armored divisions, Catgory 1 x 0.70 - 1.40
4 motorisde-rift divisions, Category I x 0.62 - 2.48
4 reserve divisions x 0.40 - 1.60

ToWa 4.88

Czechoslovakia
I armored division, Category I x 0.70 - 0.70
2 armored divisions, Category 2 x 0.52 - 1.02
2 armored divisions, Category 3 x 0.45 - 0.90
5 motorized-rifle divisions, Category 1 x 0.62 - 3.10
5 reserve divisions x 0.30 = 1.50

TotWi 7.22

Poland
5 armored divisions, Category I x 0.70 = 3.50
3 motorixed-rifle divisions, Category I x 0.62 w 1.86
4 motorized-rifle divisions, Category 2 x 0.49 - 1.96
3 motorized-rifle divisions, Category 3 x 0.38 - 1.14
10 reserve divisions x 0.30-3,00

Total 11.46

SOURCM For number of divisions according to their category, see
Table 2.
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Ta"l 10

'MOMAYTID QUAUITATIW3 CO3VICIIN OF WP DIVISIONS
(Number of diviiont in parentheses)

Soviet divisions, Category 1 1.0
Soviet divsis Ctow"y 2 0.9
Sovile divison, categoy• 3 0.7
Fst German divisions (all ar Category 1) (6) 0.9
Polish divisions, Category 1 (10) 0.8
Polish divisions, Category 2 (2) 0.7
Polish divisionw Category 8 (3) 0.5

schuoakian d~divisions, Category 1 (6) 0.88
u divisions, Categ 2 (2) 0.7

C okadivisions, Category 3 (2) 0.5
Buigarlm divisions, Category 1 (6) 0.6
Bulgarian divisions, Category 2 (1) 0.5
Bulgarian divisions, Category 3 (3) 0.4
HunrAn divisions Catgry 1 (1) 0.65
Hungarian dvisionw Category 2 (2) 0.5
Hungarian divisonw Category 3 (3) 0.4
Romanian divisions, Category 1 (2.3) 0.5
Rommnian divisions, Category 2 (5) 0.4
Romanian divisions, Category 3 (4) 0.3

NUMh The qualitative-coefflcient index is extracted from Table 8
and adjusted for national diferences.

Table 11

ULL-STR]RNGTH DIVISION EQUIVALENTS IN SOViET
AND EAST EUROPEAN WARSAW PACT FORCES

Percent

Country Number within WP

USSR 107.0 75
Poland 10.9 8
Czechoslovakia 7.5 5
Bulgaria 5.3 4
FtAA GMAAY 5.3 4
Romania 4.1 3
Hungary 2.9 2

Total 143.0 100

"Percentages do not total to 100 due to rounding.
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To calculate the respective participation of Soviet and East Euro-pean forces in the WP air force and navy, we must again refer to the
quality-coefficient index. Applying coefficients given in Table 12 to
the number of aircraft and warships-the most measurable components
of these armed services-we obtain the overall balance shown in Table
13.

Figure 2 graphically presents the data of Tables 11 and 13. The
East European forces are shown to contribute 25 percent of the ground
forces, 28 percent of the air forces, and 30 percent of the naval forces
in the WP balance.

As an analogy, let us assume that NATO is divided into "major" and
"minor" allies-the major allies being those forces deployed in con-
tinental Europe by the United States, Great Britain, and West Ger-
many, and all the other allies being minor (the French and Spanish
forces are not taken into consideration). The military strength of the
minor allies of both alliances is compared in Fig. 3.

Although the East European forces represent about 25 percent of the
overall strength of the WP, they are fully equivalent to all 12 "minor"
NATO allies. Moreover, in the strategically decisive Northern Tier,

Table 12

ESTIMATED QUALITATIVE-COEFFICIENT INDEX FOR
SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN WARSAW PACT

AIR FORCES AND NAVIES

Country Air Forces Navies

USSR 1.0 1.0
Poland 0.7 0.7
Czechoslovakia 0.8 -
East Germany 0.8 0.7
Hungary 0.7 -
Bulgaria 0.6 0.6
Romania 0.5 0.5

SOURCE: Author's judgment based on degree of moderniza-
tion of weapons and other combat equipment, extracted from
IISS, The Military Balance, 1987-1988, London, 1987.
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OGround forces

DAir forces

QNaval forces
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Fig~ 2--Soviet-East European participation in the overall Warsaw
Pact military balance (percentages, not counting the

qualitative-coefficient index)
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Warsaw Piaot NATO
Divisions*

Tanks"

14,M 9,600

Armored combat vehicles
(AFVs and AFCs)

17,000000 6,5W0

Artillery guns

Combat aircraft

"Independent brigades aggregated on the basis of three brigades to
one division
"Main battle tanks

NOTE: WP East European Northern Tier consists of the GOR, Czechoslovakia, and Poland;
on the NATO side, mung only the formes of Norway. Denmark, Belgium, Luxem-
bou", the relaands aid Canadian forces stationed in Germay.

SOURCE Compiled from IIS,8 The Military Balance, 1984-85; 85-86; 86-87.
All figures rounded

P4 3-Strngth of Warw Nct and NAMO minor allies
(Narhen Tir hwn in smaller boxes)
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the three minor WP allies have the following advantage over the six
minor NATO allies in the main means of ground-air warfare:

Minor Allies,
Military Strength WP/NATO Ratio

Divisions 4.4 1
Tanks 5.3 1
Armored personnel carriers (APCs) and

armored fighting vehicles (AFVs) 2.3 1
Artillery guns 2.1 1
Aircraft 2.5 1

The East European forces play a very important role in WP stra-
tegy, precisely because they "neutralize" the military forces of all 12
"minor" NATO allies, even including the forces of the 1st French Army
in Germany. This would suggest that more than 100 Soviet divisions6

could be deployed against 20 U.S., British, and German divisions,7 giv-
ing the Soviets an overwhelming 5-to-1 advantage.8

THE WESTERN TVD AND THE STRATEGIC VALUE OF
NSWP FORCES

The East European contribution to the Western TVD is shown in
Table 14 and Fig. 4. Since World War II, East European participation
in the strategically decisive Central Front has grown as follows:

"* Ground forces: from 20 percent to 25 percent.9

"* Aircraft: from 1.7 percent to 28 percent.
"* Naval warships: from less than 1 percent to 30 percent.

These are very significant increases. In the decisive Western TVD,
every fourth ground forces division, every third to fourth aircraft, and
every third warship is non-Soviet.

Of course, in the event of war, after partial or general mobilization,
the Western TVD figures would greatly increase. Analyses of the
mobilization possibilities of the East European forces are beyond the
scope of the present study, but they are significantly greater than

%lncluding 30 in Eastern Europe and 70 in the Soviet Western and Southwestern mil-
itary districts.

7Coumting 12 German divisions, 4 divisions of the British Army of the Rhine, and 4
divisions of the 7th U.S. Army.

SThis does not mean that the Soviet divisions will be committed exclusively against
the NATO major allies, and the East European divisions against the minor ones. This
abstract example merely emphasizes the specific weight of NSWP forces.

'Based on quantitative ground force division equivalents.
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Table 14

QUANTITATIVE CONTRBUTION OF EAST EUROPEAN FORCES TO THE
OVERALL PEACETIME MILITARY BALANCE OF THE WESTERN TVD

Percentage
within the

Forces Number Western TVD

Front-level headquarters 2 20
Tank arnie 3 21
AUl-arms armies' 4 33
Total, tank and all-arms armies 7 26
Air armies" 3 33
Tank divisions 12 24
Motorized-rifle divisions 17 35
Total, tank and motorized-rifle divisions 29 32
Airborne divisions 1.5 33
Amphibious divisions' 1 66
Artillery divisions' 3 30
Troops 612,000 28
Tanks 10,200 35
Armored personnel cars 11,950 37
Guns, 100-mm and above 6,800 29
Aircraft' 1,510 43
Warships 277 50

SOURCES: Department of Defense, Soviet Military Power 1988, GPO, Washington,
D.C., 1988; IISS, The Military Balance, 1987-1988, London, 1987; Collins, U.S./Soviet
Military Balance, updated August 1, 1983; David G. Isby, "Weapons and Tactics of the
Soviet Army," Jane's Defence Weekly, London, 1981; John Hemaley, "Soviet Troop
Control," Bms, O0ford, 1982; NATO Information Service, "NATO and the Warsaw
Pact Force Comparison," Brussels, 1984.

'Potential contribution.
'Countint one such Polish division, one Czechoslovakian brigade, and two German

Democratic Republic airborne battalions.
'The remaining 34 percent consists of a Soviet Marine Brigade included into the

Soviet Baltic Fleet and small German Democratic Republic units of this type.
'One such Czechoslovakian division plus Polish and German Democratic Republic

artillery brigades and independent regiments combined into two artillery divisions.
'Combat aircraft only, without helicopters.

_
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Soviet mobilization possibilities, because the East European forces are
deployed in the forward area, hundreds and thousands of kilometers
closer to the front line than units mobilized inside the USSR, and
therefore they could achieve battle readiness much more quickly than
Soviet units. Depending on where they are stationed in peacetime, the
Soviet troops would require at least an additional one to two weeks to
mobilize, and more to regroup to the region of combat operations.

The relatively strong military efforts of the three Northern Tier
East European countries are strategically very important. The three
Northern Tier East European countries, having a population (69 mil-
lion) approximately equal to that of the FRG (61.5 million), have a
numerical force advantage over the FRG (see Fig. 510 and Table 15)
and, indeed, over all non-U.S. Central European forces (see Table 16).

The relatively large NSWP forces in the Western TVD play an
important role in the Kremlin's strategic planning. Theoretically,
there are only three conditions under which the WP could wage war
against NATO forces in Europe, either conventional or nuclear, regard-
less of the prevailing political conditions (e.g., out-of-the-blue Soviet
aggression, unrest in Eastern Europe, etc.):

1. By strategic surprise, the so-called "short warning attack,"
which includes minimum WP mobilization and reinforcement.

2. After a short period of tension and buildup of WP and NATO
forces and partial mobilization.

3. After a long period of tension and full-scale mobilization.

The most convenient condition for the Kremlin is strategic surprise.
However, let us look at the forces in place that are at the disposal of
the Soviet Union in the forward area in the Northern Tier: 19 divi-
sions in East Germany, 2 divisions in Poland, and 5 divisions in
Czechoslovakia-a total of 26 divisions facing NATO's Allied Forces
Central Europe (AFCENT) of 22 divisions. Even with the factor of
complete surprise, these Soviet forces are insufficient, in the view of
Soviet military planners concerned with force ratios, to secure strategic
success. If we add the 6 East German divisions and 7 Czechoslovak
divisions close -to the Western frontier, we have a total of 39 WP

10 Figure 5 shows a great disproportion in numbers of divisions, tanks, and aircraft
between the Czechoslovak forces and thos of East Germany and Poland. The Czechs
have many more, on a per capita basis, so their contribution to the WP forces appears to
be relatively much greater than that of East Germany and Poland. However, the latter
two countries have their own navies, and Czechoslovakia does not. Therefore, the
overal numbers of regular fores of all three East European countries per 1 million
population are almost identical. The defense efforts of these three countries are thus
ewrozimaely equal on a per-capita hasis.
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Table 15

COMPARISON OF MILITARY STRENGTH: EAST EUROPEAN
NORTHERN TiE COUNTRIES VS. FRG

Poland,
Czechoslovakia,

Forces East Germany FRG Ratio

Reqular force.s 771,000 488,000 1.6: 1
DIvisionsý 31 12 2.6:1
To"k 9,900 4,887 2.0:1
Gum 100-mn and above' 6,425 2,393 2.7: 1
Airrft" 1,590 604 2.6: 1
Warships' 277 192 1.4: 1

SOURCES: Same as Table 14.
'Including border troops."bTank, motorized-rifle, mechanized, amphibious assault, and airborne

"Wain battle tanks only.
qnclnding multiple rocket launchers (MRLs) and 120 and 160mm

mortars.
"Helicopters omitted.
'Total major and minor warships.

Table 16

COMPARISON OF MILITARY STRENGTH: NORTHERN TIER
EAST EUROPEAN FORCES VS. ALL NATO CENTRAL

EUROPEAN FORCES, EXCLUDING U.S. FORCES

Total West Germany,
Total East British Army of the
Germany, Rhine, Belgium, Holland

Czechoslovakia, Luxembourg, Canada
Forces and Poland (European forces only) Ratio

Divisions 31 21 1.5: 1
Main battle tanks 9,900 7,100 1.2: 1
Armond personnel
crriere (APCs) 11,500 11,500 1.1:1

Artillery tubes 6,425 4,200 1.5: 1
Combat sircrft 1,96 1,100 1.4:1

SOURCES: Same as Table 14.
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divisions, which gives the WP an advantage of 1.8 to 1. This is still
inmuffident smipeorlty. The additional deployment of 13 of the 15
Polish divisionsal gives the WP 52 divisions to NATO's 22 and creates
an advantage of 2.36 to 1. Only in such a condition could Soviet
planners anticipate strategic success in a short-warning attack.

Without NSWP forces, especially Polish forces, Soviet military
planning could envisage initiating war successfully only under the third
condition, with less favorable prospects. These prospects would also
depend on the required scale of Soviet substitution for NSWP forces
on the internal fronts in Eastern Europe. This is shown in Table 17.

How would the absence of NSWP forces affect the ability of the
Soviet armed forces to launch an offensive against NATO in Europe
after a short period of tension and buildup of WP and NATO forces
(the second of the three above-mentioned wariants)? The basis for an
answer to this question is provided in Table 18, which indicates the
ratio of forces in Central Europe and indicates how Moscow's superior-
ity over NATO might diminish in the region in accordance with the
"dropout" rates of NSWP forces. Somewhere at the level of scenario 6,
or even earlier, the Kremlin would probably decide that its advantage
had diminished to the point where its prospects to win a war would
seem poor.

According to modern Soviet military doctrine, in a nonnuclear stra-
tegic offensive operation in the ETW, an advantage of 6 or 8 to 1 is
required on the tactical level on the main attack axes. To achieve such
superiority the operational advantage (army and front level) should be
at least 3 or 4 to 1, and the strategic advantage (on the TVD level)
must be at least 2 or 3to 1.12

"Six to 7 of the Polish divisions, which are in peacetime deployed close to East Ger-
many, will, in this case, participate in the first echelon of the invading forces. The
remaining 6 to 7 divisions deployed in the central part of Poland can be incorporated
into the second echelon of these forces. The remaining 3 Czechoslovakian divisions can
also be included in that echelon. Thus, the first echelon can have 42 to 44 divisions,
which is about 11 armies, and the second echelon, 9 to 11 divisions, which is about 3

The 3rd and 9th Polish motorized rifle divisions are not taken into account in such a
deployment because they are stationed east of the Vistula (Oesterreichische Militaerische
Zeitichrift, May 1985, p. 463), and their peacetime combat readiness is normally very
low.

These two divisions may, in the discussed case, join the troops of the Soviet Carps-
tian Military District, which along with the forces of the Baltic, Belorussian, and Kiev
Military Districts (in total, 52 divisions, approximately 13 armies) will be the strategic
follow-on echelon.

'2 8ee Michael Sadykiewicz, "Central Front: The Soviet/Pact Concept of the Main
"Attack Axis," paper prepared for Orion Research, Inc., Arlington, Va., October 1985,
Chap. V. See also John Erickson, Lynn Hansen, and William Schneider, Soviet Ground
Forces: An Operational Assessment, Westview Press, Boulder, Colo., p. 163.
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Table 18

RATIO OF WP TO NATO LAND FORCES IN CENTRAL EUROPE FOR
CAS WITH INCREASING ABSENCE OF NSWP FORCES

Number of Soviet/WP
Divisions, with Full Number of NATO Divisions,

Reinforcement, Avail- with Full Reinforcement,
able for Action on Available for Action on

Case" External Fronth External Front" Ratio
a, 129 45 2.9:1
1 115 45 2.6:1
2 107 45 2.4:1
3 96 45 2.1:1
4 115 45 2.6:1
5 83 45 2.0:1
6 82 45 1.8:1
7 79 45 1.6:1
8 60 45 1.3:1
9 46 45 1:1

'Came described in Table 17."Sovist/Warsaw Pact divisions facing AFCENT forces plus Danish forces and
the Scleawik-Holstein Command include 92 Soviet divisions (30 in East Euro-

pean countries, 37 in Baltic, Belorussian, and Carpathian MDs, 10 from the Kiev
MD, and 15 of 20 from the Central Strategic Reserve) and 37 NSWP divisions
(GDR, CSSR Polish and Hungarian). Successively excluded are East European
divisions and Soviet divisions attached to East European internal front missions.

'Counting AFCENT plus AFNORTH divisions (excluding Norwegian), in
place in Europe, a total of 32 divisions, plus 12 of 15 of the North American divi-
sions equivalent, which could be available in Europe in due course; see NATO
and Warsaw Pact Force Comparison, NATO Information Service, Brussels, 1984,
p. 7, and 1188, The Military Balance 1987-1988, London, 1987.

'In this case, all NSWP forces, except Rumania, participate on the Soviet
side in a conflict with NATO.



IV. ARMAMENTS OF NSWP FORCES

THE HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE

About 40 percent of the East European forces under Soviet com-
mand in World War II were established on USSR territory; for this
reason, they had to be armed entirely by the Soviets. The remaining
60 percent, established on their own national territories, could not be
self-sufficient because either their countries lacked a domestic arma-
ments industry (as in the case of Romania, Hungary, and Bulgaria) or
such industries had been occupied and then destroyed by the Germans
(Poland, Czechoslovakia). Therefore, Moscow had to arm these later
formations as well, though on a smaller scale. Armaments delivered by
the USSR to the East European national armies from 1943 to 1945 are
shown in Table 19.

Throughout World War II, the USSR had a consistent policy with
respect to arming its East European allies. First, the latest weapons
produced in the USSR were never directly offered to the East Euro-
pean forces. Second, most equipment received within the framework of
lend-lease from the West was retained exclusively by the Red Army.
East European forces received only some U.S. Jeeps, GMC trucks, uni-
forms, and foodstuffs. Finally, the Soviets were selective in their dis-
tribution of armaments among different East European forces. Table
20 indicates the differences in quantity and quality of armaments
delivered to the various East European forces. In each case, the
decisive criterion was political rather than military.

The selective approach to East European forces could be seen in, for
example, the delivery of SWT semiautomatic rifles, SU-152 self-
propelled guns, IS-2 tanks, and IL-2 ground-attack aircraft to Polish
forces, but not to the Czechoslovaks. The Bulgarian and Romanian
armies received mostly obsolete or used weapons. Captured German
weapons were doled out according to established priorities, with the
newest weapons going exclusively to the Soviets. The changeable atti-
tude of the Soviets vis-&-vis the different East European forces, regu-
lated by perceptions of political loyalties, is especially evident in the
Polish example: The Polish units formed in 1941-421 were eventually

IThlem unita--the so-called Anders Army, composed almost exclusively of prewar Pol-
ish moldiesr taken prisoner by Soviets in 1939- were formed in 1941-42 and evacuated
to Iran in the fall of 1942. Later under the name "2nd Polish Corps," these forces suc-
ceufttily fought in Italy, in 1944-45. Of all the East European forces, this was the most
anti-Soviet formation, and as will be seen, it was placed at the lowest possible degree of
sup* priority by the Soviets.

35
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Table 19

NUMBER OF MAIN KINDS OF WEAPONS DELIVERED BY THE USSR
TO THE EAST EUROPEAN FORCES: 1948-19451

Tanks and
Rifles, Antitank Self-

Including Machine (ATK) Propelled
Fores Automatic Guns Rifles Guns Mortars (SP) Guns Aircraft

Polish 409,000 18,000 6,700 3,900 4,800 670 630
YugloM 200,000 15,000 3,800 1,270 4,600 70 197
Czschoslovakian 52,000 4,000 1,400 600 830 142 151
Bulgurimn 29,000 2,000 300 360 310 - -
houlaiian 17,000 1,500 400 180 400 - -

Hungarian 13,000 800 - 57 30 - -

SOURCES, Antosyak et al., Zarozhdenie narodnykh; Ustinov, Istoriia Vtoroi Mirovoi
Voiny, 1939-1945; lstoriia Velikoi Otechestvennoi Voiny, 1941-1945, in six volumes, Voeniz-
dat, Moscow, 1960-1965; P. A. Zhilin (ed.), 'Osvoboditel'naia missiia Sovetskikh vooru-
zuimnykh sil v Evtope vo Vtoroi Mirovoi Voine," Dokumenty i materialy, Voenizdat, Mos-
cow, 1985.

"All numbers rounded.

Table 20

RANK ORDER OF USSR ARMAMENT ALLOCATION
TO EAST EUROPEAN FORCES: 1941-1945

By Quantity By Quality?

I. Poland (1943-1945) 1. Poland (1943-1945)
2. Yugoslavia 2. Czechoslovakia
3. Czechoslovakia 3. Yugoslavia
4. Bulgaria 4. Bulgaria
S. Romania 5. Romania
6. P0oland (1941-1942) 6. Hungary
7. Hungary 7. Poland (1941-1942)

SOURCES- Same as Table 19.
"Author's assessment.
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less trusted than those created in 1943-45, and both were supplied
accordingly. The perceived degrees of political reliability went hand in
glove with the quality of the weapons delivered (see Table 21).

The East European forces were never given such Soviet weapons as
Gorjunov machine guns (1943 type), 160-mm mortars, 100-mm antitank
guns, or heavy (greater than 152-mm caliber) artillery.

The approximately 1,000 aircraft passed to the East European avia-
tion units included no MiG (type 3) fighters, LAGG, or IL-10 ground-
attack aircraft (at the time, the newest equipment). Heavy tanks, the
IS-3s, also remained exclusively in Soviet units.

One of the most effective Soviet weapons in World War II, the so-
called Katiusha multiple rocket launchers (M-13, TRS-82, and others),
never passed out of Soviet hands. They were at times integrated with
certain East European forces, e.g., with the 2nd Polish army, but they
were operated by Soviet crews and remained under permanent Soviet
operational control.

The same may be said of the most effective WCh high-frequency
secure field telephone communication system. All East European divi-
sional and higher headquarters got such devices, but they were
operated exclusively by the Soviets. Moreover, just as in the Red
Army, the special WCh units consisted of NKVD signal troops.

To sum up, the Soviet armament supply of the East European forces
in World War II was dictated by political more than military criteria.

THE PRESENT SITUATION

After World War II, the Kremlin continued to apply a very differen-
tiated policy vis-i-vis the modernization of the national armies of the
Pact. As a result, there is today a great disproportion in both the
quantity and the quality of the contemporary armaments of the NSWP
forces-among different NSWP forces, especially the Northern Tier
and the Southern Tier countries, and between these forces and the
Soviet forces.2

Tanks. Qualitatively, more 30-year-old T-54/55 tanks are used in
the East German, Czechoslovak, and Polish armed forces than in other
NSWP forces, and these three elements also have relatively more T-72
tanks. Further, there is a very great disproportion in the quantity of
armaments provided, even taking into account the overall numbers of
ground forces in particular NSWP countries, especially tanks per

28e alno Richard C. Martin, "Warsaw Pact Force Modernization: A Second Look,"
in Jeffrey Simon and Trand Gilberg, eds., Security Implications of Nationalism in Eastern
Europe, Westview Press, Boulder, Colo., 1986.
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maneuver division. Figure 6 shows total main battle tanks in each of
these countries, divided by the number of maneuver divisions.3

Romania and Bulgaria are the only two NSWP countries still using
relatively large quantities of World War II Soviet T-34 tanks (Romania
has 200, and Bulgaria has 400); they have only, on average, 112 and
195 of the more modern T-54/55 tanks, respectively, per maneuver
division-approximately one-third the number in the Czechoslovak
army. And the gap in quantity and quality of main battle tanks
between NSWP countries of the Northern Tier and those of the South-
ern Tier will increase. However, a rapid increase in modern (but not
the newest) Soviet T-72 tanks in the East European forces has been
reported. This is shown in Table 22.

Antitank Weapons. It is impossible to assess the numerical
strength of the antitank weapons in the different NSWP forces
because of the lack of available data. But it is known that one of the
very new Soviet antitank guided weapons, the AT-4 SPIGOT, has been
introduced only in the Northern Tier NSWP forces; a small number of
AT-4s have been sent to Hungary, while Bulgaria and Romania have
none. The relatively new Soviet-made 100-mm T-12 antitank gun is
found only in the Northern Tier of the Pact.

Armored Personnel Carriers (APCs). The most sophisticated,
probably most effective, APC is the BMP (infantry mechanized combat
vehicle), made in the USSR and somewhat disproportionately dis-
tributed among the NSWP forces (see Table 23). Of those forces, only
East Germany has received the relatively new Soviet wheeled APC, the
BTR-70. The East German army also has Soviet BTR-60 APCs, while
the Polish and Czechoslovak armies are fitted mainly with OT-62 and
OT-64 (SKOT and TOPAS) carriers, coproduced by Poland and
Czechoslovakia.

Artillery. Modern self-propelled howitzers and 122-mm and 152-
mm gun/howitzers were introduced in the USSR in 1970 and were later
supplied to all other WP countries except Bulgaria and Romania,
which have only towed models introduced during World War II;
Romania also has Soviet-built 100-mm self-propelled guns produced 40
years ago.

SO-Launchers. Table 24 shows that the GDR forces have received
18 SCUD army-level launchers, while Hungary has only nine, although
both countries have six divisions. Romania, which is qualitatively in
last place, has only very old types of FROG launchers.

3Tank divisions and motorized-rifle divisions are considered "maneuver divisions."
Bulgaria has five sepirate tank brigades, which combine into two tank divisions.
Romania has three separate mountain brigades, which combine into one motorized-rifle
division.
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SOURCE: 11SS, The Military Balance, 1986-1987, London, pp. 37. 49-54.

NOTE: For the purpose of comparison, all Soviet divisions and all main
battle tanks 1except T-34s) have been counted.

Fig. 6-Average number of tanks per NSWP maneuver division
(suluding T-34 tanks)
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T"I 23

NUMU OF T.72 TANKS IN NSWP FORCES: 1963-1987

COmWt• 1963 1984 1985 1986 1987
Bulpris 60 60 60 160 200
Cmchoolovakis - - - - 500

ERatGemany - - - - 300
Hungary 60 30 30 60 100
Poland 50 50 50 70 270
Romamia 30 30 30 30 30

SOURCE. IIS8, The Military Balance, London, various years.

Table 23

DISTRIBUTION OF BMP VEHICLES AMONG NSWP FORCES

Average
Number of Number per

Number of Maneuver Maneuver
Country BMPs Divisions Division

East Germany 950 6 158
Czechoslovakia 1,150 10 115
Poland 1,000 13 77
Hungary 350 6 58

10 60 O6
Romania 0 11 0

SOURCE: 1lSS, The Military Balance, 1987-1988, London, 1987.

Table 24

DISTRIBUTION OF 88-LAUNCHERS AMONG NSWP FORCES

SS SCUD Launchers
SS FROG/SS 21 (operational- per

(tactical tactical Total Maneuver
Country missiles) missiles) Launchers Division

East Germany 24 24 48 8.0
Poland 56 32 88 6.8
Cechoslovakia 44 27 71 7.1
Bulgaria 40 48 88 8.8
Hungary 24 9 35 5.8
Romania 300 15 45 4.0

SOURCE: ISS, The Military Balance, 1987-1988, London, 1987.
'Mainly old types (FROG 2/3/5).
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Astiairoraft Weapons. The picture is similar here. Relatively
modern surface-to-air missiles (SAMs), such as SA-8 GECKO and
SA-9 GASKIN (introduced in the USSR in 1975), are delivered to only
the three Northern Tier NSWP countries, while Hungary (which
recently got a few SA-9s), Bulgaria, and Romania must rely on older
systems. So far, there is no evidence that the NSWP forces received
the very new Soviet SA-11 launchers (introduced in 1982) or SA-13s
(introduced in 1981).4

Helicopters. The modern Mi-8 and Mi-24 armed Soviet helicopters
are also distributed very selectively. For example, six East German
divisions can rely on the support of 110 armed helicopters (i.e., more
than 18 per division), while each Romanian division has only 15 Mi-8
helicopters, and no Mi-24 HIND assault helicopters.

Aircraft. All NSWP air forces except that of Romania have
nuclear-capable aircraft. The Polish and Czechoslovak combat aircraft
are approximately equal in quality. Bulgaria is the only NSWP coun-
try to have the long-distance reconnaissance type MIG-25 (Foxbat).5

This can be explained by the geostrategic position of Bulgaria, which
may use these aircraft in intelligence missions over the Mediterranean
and Near East.

The numerical relation of aircraft to maneuver divisions is very dif-
ferent in the NSWP forces (see Fig. 7). The three Northern Tier
NSWP forces also receive disproportionately greater aviation capabili-
ties. Romania has more airplanes than Hungary or Bulgaria, but the
quality of the Romanian planes is far below the standards of the Hun-
garian forces and somewhat below those of the Bulgarian Air Force.
Hungarian aviation is based on MiG-21s and MiG-23s, while Romania
also has 90 old MiG-17s.

Waship Thanks to its own strong naval industry, the Polish
Navy is in first place among all the NSWP navies, both in quality and
in numerical size. The GDR Navy has twice as many fast attack craft
and has 21 corvettes (the Polish Navy has only four), but Poland has
four submarines, a division of Navy aviation, and a large force of
landing-craft vessels.

In general, the priority in the distribution of modern Soviet weapons
among NSWP forces (shown in Table 25) clearly indicates the rank-
ordering among the NSWP forces. This table also enables the calcula-
tion of an approximate index of the value of the combat equipment of
the NSWP forces in general, as shown in Table 26. Table 26 shows
the Kremlin's actual hierarchical rating of the NSWP countries, in

4Libya har received SA-13s.
"%a Jaw'. Deftnc Wee*y, April 4, 1987, p. 601.
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SOURCE: IISS, The Mllitary Balance, 1986-1987, London

NOTE: For the purpose of comparison, all Soviet divisions and all combat
aircraft (excluding naval aircraft) have been counted. For the NSWP
forcee, all combat aircraft, excluding naval aircraft, and all armed
helicopters have been counted.

Fig. 7- Average number of combat aircraft per NSWP maneuver
division (excluding naval aircraft)
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]M303rflY IN TES DITR UTIoN OF MODERN SOVIET WEAPONS
AMONG NSWP FORCES

(Estimated rank order)

Anti-
tank Artil- SB Anti- Hoei- War-

Country Tanke Wpns. APCs lery Launchers Aircraft copters Aircraft ship.

Rust Germany 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
Coachsowakla 2 1 2 1 3 3 4 3 -

Poland 3 2 3 3 4 2 5 2 2
Hungsý 5 4 4 4 5 4 3 4 -
Bulearia 4 5 5 5 1 5 1 5 3

Romania 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4

SOURCM Based on weapon types published in 1188, The Miitary Bakance 1987-
IS9, London, 1967, pp. 47-W 207-208.

"Armed helicopters (Mi-8 and Mi-24) only.

Table 26

INDEX OF COMBAT EQUIPMENT VALUE
OF CONTEMPORARY NSWP FORCES

(Author's estimate)

Country Index

ast Germany L00
Czechoslovakia 0.95
Poland 0.90
Hungary 0.75
Bulgaria 0.70
Romania 0.50

NOTE: Estimates based on data in the tablesand fipres in this section, particularly Table 25.

terms of modern arms supply. East Germany,6  Czechoslovakia,
Poh&d, Hungar, Bulgaria, and Romania. These priorities reflect
Soviet calculations about the relative importance of three factors:
deployment in the first strategic echelon (East Germany, Czechoslo-

v"a Bulgaria, and Hungary); location in the Northern Tier; anddegree of political trust. Thus, although Polish and Romanian armies

are both in the second strategic echelon in peacetime, the Poles are far

a'lhis ca]Maltion does not include submarines Neither EBst Germany nor Romania

lhm any such vesel.
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better equipped with modern Soviet weapons than Romania 7 or Bul-
garla, which actually borders on NATO countries.

Why is Bulgaria in the Pact's first strategic echelon, but below Hun-
gary on the Soviet armaments priority list? Bulgaria's opposing
NATO forces (Greece and Turkey) have relatively obsolete weapons
compared with the NATO forces facing Hungary: West German, U.S.,
and Italian (and those of neutral Austria and Switzerland).

Nuclear Weaons. All East European forces have nuclear-capable
transport and delivery vehicles, but apparently none have nuclear war-
heads or bombs. The potential East European share in Warsaw Pact
ntmalmr weapons capability is in any case symbolic and constitutes less
than 2 percent of overall WP delivery vehicles and less than 1 percent
of megaton capacity. Thus, even if East European forces should
receive nuclear weapons, they will not play a significant role in case of
war. It seems probable, however, that like the Katjusha in World War
II, nuclear weapons will remain exclusively in Soviet hands, for two
decisive political reasons: First, the Kremlin must take into considera-
tion the fact that in case of nuclear war, a Polish, Czechoslovak, or
other East European general officer may hesitate before giving the
order to fire a nuclear missile at a West European town. This particu-
larly concerns East German generals who would be responsible for giv-
ing orders to attack West German towns.

Second, and more important, in a Soviet combat crisis situation
(e.g., if the Soviet offensive is unsuccessful and NATO mounts a
counter-offensive), nuclear weapons in East European hands could be
turned against the Soviet forces. However improbable this hypothesis,
Moscow must take it into consideration in its planning.

Why, then, have East European forces received nuclear delivery sys-
tems? It would have been difficult, even as a formality, to discriminate
among partners of the same coalition in withholding the systems pos-
sessed by the Soviet armed forces and considered a key element of WP
coalition warfare doctrine. Second, all East European delivery systems,
without exception, are dual-capable and can effectively be used for
either conventional warheads or bombs, which greatly increases their
fire potential. In the event of nuclear war, support will be provided by
Soviet nuclear forces and troops, which will make nuclear strikes for
the benefit of East European troops in their offensive zones.

The USSR has and will continue to have a monopoly on all strategic
weapon, including:

'YRomania is the sole Pact nation that possesses some Western and Chinese weapons,
such a French Aloutted" helicopters and Chinese fast-attack "Shanghai" warships. But
these helopters snd warships are obsolete.
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* All nonnuclear mass-destruction weapons.
* Space/cosmic weapons.
9 Strategic electronic war means, including all electronic counter-

measures and electronic intelligence (ELINT).
* Long-range aviation.
9 Nuclear-powered warships.
* Antirocket missiles.
• Airborne early warning systems.
* Heavy military transport aircraft.

The Soviet monopoly also encompasses the latest tactical weapons
and equipment, such as the very new generations of tanks, guns, air-
craft, helicopters, and warships. For example, since the end of the
1950s, the USSR has had three to four successive generations of main
battle tanks-the T-62, T-64/72, and the T-80--while all the East
European forces still have as their basic main battle tank the T-54/55
produced 30 years ago.8 Likewise, some Arab countries have had the
Soviet MiG-25 Foxbat airplane for several years,9 yet the East Euro-
pean air forces except, as mentioned earlier, that of Bulgaria, have not
received any of them.

Nonetheless, East European weapons, especially in the Northern
Tier, are generally of average European standard and are qualitatively
no worse than those of NATO's "minor" allies.'0

East European officers know that their forces are not equipped with
new generations of weapons with the same frequency as are Soviet
forces. This, of course, has led to considerable dissatisfaction among
East European generals and officers, who are quite aware that certain
new weapons made in the USSR are being sold to Arab countries,
without East European forces even seeing them." Soviet marshals may

9A few T.72 tanks have recently been acquired by East European armies, but they are
of a somewhat symbolic nature, representing only a fraction of the general tank force.
The production of T-72 tanks in Poland (and possibly Czechoslovakia as well), under
Pussian license, started approximately 10 years after they were introduced into the
Soviet Union's tank industry.

9Liba for example, bas had them since 1979.
10Jor example, more than 76 percent of the tanks possessed by Belgium, Denmark,

Gremce, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Turkey (5,127 out of 6,704) are obsolete
(Lo., the Centurion, M-47, M-48, M-60A1) (IISS, The Mi/itary Balance, 1985-1986). The
qualitative difference between this tank park and the NSWP forces tank park is very
small The same is true with respect to other weapons.

"The place of the NSWP countries in the Soviet hierarchy of worldwide allies and
clients who are to receive modem weapons is as follows:

1. Libya and Syria.
L2. WP Northern Tier countries (in order, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland).
3. India, Cuba, Algeria, Iraq, and some other Arab countries.
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sips that this practice of selling new weapons to other countries is
advantageous to the East European forces, as it allows them to bypass
successive models, even whole generations, and immediately take
modern Soviet weapons-for example, T-62 and T-64 tanks never
entered East European forces, so these forces have now jumped directly
to the T-72 tanks. But the East European allies understand very well
the drawbacks of this approach. During all the years between genera-
tion 2, say, and generation 5 of a given weapon, the East European
fore ar equipped with old, and sometimes obsolete, weapons. The
transition period from T-54/55 tanks to T-72 tanks for Poland and
Cechbolovakia was approximately 30 years, and the transition is still
very ineomplete.

4. WP Southern Tier countries (in oi der, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania).
5. Other Knrmlin allies and clients.
(Derived from data published in USS, The Military Balance, 1986-1986, 1986-1987,

and 1N27-I9&) This ranking changes when aircraft and warships are considered.
India, for eample, -has more modern Soviet weapons, including MiG-27M Flogger air-
craft and new Soviet frigates and corvettes, than even East Germany or Czechoslovakia.
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V. INTUROPERABILITY OF WARSAW PACT
FORCES

But Bwepean amnies closely follow Soviet military standards for
comnat struture (wartime TO&E), operational art and tactics, train-
in& armaments and equipment, logistics systems, principles of troop
sdsmrsip, and, above all, political indoctrination. Most high-ranking

Ent European officers have been trained at Soviet military academies;1

divisional commanders and those above them complete a two-year
course at the Voroshilov Soviet General Staff Military Academy, which
is one of the main centers for the integration and unification of Pact
military doctrine. Future Soviet NSWP force liaison officers study at
East European military academies, where they complete three- to
four-year courses. East European officers, especially those on the
operational level (front-army-fleet-operational, naval, task force), have
considerable practical experience in Soviet/East European joint com-
mand staff exercises and other joint training measures.

Nonetheless, WP interoperability is far from perfect, and some con-
straints on interoperability may seriously limit the effectiveness of
coalition warfare. The Soviets must give special attention to the fol-
lowing aspects of WP interoperability, in order of importance:

* The multinational factor
*Re•liability
* Disparity of combat capabilities
* Confidence
* Coordination
• Logistics

THE MULTINATIONAL FACTOR

NSWP countries are not simply puppets of Moscow. The Kremlin's
interests and those of the East European leaderships in the military
area are confluent, but not identical. The following differences emerge
in Soviet-Eut European military relations:

* Moscow favors quantitative expansion of NSWP forces, while
the East European governments tend to try to reduce their
defense bud"et.

lRomanian officers have been an exception for many yearm.

48
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* Red European countries are considerably less interested in any
conflict with NATO than is the USSR. The East Europeans
have nothing to gain by Soviet aggression, even if the Pact were
to win such a war, they can only sustain enormous human and
material losses and become even more dependent on Moscow.

* The East European countries are also less committed to use of
nuclear and other mass destruction weapons, for the same rea-
sons.

* Moscow is working to reduce the operational autonomy of
NSWP forces in case of war, while East European leaderships
are trying to increase it up to national front-level commands.
(This is discussed in Sec. VI.)

Despite the inequality of the Pact nations, which are dominated by
the USSR,2 Moscow cannot rule by fiat. Agreement, if only pro forma,
is the basis for Soviet-NSWP relations. This presents a potential diffi-
culty, since the USSR must, to some extent, coordinate its moves with
the NSWP countries in crisis or wartime. A wartime situation would,
by force of events, create a need to adjust and revise agreed plans,
which in turn would require new intercoalition agreements. This con-
stitutes serious ballast for Moscow, particularly in wartime conditions,
when time is extremely important, and the frequency with which deci-
sions of strategic importance must be made would be the same if not
greater than it was in World War II on a tactical level.

Thus, Moscow will often prefer to inform the leaderships of the East
European countries about important decisions post facto. However,
this will further reduce confidence and understanding and will raise
suspicions vis-&-vis Moscow, thus increasing the time needed to agree
on successive actions.

On the other hand, the Soviets recently demonstrated how they
would try to manage the multinational factor in crisis and war.
Colonel Kuklinskis described the establishment of the Polish Front
headquarters near Warsaw in the critical days of the Polish crisis in
spring 1981. This headquarters was independent of the Polish general
staff and other national authorities, being operationally subordinated
directly to Marshal Kulikov, the Commander in Chief of WP forces.
The Polish Front was commanded by General Molczyk (thought to be
more submissive to Moscow than Jaruzelski), and for all practical

Se The Warsaw Pact Command Stnrture in Peace and War, op. cit., Sec. IV.
5 otervime with Colonel Ryuurd J. Kuklinski, Kultura, Paris, April 1987, pp. 3-57. A

I tO the West, Col. Kukilnski was chief of the department for strategic planning
in the Polish general staff until November 1981.
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intents and purposes, it took over the command of nearly all Polish
land and air forces.4

RELIABILITY

In World War II, the USSR had few reliability problems, because
most of the East European forces were joined to the Soviet forces in
the last stages of the war, when there was no longer any doubt that the
Germans had lost and the Red Army would be victorious. During this
period, the Western Allies avoided all contact with the East European
forces. The Yalta Agreement recognized that these forces, like the
East European countries, had fallen under Soviet domination.

Nevertheless, the Soviets took measures to secure absolute political
loyalty. First, they ensured the loyalty of the Polish officer corps by
having Soviet officers control all the key Polish army posts, without
exception. Many Soviet officers also served as "instructors" in the
Czechoslovak Corps. The 1st and 2nd Romanian Divisions, formed on
Soviet territory and consisting primarily of former servicemen of the
Romanian units on the Eastern Front who had been prisoners of war,
were also commanded by Soviet officers. After the Red Army liberated
Romania, the Soviets demanded that the new Romanian government
dismiss 71 generals, 120 colonels, and many lower-ranking officers.
They were replaced by generals and officers nominated by the leader-
ship of the Romanian Communist Party. Even more radical personnel
changes took place in the Bulgarian Army. As soon as the Red Army
entered the country, virtually all the commanders of armies, corps,
divisions, and brigades were dismissed, along with the majority of regi-
mental commanders; they were replaced by commanders of the pro-
Communist partisan units and political emigres from Bulgaria who
were living in the USSR.'

Second, all the East European forces had Soviet-style bodies of po-
litical officers.6 Although the political units were disguised under dif-
ferent names in the different armed forces, their essential mission was
always to ensure loyalty to the Red Army. In some militaries, includ-
ing the Polish army, the deputies of commanders for political affairs
hold permanent posts (according to the TO&E), even on the platoon
level; this was never the case in the Soviet Army.

4Ibid, p. 33.
8.6 AntoWya et aL, Zarohdenie narodnykh, p. 247.
te last force to join this myatem was the Royal Romanian Army, which did not have

political commin•ar until March 1945.

I I mm m mm • mmm m m wmmm~mmmm• immm m • • m I
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Third, in the Polish, Czechoslovak, and some of the Romanian
forces, the counterintelligence service was wholly in Soviet hands. It
consisted of detachments of SMERSH (Soviet Military Counterintelli-
gence), subordinated on the highest level to Beria, the head of the
Soviet NKVD. In the remaining Romanian and Bulgarian forces,
counterintelligence tasks were performed by local Communists working
for the Soviets.

In addition, very strong front-level NKVD forces called Zagraditel-
nye Otriady (blockade detachments) were positioned to open fire
immediately on any East European units that attempted to revolt.7

They fought against desertion and made mass arrests of members of
the non-Communist resistance movement (primarily in Poland and
Czechoslovakia).

The reliability of NSWP forces in a major conflict with NATO in
Europe under present conditions would be tempered by five factors:
uncertainty, allocation, limitation of missions, adjacent troop compati-
bility, and rear political environment. These are discussed below.

Uncertainty

Soviet troops in East European countries are generally hated by the
local populations. Soviet leaders are, of course, well aware of this.
They also know that if NATO should have wartime successes, there is
a great likelihood of East European units going over to the NATO side.
The Soviets may not see a serious threat to themselves in this, because
of the crushing numerical superiority of Pact, or even Soviet forces
over those of NATO, and because they plan for a war that will be
effected in blitzkrieg style, enhancing the reliability of their East Euro-
pean allies. However, it is impossible to be strong on all parts of the
front at all times, even with numerical superiority. In certain sectors,
NATO may take a strategic initiative and go into an effective coun-
teroffensive. If there were some East European forces in these sectors,
their resistance would be relatively weaker than that of Soviet forces,
and they might even surrender intentionally.

Thus, the Soviet leadership must have its own additional Soviet
reserves on the East European axes of operations, to seal any gaps that
might appear due to the uncertain behavior of East European troops.

7There were, in fact, some isolated instances of revolt by units of East European
force.. During its formation in the fall of 1944, most of the Polish 31st Infantry Regi-
ment revolted against its Soviet commanding officers. Many Polish soldiers and junior
offiem holding arms in serried ranks deserted. By order of the Supreme Commander of
the Polish Forces, Marshal Zymierski, this regiment was "permanently struck off" the
register of Polish units (Gen. Ignacy Blum, "Sprawa 31 pulku piechoty," Wojskowy
Prxeglad Hiatoryczny, Vol. 10, No. 3, 1965, pp. 40-73).
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Moscow will try to deploy East European forces on those directions in
which the success of Pact armies is most expected.

Allocation

Dale R. Herspring and Ivan Volgyess have evaluated the reliability
of the individual East European forces in a WP attack on NATO, tak-
ing into account both short- and long-term operations, further subdi-
vided into successful and unsuccessful operations. They also stress
another important element, namely, that the degree of reliability
depends on which opponents individual East European countries are
fighting during an external offensive.

The practical conclusion that can be drawn from such evaluations is
almost certainly taken into account in WP military doctrine and the
consequent plans for the use of the East European forces in wartime:
As far as possible, but probably not at all cost, each East European
army should be matched with a "suitable" NATO opponent, according
to the evaluation in Table 27.

Taking into account the projected deployment of NATO forces in
the event of war and the geographic operational peacetime deployment
of the individual East European forces, it can be assumed that these
forces might be used as shown in Fig. 8.

Table 27

ESTIMATED EAST EUROPEAN RELIABILITY IN A WARSAW PACT
ATTACK ON NATO

Reliability

NATO Opponent Poland East Germany Czechoslovakia

USA Very low Medium Very low
West Germany Medium Very low Medium
Britain Low Medium Low
France Low Medium Medium-low
Denmark Medium-low Medium-low Medium-low
Belgium Low Medium Medium-low
Netherlands Medium-low Medium Medium-low
Norway Medium-low Medium-low Low
Canada Very low Medium Very low

S"Political Reliability in the Eastern European Warsaw Pact Armies," Armed Forces
and Society, Vol. 6, No. 2, Winter 1980, p. 289, Table 3.
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Fig. 8- An estimated variant of the Soviet concept of wartime
allocation of East European forces in the Northern Tier
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This use of East European forces is, of course, only one of many
possible variants. Several other important factors would be taken into
consideration, including the circumstances of war initiation and the
positions of the various East European armies in the strategic grouping
of WP forces at the outbreak of a war. For instance, if the Polish
armed forces are still deployed on Polish territory when war breaks
out, they will obviously not have time to attack the 1st German Corps,
as shown in Fig. 8, and will be committed to the battle as part of the
second strategic echelon into the rear of the NATO defense grouping.
Meanwhile, the original deployment of the NATO forces shown illus-
tratively in Fig. 8 will undergo considerable changes, and these will be
taken into account accordingly. Application of the Soviet concept of
" suitable" counterpartner allocation for NSWP forces would be very
difficult once war had broken out, especially under conditions of fre-
quent changes in battle situations, rapid offensive advance rates, and
great maneuverability of military operations on the modern air-land
battlefield.

Limitation of Missions

A third issue of East European reliability, related to the two above,
is the necessity of limiting combat tasks in depth. For example, it is
very doubtful that the Soviet leadership would risk using East Euro-
pean tank divisions in front-level operational maneuver groups
(OMGs).9 These divisions, directed at the deep NATO rear, without
"elbow-to-elbow" contact with Soviet divisions, could in such cir-
cumstances go over to the NATO side, even if the Pact had the general
strategic advantage at a given stage of the war. This also applies,
perhaps to a lesser degree, to such combat actions as deep airborne and
sea-landing operations, "Spetsnaz"-type actions, and long-range land-
reconnaissance operations. The Soviets would be very reluctant to
entrust these types of combat missions to East European troops.

Adjacent Troop Compatibility

In the event of a war with NATO, the Soviet High Command would
probably endeavor to avoid placing traditionally mutually hostile East
European troops next to each other. For example, placing Hungarian
and Romanian units or Polish and East German units together as
direct "neighbors" could create a situation similar to that which existed
during the battle around Lenino in October 1943, when the Polish ist

9 OMGs are discused in Michael Sadykiewicz, Western TVD, op. cit.
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Division attacked successfully and moved forward while both its Soviet
neighbors (the 42nd Infantry Division on the right and the 290th
Infantry Division on the left) did not advance at all, even though they
had the same combat support and the same tasks.1?

Rear Political Environment

In case of war, the political hostility of the populations of the East
European countries to Communism and the Soviet Union could be
expressed in disobedience to orders of the military administrations
(national, coalitional, or Soviet), ranging from passive sabotage to
active antiwar and anti-Soviet actions. The territories that are strate-
gically most important to the Soviet armed forces happen to be those
of the most anti-Soviet nations: Poland, East Germany, and
Czechoslovakia. These countries, especially Poland, will require addi-
tional Soviet internal security troops of the KGB and MVD type in the
event of war. Soviet forces in all the East European countries will find
themselves frequently in unfriendly or hostile political environments.

In peacetime, this factor is less relevant, since the Soviet Groups of
Forces abroad are isolated in their barracks and training camps (except
during certain propaganda functions, which politically selected local
military groups are delegated to attend). In wartime, however, the den-
sity of Soviet troops in East Europe will increase greatly, and contacts
with local populations will be unavoidable and constant. This situation
could seriously weaken the morale of Soviet soldiers.

DISPARITY OF COMBAT CAPABILITIES

Another factor affecting interoperability is the disparity between
East European and Soviet troops in equipment, nuclear support, train-
ing, and most of all, combat willingness. This last aspect is possibly the
most important. It is undeniable that in case of a major conflict with
NATO, the average East European soldier will be considerably less
motivated to fight than the average Soviet soldier. The East European
soldier will execute orders, advance, and open fire on the NATO
opponent, especially in a situation where the Pact forces are enjoying
success. However, commands will be executed more slowly, less

10Soviet and Polish historiography have failed to explain this strange case. In the

view of the Polish soldiers (the present author fought at Lenino), the explanation was
Soviet hostility to Poles. See M. Sadykiewicz, "TaJemnice bitwy pod Lenino [Secrets of
the battle over Lenino]," Tydzien i Dziennik Polski, London, July 9, 1983. This was the
first and last such case in the history of Polish-Soviet combat brotherhood during
1943-1945.
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pecisely, and l1ss effectively than they would be by the average Soviet
moldier. The East Europeans will also have smaller scope for personal
initiative to execute delegated tasks well.

Objectively, East European equipment is of poorer quality than
Soviet equipment. Most basic weapons (such as main battle tanks,
combat aircraft, radio electronics) are at least one generation older, as
described in Sec. IV. Finally, the level of combat training of the East
European forces is much lower than that of the Soviet troops stationed
in East European countries; these troops are the elite of the USSR
armed forces, and in peacetime they are not distracted by extramilitary
tasks," as are the East European forces.

Maneuverabi/it and mobility of East European forces will be con-
siderably lower than that of the Soviets, because of the quantitative
and particularly qualitative inferiority in equipment (cross-country
vehicles, amphibious vehicles, air transport, etc.). National fire support
will also be weaker, because East European forces have fewer fire sup-
port units (aircraft, helicopters, long-range guns, etc.), both absolutely
and relatively. Also, they will have no organic nuclear warheads, even
in a nuclear phase of war.

The great disparity between Soviet and East European capabilities
should have important consequences with regard to the operational and
tactical use ol the East European forces in a joint Pact offensive
against NATO, especially in the conventional phase of a major conflict
in Europe (see Table 8). First of all, the Soviet General Staff must
decide whether to give the East European divisions and armies the
same offensive frontages in wartime as those of the Soviet forces, or
much narrower ones, according to the East European capabilities.
Having only 30 to 75 percent of the combat capabilities of Soviet divi-
sions, East European divisions cannot reach the same advance rates in
an offensive if they have the same offensive frontages and will succes-
sively drop behind their Soviet counterparts. This is illustrated in
Table 28.

Obviously, many different factors affect offensive advance rates,
including terrain, enemy strength and resistance, and combat and logis-
tic support, so in some circumstances, the advance rates of the East
European forces may be equal to or even greater than those of Soviet
forces. But, as a rule, East European forces having approximately the
same combat tasks as adjacent Soviet forces in the same or similar ter-
rain and against the same or a similar enemy in terms of strength and
resistance will progress more slowly, and on average, their offensive

"Such as agricultural and other labor intended to support the national economy, par-
ticipating in state administration (e.g., in Poland since 1981), etc.
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Table Sat

ESTIMATED SOVIET/EAST EUROPEAN OFFENSIVE ADVANCE RATES
INSIDE THI NATO DIEFNSE SYSTEM: GENERAL RATES

(Nonnudr theater war, main axis, first five days
of bostilities, Northern Tier)

East European
Soviet Advance Advance Rate

NATO Deohuee System Element Rate (km/day) (km/day)
Covering brce are 20-30 12-18
Tactical defense zone

Main battle amr 10-20 6-12
Divisional rear area 15-25 9-14

Conps rear area 30-40 18-23
Amy growp area 50-70+ 30-40

Table 28b

ESTIMATED SOVIET/EAST EUROPEAN OFFENSIVE ADVANCE RATES
INSIDE THE NATO DEFENSE SYSTEM: DAILY TOTAL

(In kilometers)

Soviet Force" East European Forces

Total Total Difference
Day Daily from D-Day Daily from D-Day Total

D-Day 25 25 15 15 10
D+1 15 40 9 24 16
D+2 20 60 12 36 24
D+3 35 95 21 57 38
D+4 60 155 37 94 61

NOTE: Fast European forces advance capabilities are assumed to be 61 percent
of Soviet capabilities (derived from Table 8). East European forces are assumed to
advance in Soviet-size frontages, as shown in Tables 29 and 30. Soviet advance rates
ae taken from Sadykiewicz, Western TVD, Table 14, p. 80.
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tempo will gradually fall further and further behind that of the Soviet

This could seriously disrupt the Pact's overall offensive plans
because of the East European forces' relatively great numerical contri-
bution to the Pact. Therefore, the Soviet command will probably give
its East European allies much narrower offensive frontages, according
to their real capabilities. This possibility is shown in Tables 29 and 30.

However, even with narrow offensive frontages, the East European
forces cannot be guaranteed to finish each offensive operation neck and
neck with adjacent Soviet forces. East European forces have far less
mobility. It is obvious that the 30-year-old T-54/55 tanks have much
poorer cross-country mobility than, say, the new T-80 tank. The same
holds for APCs, the old towed guns, etc. The East European forces
will thus need relatively stronger technical, logistic, and engineering
support. It seems doubtful that the Soviets will provide this at the
expense of their own units. One solution might be to employ East
European forces not on the main offensive axis but on the secondary
directions, and not in the first, but in the second and third echelons.
We will examine this option in Sec. VI.

In summary, in comparison with Soviet forces, East European forces
will require:

e Narrower offense frontages or defense sectors.
* Shallower combat tasks.
• Lower norms, in terms of tempo for offense, pursuit, river

crossing, etc.
e Greater scope of combat service support on the part of Soviet

forces.

CONFIDENCE

The Soviet Supreme High Command and the Soviet High Command
in the TVD will have less confidence in East European commands than
in Soviet ones. Therefore, military directives in preparation for a con-
flict, which should be maintained in secrecy from NATO for as long as
possible, will be communicated to East European national commands
last--or, at any rate, much later than to the respective Soviet com-
mands. In peacetime, these directives will comprise primarily war
plans, i.e., operations, mobilization, strategic movements, etc., in rela-
tion to Soviet forces and other neighboring NSWP forces designated to
operate on the territory of a given country at the moment of outbreak
of war. After the beginning of war, the military directives will concern
the application of surprise at the strategic and operational level.
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UST'MATMD SCOPR OF OFFENOIVE FRONTAGES BY SOVIRT
AND MOTBIA TIR EAST BUVOPDAN AJ.-ABRM ARMIWS

(Nonuclear thester war. ibtial phes)

Mode of Initial offensive

Short Warning Attack After a Period of Tension

Zone of BreaktroUgh Zone of Breakthrough
Offensive Sector Offensive Sector

Amy (kin) (kin) (kin) (kin)

A Swo al-arms army 80-200 20-3O W0-100 10-20
A Coschosakivs all-arms army 41-82 9-20 31-93 7.5-13
A Poiah all-armam 34-8 9-18 26-78 6.6-40
An as German all-arms army 26-65 6-14 25-75 7-11

NUMTE The Mowing strength and initial operational formation of the all-arms
armies ar waamnd:

TD, TV, MRD, MZRD, MRD, Reserve
Army Cat.l Cat.2 Cat.1 Cat.2 Cat.3 Divisions Total

A Sovet army
lot~ceo 1 - 2 - 3
2ndl e]on" 1 - 1 - - 2

A Czechoslovskian army
let chelon - 1 2 3- -- 3
2nd " ic I - l -- -- -1 2

A Poli" amy
latit - t 1 1 -- - 3
2ndm FhdW 1 - I - - - 2

An Ro German army
lot chelon - - 2 - - 1 3
2nd lcbh"on 1 - -. 1 2

NOTK TD - tank division; MM - motoried rifle division.
'Inchads the aperatonsl maneuver groups (OMG).
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Soviet military doctrine, like that of the U.S. armed forces, prefers that
a strike, in terms of time, place, forces, and manner, must take the
enemy u1prepre&. To ensure surprise, secrecy about time and place
must be maintained up to the last moment. The Soviets would prob-
ably notify the East European forces immediately before a surprise
attack, or even post facto, after deployment. This constraint can
decrease the ability to exploit the consequences of a surprise attack.

COORDINATION

Interaction

Boundaries between the forces of different nations are, in the War-
saw Pact just as in NATO, particularly vulnerable to enemy exploita-
tion. The interaction among forces of different Pact nations must be
carefully organized, and for each operation, mutual liaison teams must
be designated. Such functions as recognition of friendly and enemy
forces, lines (or areas) of opening and transferring artillery fire, rocket
troops, helicopters, aviation, and maintenance of communications
among the various Pact forces must be precisely organized.

Languae

Russian, the Pact command language, is quite well known by East
European officers (except Romanian officers); all those above the rank
of captain have a working knowledge of Russian, including all special
military terms. However, most East European officers do not know
other East European languages than their own, because the Pact is
dominated by the Soviets who wish to eliminate close links among
neighboring East European forces. For example, very few Polish offi-
cers speak German or Czech, and even fewer know Hungarian or
Romanian.

Liaison

Effective liaison is now especially important, perhaps even more
than it was during World War II, due to two new factors: the possibil-
ity of using mass-destruction weapons, and the likelihood of rapid and
sudden changes in the battle situation.
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Cross-attachment denotes the subordination of East European units
to o national- Pact forces. Two principles are binding: First,
UROUever forces (e*g, tank and motorized rifle troops) cannot be
qoss-attached below division level,12 except under compulsion of an
extraordinary combat situation when no other option exists. Second,
as far as possible, in cross-attachment, antagonistic allies should not be
subordinated to one another (e.g., Polish and East German, or Hun-
garian and Romanian).

LOGISTICS

Standardization of Equipment

Even though equipment standardization in WP forces is incompara-
bly greater than in NATO, all East European forces have some equip-
ment that no other country has-for instance, the Czechoslovak multi-
ple rocket launcher "Tatra T-813," or the Polish-Czechoslovak-made
APC 0T62-64 (also known as SKOT and TOPAS). Most important,
as mentioned above, East European military equipment is considerably
older than that of the Soviet armies stationed in East Europe. In this
situation, interaction between two different East European forces
becomes easier than between East European and Soviet forces. At any
rate, lack of equipment standardization complicates planning of combat
operations, supply of ammunition 13 and spares, and servicing of combat
equipment in field conditions.

1nThis means that a regiment from a tank or motorized rifle division cannot be taken

out of a national division and operationally subordinated to another East European or
Soviet division. This is a general constraint applicable to armies around the world.
Each division has organic logistics, transport, medical, signal, technical services, and
other units designed to support only the organic subordinated units. Each additional
motorized rifle or tank unit above the TO&E complicates drastically both the command
and control capabilities, logistics, and technical and medical support. Artillery, sapper,
and other units temporarily detached from a higher echelon for combat support of
maneuver divisions for a given operation arrive with their own command, control, and
communications (C3 ) bodies, logistics, and other support units and therefore do not bur-
don the division.

Moreover, weapons and equipment standardization is, in most armies, organized
within the divisional level. This means that two tank divisions of the same army may
have various tanks and other combat and support vehicles, various calibers of guns, etc.
Thus, a cross-attachment of units between these two divisions can prove disastrous on
the battlefield.

13At present, the Pact is equipped with the last four generations of tanks (T-54/55,
T412, T-64/72, T-80), which have different-caliber cannons (100-mm, 115-mm, and
125-mm). In turn, each of these calibers has five to six types of shells, resulting in a
combination of 15 to 18 different types of tank shells, plus the shells for the latest Soviet
tank, the sFT.1 with a 135-mm cannon.
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The supply system of the East European forces is geared toward
wartime supply from their home countries. This complicates the plan-
ning of combat operations in a coalition war, since constant attention
must be paid to ensure that East European forces do not depart geo-
grphically from the chain to their home territory and that East Euro-
pean and Soviet forces do not cross lines of maneuver, supply, and
evacusation.

Tbh limits on WP interoperability discussed above constrain the
oper*Uonal deployment of NSWP forces, as analyzed in the following
section.



VI. THE OPERATIONAL ROLE
OF NSWP FORCES

In World War U1, the East European forces under Soviet command
were included in all levels of Soviet strategic echelons, as shown in
Table 31. The data in this table indicate two important facts concern-
ing Moscow's approach to the East European forces at that time.
First, the Soviet High Command preferred to hold East European
forces in the front-line combat area-specifically in the first echelons
of the army in the field-for as long as possible. Second, East Euro-
pean troop combat engagement was extremely intense. The ratio of
combat to noncombat services in the 1st Bulgarian Army reached 28 to
1. Soviet writings on troop participation in World War II omit exact
figures, but the participation intensity of East European formations,
once they reached battle readiness, was apparently at least equal to
that of the Soviet Army.

Under present conditions, it can be expected that the East European
forces of the Northern Tier would be used in the front-line combat
areas with the same or even greater intensity than was the case in
World War II. However, the circumstances of war initiation could act
as a brake on the Soviet tendency toward the mass use of East Euro-
pean troops in the first echelons of the assault forces. This is indi-
cated in Table 32, which deals with the period directly preceding the
outbreak of war and the first phase of the initial war period. In later
phases of war, the Soviet General Staff and local Soviet commanders
on the strategic level would be 'xpected to deploy East European forces
constantly in the first line of battle, just as they did in World War II.
In addition to alleviating the burden of the Soviet forces and thereby
decreasing their battle losses, such intensive deployment of East Euro-
pean forces also has a political purpose, which is discussed below.

OPERATIONAL EMPLOYMENT

In World War II, the Soviet front commanders usually preferred to
push East European formations in secondary rather than primary
offeisive directions. As shown in Table 33, only two of the East Euro-
pean armies and independent corps taking part in 23 front-level opera-
tions were on the main offensive axes. Generally speaking, there were

64
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Table 32

ESTIMATED PLACE OF EAST EUROPEAN FORCES WITHIN
THE STRATEGIC ECHELONMENT OF THE WESTERN TVD

First Strategic Echelon

First Echelon Fronts Second Strategic Echelon
Intermediate

First Second Second Third Warsaw Air General

Elements of Operational Operational Echelon Echelon Defense Purpose
Echelonment Echelon Echelon Fronts Fronts Defense Front Re3erves

Short Warning Attack

GDR forces 3-4 diva, 2-3 diva, None None Home Air Operational forces
most naval Air Force, Defense do not commit in
units some naval Forces first and second

units strategic echelons

Czech forces 4-6 diva, 2-3 dive, 1-4 divs, None As above As above
airborne Air Force some avia-
brigade tion units

Polish forces None Amph. div, 10-11 dive, 2-3 diva As above As above
airborne Air Force,

div Navy

Attack After Partial Mobilization

GDR forces All 6 dive, Air Force, None None As above As above
most naval some naval
units units

Czech forces 7-8 dive Air Force 2-3 divs None As above As above

Polish forces 13 dive, Air Force, None None As above As above
airborne div amph. div

Attack After Full-ScdLe Mobilization

GDR forces All 6 diva, Air Force None None As above As above
most naval
units

Czech forces 6-divs, 3-4 diva, None None As above As above
Air Force

Polish forces 9-10 divs, 3-4 divs, None, None As above As above
Navy Air Force some naval
airborne div amph. div units

NOTES: Nonnuclear war is assumed. Divisions consist of ground divisions plus army and above
command support units. The terms "Second Echelon Fronts," "Third Echelon Fronts," "Warsaw Air
Defense Front," and "Intermediate General Purpose Reserves" are defined in Sadykiewicz, Soviet-
Warsaw Pact Western Theater of Military Operations, op. cit. In the third method of Pact attack, one
Czechoslovak and one Polish army may be positioned in the Second Operational Echelon of the first-
line fronts. East European territorial forces are not included here. The operational role of the Polish
6th Airborne Division and the Polish 7th Amphibious Assault Division is discussed later in this section.
The estimates made here are based on the peacetime disposition of the NSWP forces shown in Oesterri-
chische Militaerische Zeitschrift, January-February 1985.
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three reasons for this. First, at the time, East European formations,
particularly the Romanian and Bulgarian armies, had older combat
equipment and fewer tanks, aircraft, and artillery than their Soviet
allies. Furthermore, their soldiers had less previous combat experience
and training.

Second, the main offensive axes ran through the major population
centers of central and southeastern Europe. It may be assumed that
Stalin was eager, for political reasons, to secure for the Red Army the
proud role of liberators in these countries, which would be primarily
symbolized by the liberation of capital cities. For instance, the very
successful offensive led by the 2nd Polish Army was stopped unexpect-

Table 33

THE MAIN/SECONDARY ROLES OF THE EAST EUROPEAN ARMIES
IN SOVIET FRONT-LEVEL OPERATIONS: 1944-1945

Operations Operations Total
on the Main on Number of

Offensive Secondary Front-Level
Army Axes' Directions Operations

1st Polish Army - 3 3b
2nd Polish Army - 2 2'
1st Polish Tank Corps - 2 2'
1st Czechoslovak Corps 1d 3- 4
1st Bulgarian Army -4 4f
2nd Bulgarian Army - 1 1'
4th Bulgarian Army 1 1'
1st Romanian Army Ih 2' 3
4th Romanian Army - 3 3

Total 2 21 23

SOURCES: Soviet Military Encyclopedia, Voenizdat, Moscow, 1976-1980;
Istoriya Vtoroi Mirovoi Voiny, Vol. 10, Voenizdat, Moscow, 1974; Voennyi Entsik-
lopedicheskii Slovar (Soviet Military Encyclopedic Dictionary), Voenizdat, Moscow,
1983.

"In Russian: Naynapravlenii glavnogo udara.
bBelorussian (June-July 1944); Vistula-Oder (January-February 1945); Berlin

(May 1945).
cBerlin; Prague (May 1945).
dCarpathian-Dukla (September-October 1944).
'West-Carpathian (January-February 1945); Moravska Ostrava (March-May

1945); Prague (May 1945).
'Belgrade (September-October 1944); Budapest (October 1944-Februray 1945);

Vienna (May 1945); Balaton, strategic defense operation (March 1945).
'Belgrade.
"hDebrecen (October 1944).
'Budapest; Prague.SDebrecen; Budapest, Prague.
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edly and tot no apparent reason in the town of Melnik, 22 km from
Prague, by Marshal Konev, the Commander in Chief of the First
Ukrainian Front. Moreover, the Polish forward detachment of the Pol-
ish 1st Tank Corps reached the northern suburbs of Prague, 1 km from
the city perimeter and was forbidden to move an inch further, despite
the fact that the battle for Prague was in progress elsewhere.

Bucharest, Budapest, Vienna, Sofia, Prague, and Berlin-all but two
East European capitals-as well as the majority of larger towns were
liberated by the Red Army. The two exceptions were Belgrade, which
was jointly liberated by the Red Army and Yugoslav forces, and War-
saw. In the case of Warsaw, two Soviet armies (the 47th from the
North and the 61st from the South) first encircled the German forces
in the area; the 1st Polish Army then entered the streets of Warsaw
virtually unopposed by the Germans, as "the liberators of historic Pol-
ish capital city."

The Polish forces under Soviet command were accorded a further
privilege: The 1st Polish Infantry Division was allowed to take part in
the final battle for Berlin alongside the remaining 59 Soviet divisions.
This favoring of the Polish forces can be explained by the fact that, at
the time, Polish forces were the only East European forces directly
commanded by Soviet officers at all levels, and thus the only ones the
Kremlin regarded as politically reliable.

Furthermore, the Soviets deemed it prudent, from a propaganda
standpoint, to steep a reliable prospective client army in military
achievements, glory, and honor to counter the recognition accruing to
the military achievements of the Polish forces in the West under the
Allied Command (the Battle of Britain, the victorious storming of
Monte Cassino, the successes of the Polish 1st Armored Division in
France and Holland, etc.). 1

'But the privileges accorded to the Polish forces under Soviet command were bought
at a bitter price. Soviet combat orders had to be fulfilled even when the anticipated
losses far outweighed the importance of the operation. As an example, more than 3,000
Polish troops were killed or wounded in March 1945 securing the German garrison in
Kolobrzeg (Kolberg). This garrison, isolated and surrounded by Polish troops, was of no
strategic importance whatsoever. The rational military solution would have been to
blockade with limited forces and wait for capitulation (the standard practice of Western
Allies). The Polish troops were sacrificed simply to secure an additional prestigious vic-
tory on Marshal Zhukov's front.

The heaviest losses, however, were sustained by the 2nd Polish Army, again for
exclusively prestige/political reasons. According to Marshal Konev (1. S. Konev, Zapiski
homanduiushchego Frontom 1943-1945, Voyenizdat, Moscow, 1981, p. 398), Stalin
informed him and Zhukov on April 1, 1945, that he had decided to accelerate the capture
of Berlin; Stalin openly admitted that it was not a military decision, but he feared that
Berlin would be captured by the Western Allies in the near future. In deference to
Stalin's wishes, both Marshals rushed through new plans of operations which were
approved the next day by both the Stavka and Stalin and were put into immediate
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The role of flank-securing was the typical main operational task
assigned to East European formations, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
The Bulgarian 1st, 2nd, and 4th Armies in particular operated in this
way. In fact, the Bulgarian 1st Army did nothing else throughout the
nine months of its activities, even during the Balaton strategic defen-
sive operation. Likewise, the Romanian 1st and 4th Armies, com-
manded directly by commanders of Soviet 40th and 53rd Armies, not
by the front headquarters, were also deployed in this way.

The third reason for East European force deployment on secondary
directions was that, paradoxica!ly, in the final stages of the war, losses
there were greater than on the main offensive axes. Armor was con-
centrated on breaking down German first lines, and with this rapidly
achieved, troops entering the "operational space" converted the offen-
sive into pursuit. In the secondary theaters, however, where there was
no hard combat support and the terrain was frequently difficult, offen-
sives progressed slowly, with the troops fighting each step of the way,
for each separate village and even each house. The Soviet leaders
probably believed that the Red Army had bled enough in its four years
of war and now, in the final stages, the East European forces should
give their share.

The combat losses (killed, wounded, taken prisoner, and missing) of
the East European forces under Soviet command are shown in Table
34. Among the East European armies, the heaviest losses were sus-
tained by the Ist Bulgarian Army. The East European forces under
Soviet command, including Hungarian volunteer units, lost approxima-
tely 80,000 men through death and nearly 220,000 to injury and other
combat-related causes. The heaviest losses were sustained by the
infantry divisions, which constituted the majority of these forces. For
example, the divisional losses in the 1st Polish Army are given below,
expressed as percentages of average numerical strengths:

Losses

Division (percent)

1st Division 118
2nd Division 130
3rd Division 98
4th Division 95
6th Division 80

action. One consequence was the promotion of the 2nd Polish Army from the second to
the first echelon of Konev's First Ukrainian Front (see Table 31 above). This deploy-
ment resulted in the loss of 20,000 soldiers. Again, the objective was primarily to further
the Kremlin's far-reaching political aims concerning the postwar partition of Europe.
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Table 34

COMBAT LOSSES OF SOVIET-CONTROLLED EAST EUROPEAN
FORCES IN WORLD WAR H

Percent of
Initial

Absolute Overall
Country Number Strength

Poland 80,000 43.2
Ciscboolovakia 20,000 33.0
Bugria 38,000 9.0
Romania 170,000 34.0

The average numerical strength of an infantry division was, according
to the TO&E, 11,500. Thus, for example, the 2nd Polish Infantry Divi-
sion lost nearly 15,000 soldiers.

To sum up, the East European troops were used on secondary stra-
tegic directions and mainly on the flanks of Soviet fronts2 for both po-
litical and military/operational requirements. Indeed, political criteria
sometimes overshadowed military considerations. This conclusion is
reinforced by the fact that the military/operational abilities of Polish
forces, especially the 1st Army and 1st Tank Corps, were identical to
those of their Soviet counterparts in terms of TO&E, interoperability,
command abilities, etc., and still were used on secondary directions.

Today, in contrast, in the event of a WP invasion of Western
Europe, East European forces would often be used on the main and
most decisive axes.3 Despite the disparities between Soviet and NSWP
forces, the latter can be used on major offensive directions, especially
when supported by Soviet artillery and rocket fire and given Soviet air
support.

4

2rhe Soviet concept of using their allies mainly to secure the flanks of Soviet forma-
tions qppeared first in 1938 during the battle over Khalkhin-Gol, where the combined
Soviet/Mongolian forces fought the Japanese. Zhukov, the commander of the forces,
decided to use all three Mongolian cavalry divisions to secure the flanks of the Red Army
attac& foreas. Thus, the Mongolian 6th Cavalry Division secured the left flank, and the
other two divisions secured the right flank. (See map inserted between pp. 320 and 321
of the Soviet Military Encycopedia, Vol. 8.)

3in WP command-poet exercises in the 1960s and 1970,, East European Northern
Tier form were frequently assumed to advance on the main attack axe,. (Information
baud on personal experience through 1967 and later testimony of other former Warsaw
Pact officers).

4NATO (aces similar issues. After reorganization in the 1970s of the French armor
and msehanised divisions (see Zarubezhnoe Voyennoe Obozrenie, No. 8, 1986), which
loweted the number of French tanks and battalions and decreased their equipment, their
combat capabilities were less than one-third those of U.S. armor and mechanized divi-
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In peacetime, all East German forces, most of the Czechoslovak
forces, and a substantial part of the Polish forces are deployed within
the depth of the first echelon fronts, or, in the case of Polish forces, in
the area of second echelon fronts. East European troops will reach
their wartime deployment areas before additional Soviet forces arrive
from the USSR. Nonetheless, at the start of a WP attack with little
mobilization, most of the East European troops will be in the second
operational wave of the first echelon fronts. In accordance with Soviet
operational principles, the second waves of the fronts will be brought in
on the main offensive axes, to develop the success of the first wave.
For purely military reasons, most East European forces will thus parti-
cipate in the first strategic offensive operation directed by the Western
TVD on the main axes of its operation. The same holds for those East
European troops (mostly Polish) which, because of their location in
peacetime, will enter the composition of second echelon fronts. These
fronts will have the task of transforming the operational success of the
first echelon fronts into strategic success and will be brought into bat-
tle on the most important strategic directions.

These military considerations argue against the view that "consider-
able elements of [NSWPI forces can be expected to be used on second-
ary tasks, in second echelons or on minor axes and for defense against
NATO counter-attacks."' On the contrary, most of the NSWP forces,
in the framework of the first strategic offensive operation conducted by
the Western TVD, will probably participate

: Mainly in the first echelon fronts.
Chiefly on the most decisive main (not secondary) directions.

* In the majority of combat actions.
* Very often in the most dangerous missions.

Nonetheless, as discussed previously, NSWP forces will be allocated
relatively narrower offensive frontages or defensive sectors.

STRATEGIC/OPERATIONAL GROUPING

In World War II, as shown in Fig. 11, the Soviets used a "double
sandwich concept," in which East European formations were segregated
not only to preclude direct contacts among armies of one nation (e.g.,
the lot and 2nd Polish Armies), but also to avoid contacts among dif-
ferent non-Soviet armies (e.g., Polish with Czechoslovak or Romanian

6Strengthenrd Conventional Deterrence in Europe-Proposals for the 1980s, Report of
the European Security Study, Macmillan, London, 1983, p. 117.
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lig 11-Soviet "double-sandwich concept" of strategic/operational
grouping of the East European forces, winter-spring 1945
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with Bulgarian). Moreover, the Romanian 1st and 4th Armies were
put in a "triple sandwich," being subordinated to equally ranked Soviet
commanders of the 53rd and 40th Armies, respectively, and were
deployed within the operational groupings of these Soviet armies.

From a military point of view, this is nonsensical. It creates great
difficulties for interoperability, uninterrupted logistics, supply, rein-
forcement, interaction, command and control, etc. It may be assumed
that the Soviets used this "sandwich concept" exclusively to secure
firm control of the East European formations and to ensure that these
formations would never have the strength or coordination to challenge
Soviet interests.

The probable contemporary Soviet "double sandwich concept" for
the Northern Tier is shown in Fig. 12.6 This variant of the Western
TVD strategic/operational grouping is conceptually almost identical
with that applied in World War II, as shown in Fig. 10. Now, as then,
the concept is dominated by political rather than military/operational
motives. Logistic stockpiling and supply of NSWP armies, for exam-
ple, would be much less complicated if the various NSWP armies
operated in close formation, e.g., if all three Polish armies or both
Czechoslovak armies were adjacent. The same applies to their rein-
forcements, technical support, interoperability, evacuation system, etc.
But political motives are dominant. A "sandwich concept" also serves
the political aim of wartime counterpartner allocation for NSWP forces
in the Northern Tier, as discussed in Sec. V.

Could a "sandwich concept" be maintained for an entire war in
Europe? During military operations in 1944-1945, in which the East
European forces participated for 8 to 12 months (see Table 31 above),
Moscow was able to maintain this concept even when the depth of
fighting by East European forces reached over 1,000 km and spread
over the territories of nine European countries.

Under present conditions, Soviet military doctrine holds that hostili-
ties in the central region will last for a maximum of three to four
weeks. The depth of this region, on the NATO side, ie only 150 to 400

sWe emphasize that this figure is for illustrative purposes only. The grouping shown
reflects the initial deployment of the Western TVD before the outbreak of war and
deployment in subsequent stages of the Pact's first strategic offensive operation, when
the second echelons of the first echelon fronts have been committed to action. Reserves
and reconstituted second echelons of the fronts are not shown, nor are elements of "for-
ward reach" (OMGs, etc.). The number of Soviet armies does not reflect their real quan-
tity but is indicated only to emphasize the "sandwich concept." The number and names
of the four fronts and their targeting against certain elements of NATO defense grouping
are the author's suppositions. The place of the East European air forces, navies, and
home air-defense forces is presented below. No distinction between all-arms (combined)
and tank armies is shown. The numeration of the East European armies is explained in
Appendix C.
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km,7 so it may well be possible to sustain a "sandwich concept," assum-
ing a successful Pact offensive. If Soviet armies find themselves in
retreat, the "sandwich concept" will not help them, for the forces of the
East European nations may cross over to the NATO side en masse and
may, under certain conditions, even direct their weapons against the
retreating Soviet armies.

On the other hand, the "sandwich concept" guarantees some impor-
tant military/operational benefits:

* The East European armies will reach combat readiness faster
and therefore may be moved from their assembly areas to the
combat zone faster (in comparison with Soviet armies located
on Soviet territory).

* The operational subordination of the separate East European
armies to the various Soviet fronts makes the combat support
of these fronts easier.

* The absence of national fronts makes the transit of Soviet
forces from the Western part of the USSR to the combat
zones throughout the territory of Poland and Czechoslovakia
easier, because there will be no collisions between Soviet
troops and the East European armies that would have to
regroup to form national fronts.

Nevertheless, on balance, taking into account all the
military/operational factors discussed above, the best military solution
would be the establishment of national fronts or at least less
"sandwiching" of NSWP forces with Soviet forces.

OPERATIONAL AUTONOMY

In the final stages of World War II, there were about 1.5 million
East European troops (Polish, Czechoslovakian, Romanian, Bulgarian,
and some small Hungarian units),8 totaling more than 40 divisions,
under Soviet command.

The Soviet command system that was used at that time for the East
European forces, according to a Soviet source, is shown in Fig. 13.
However, that system was in effect only from fall 1944 to spring 1945.
In 1943 and the first half of 1944, East European units were under the
operative command of Soviet divisions and corps. For example, the

7
1'his was the standard time frame assumed by Polish and Soviet officers through the

1960W Since then, the WP's theater conventional superiority has increased.
8'TM Yugoslav army worked in close cooperation with Soviet units !, .t ;d not p4me

any of its formations under the operational command of the Soviet army.
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Czechoslovak 1st Independent Rifle Battalion was successively under
the command of the 25th, 62nd, and 15th Soviet Rifle Divisions, and
the 1st Czechoslovak Rifle Brigade was under the command of the 51st
Soviet Rifle Corps and subsequently the 50th Rifle Corps. Polish
troops were also temporarily controlled by Soviet units below the front
level. The 1st Polish Rifle Division was under the 10th and then the
33rd Soviet army, and during the 1945 storming of Berlin, the rifle
regiments of this division were under the command of various Soviet
corps.

9

There were also some rare instances in which Soviet units were
operatively subordinated to East European commands. The Soviet
16th Independent Tank Brigade was assigned to the Polish 2nd Army,
and the Soviet 359th Rifle Division was assigned to the 1st Czechoslo-
vak Corps. It was quite usual for Soviet support troops, especially the
artillery, to be temporarily subordinated to the East European com-
mands for the duration of certain operations or battles.

The term "operational control" generally meant that the operative
superior was entitled only to issue combat orders and directives and
had no right to interfere in the internal affairs of the subordinated
units. However, in practice, Soviet commanders actually dismissed
some commanders of East European units who were only under their
operational control. For example, in September 1944, General Kra-
tochvil, the Commander of the 1st Czechoslovak Corps, was dismissed
by order of the Commander of the First Ukrainian Front, Marshal
Konev.10 Some weeks later, Marshal Rokossovskii, the Commander of
the First Belorussian Front, dismissed General Berling, the Com-
mander of the 1st Polish Army, who was only operationally subordi-
nated to him.

Analysis of the command system shown in Fig. 13 leads to the fol-
lowing conclusions:

1. The highest form of operational autonomy in the East Euro-
pean forces was the army (1st, 2nd, and 3rd Polish Armies; 1st
Bulgarian Army; 1st and 4th Romanian Armies; and 1st
Czechoslovak Army)."I

2. These armies were under the direct operational command of
Soviet fronts (Polish and Bulgarian forces) or under the con-
trol of Soviet army commanders (Romanian forces). By 1944,
a precedent had been established whereby it was possible for

9The 1st Mechanized and 12th Tank Corps.
1OSee Antosyak et al., Zarozhdenie narodnykh, p. 63.

"Based on thE 1st Czechoslovak Corps. In fact, up to the very end of the war, this
army was never completely formed.
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East European units to be operationally subordinated to
Soviet commands on the same level, i.e., an East European
army could be subordinated to a Soviet army.

3. The Bulgarian and Romanian forces were supervised by the
Soviets as follows: at the army level, by Soviet operative
groupr;2 at the level of corps and divisions, by Soviet advisers.
This also applied to the Czechoslovak Corps. The Polish
forces were in fact led by Soviet officers at battalion level and
above.

18

4. Coordination of the combat activities of the East European
forces with the Soviet units and matters relating to combat
and logistic support were handled by East European Military
Missions on the central level and by East European Opera-
tional Groups on the front level. On the tactical level, these
matters were handled by the Soviet commands controlling the
East European units.

5. The national East European commands had very limited
power over their own forces that had been assigned to Soviet
operative commands. As mentioned above, the Soviets some-
times dismissed even high-ranking East European com-
manders from their posts. However, in principle, all personnel
nominations in the East European forces, including those
under Soviet operational control, were restricted to the East
European national commands. All the East European
national forces that were not engaged in hostilities remained
under the control of the national commands, but the overall
military administration in the East European countries was
controlled by the respective Soviet front commanders, and the
rear of these countries was under the control of NKVD units.

In the second half of 1944, the Stavka decided to set up a Polish
Front with the organizational structure shown in Fig. 14.14 Since all
command poets in the Polish forces were filled by Soviet officers,
Stalin could rest assured that the formation of such a large Polish
strategic-operational unit would not pose any threat. It is significant

12 n this cae, the Soviet operative groups consisted of Soviet staff officers, some of
whom spoke the langtae of the FAs European army concerned.

1fth percentagse of Soviet commanders in the Polish forces were as follows: com-
pany, 40 percent; battalion, 80 percent; regiment and above, 95 percent, Only about
one-third of the Soviet commanders spoke any Polish, and no more than 17.5 percent of
the total 20,000 Soviet officers serving in the Polish form in World War 11 were of
(S*vWe-on) Polish origin. (Encyklopedia II Wojny Swiatowej, 1975, p. 63.)

"1Mak Kroniks Ludoweo Wojsha Polakieo, pp. 122-123; Encykopedia II Wojny
Swialboou, 1975, pp. 728-733.
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that the Soviets never showed any intention of forming a "Romanian
Front" or a "Bulgarian Front," although in the fall of 1944 the
Romanian and Bulgarian forces far outnumbered the Polish forces.15

The Romanian and Bulgarian forces actually had more reason to be
grouped under their own national fronts, because they were very dis-
similar to the Soviet army. National grouping would have greatly facil-
itated supply and personnel replacement directly from the respective
countries, and it would have been far easier for the Romanian and Bul-
garian armies to cooperate with each other in this context than it was
to cooperate with the Soviets within the framework of Soviet fronts.
Indeed, the Romanian and Soviet forces differed in tactics, structure,
weapons, and command language.

It is therefore evident that the decision not to create Romanian or
Bulgarian fronts was based on political, not military considerations. In
the end, the Polish Front did not materialize either. In November
1944, the Stavka issued an order to stop its formation. The official
reason was lack of Polish army officers, but in fact, the Stavka had
decided to speed up the formation of the 2nd Polish Army and commit
it to battle as soon as possible.

Contemporary Soviet military doctrine, as mentioned in Sec. I1,
envisions two possible strategic command systems in the event of a war
in Europe: a three-level system (Stavka-TVD-fronts) and a four-level
system (Stavka-TW-TVD-fronts). The three-level system would cer-
tainly be adopted in a war that is confined to Europe, but the four-
level would be adopted in the event of a multifront, global war.

There can be no doubt that the highest levels of the strategic com-
mand system (Stavka, headquarters of theaters of war, and headquar-
ters of theaters of military operations) will be under exclusive Soviet
control. In principle, this will also apply to the headquarters of fronts,
but some of them may be set up and headed by East European national
commands.'" From the military-strategic point of view, there are
today, as in World War II, several advantages to concentrating all or
part of an East European country's forces under its "own" national
front, rather than using those forces in a system of armies (or divi-
sions) incorporated into Soviet fronts (or armies):

15The maximum numbers of East European forces under Soviet control were as fol-
lows: Romania, 500,000 troops; Bulgaria, 450,000 troops; Poland, 380,000 troops;
Czechoslovakia, 90,000 troops; Hungary, 28,000 troops.

1STheoretically, only Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Bulgaria have sufficient
forces to set up their own national fronts (each has potentially 3 field armies, 1 air army,
and sufficient front-level support units).
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1. National fronts facilitate troop leadership, interoperability,
and coordination within the field armies; between field armies
and the air army;17 between field and air armies and the
national air-defense system; and among all these components
and national front-level support units.

2. National fronts facilitate coordination of incorporated
national forces with Soviet and other East European forces.

3. National fronts simplify the operation of the logistic supply
system between the rear of the country and the front, as well
as inside the front. This is because individual East European
countries have their own standard weapons, equipment, and
spare parts, which in many cases differ from Soviet or other
East European standard equipment.

4. National fronts facilitate the operation of the personnel
replacement system and the evacuation system.

5. National fronts facilitate political propaganda work with the
national troops.

Furthermore, it is in a country's national interests to have its own
front. The national front fulfills the high-ranking officers' aspirations
for leadership, raises the morale of the troops, and provides a fairly
high degree of operational autonomy.

The Soviet leadership doubtless recognizes these advantages, but it
also has to take other factors into consideration:

1. Just prior to the outbreak of war, it may be physically impos-
sible to form national fronts, i.e., collisions could occur during
the multidirectional movements of Soviet and East European
forces. Such collisions would be most likely to occur in
Poland, where dozens of Soviet divisions from USSR military
districts would be marching along the East-West axis, and
Polish divisions heading toward their frontal area of concen-
tration would be marching along the South-North axis.

2. If East European forces are used within a system of national
fronts, the Soviet concept of wartime "counterpartner" alloca-
tion for the East F --- an forces would be very difficult to
implement.

3. The existence of East ' opean national fronts would make it
difficult for the Soviets to exercise political control over the
national forces. In certain cases-for instance, after an unsuc-
cessful operation-this could lead to the neutralization of the

"XIn maritime areas, cooperation is facilitated between the field and air armies and
the ntionl navy.

1/
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forms or at least to a weakening of their offensive spirit and
their will to fight alongside the Soviet fore.

For these reasons, in the event of war, it is likely that national
bonts will not be formed or, if such fronts are created, that they will
be based on a mixed composition of East European and Soviet forces.
For example, the Polish Front might consist of:

* Polish forces:
- two field armies (based on the Pomeranian and Warsaw

military districts)
- one air army
- the Navy (if the front operates in the maritime area)
- 6th Airborne Division and 7th Amphibious Assault Divi-

sion
- Polish front-level combat and logistic support units

9 Soviet forces:
- two field armies (for example, the 11th Army from the

Kaiiga area, Baltic military district, and the 28th

Army from the Grodno area, Belorussian military district)
- some Soviet front-level and High Command Reserve units

In this cae, the third Polish Field Army (based, for instance, in the
SUM=ian military district) would be included in one of the Soviet fronts
i•otioned in the southern part of East Germany'8 (fighting against the
Sid German Corps in the NATO first echelon). The presence of one or
two Soviet armies within the Polish Front would strengthen Soviet
inluence on the Polish command and troops.

The Czechoslovak Front might have a similar composition (although

the creation of such a front appears even less likely than that of a Pol-
iah Front): two Czechoslovak field armies and two Soviet field armies,

a Cu;shoslovak air army, and mixed Czechoslovak-Soviet front-level
units..

fth would adiaDy reduce the rink of coismions during troop redspoition on Pol-

'*A dotd iustrate composton of such a mixed Cnechoelovak Front is given by
?uAPdlh We,, Die Anwmn der Wa hauer-Paw-fktaaen, Muechen, Benard &
OrNib V@sing 1979, p. 64.

Ia WP theatsr-Wls joint semcia in the 1960. and 1970g, such mixed Polih-Soviet
nad CgshoY&kManv frts we0em stablished andcommand r, qmpectly, by
PO mad. Cmuosmaan Pask (PesmW eaperience and communication with
9*e 0, - Past ofIcs now In the Wst.) It iS difficult to imfine that in wartime
mwk mined Pots would be commaded by n-Soviets, but in mrtain circumstance
this emot be enc0ded. In osm a cas, each Polish (or Cmchoelivakian) commande of
a miWed ft would hbe a Sovie fist dputy.
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Likewise, the possibility of a Bulgarian Front cannot be excluded.
This front would probably consist of three Bulgarian field armies com-
bined with one, two, or even three Soviet field armies transported by
sea from the USSR.

If these national fronts were formed, the remaining East European
forces would consist of armies fighting within Soviet fronts. A possible
partitioning of East European armies in wartime on this basis is shown
in Table 35. Even in this situation, more than half of the East Euro-
pean armies would be included in Soviet, not national fronts.

In any event, the army will be the basc East European wartime
unit.2° In the event of mobilization or direct preparation for war, each
military district will emerge as an army,2 1 and this concept forms the

Table 35

POSSIBLE WARTIME ALLOCATION OF NSWP ARMIES

National Soviet
Country Fronts Fronts

Poland 2 1
Czechoslovakia 2 -
Bulgaria 3 -
East Germany - 2
Hungary 2
Romania - 3

Total 7 8

01hi conclusion is at variance with the view of Viktor Suvorov, who states that:

the Soviet Union had forbidden its East European allies to establish armies in either
peacetime or wartime. If a homogeneous mass becomes too large it may explode.
The Soviet High Command avoids this danger within the Soviet Army itself, by con-
stantly moving the various nationalities around, to produce a featureless grey mass of
soldiery, unable to understand one another. In peacetime the armed forces of the
East European countries only have divisions. In wartime, these divisions would
immediately join Soviet armies which were under strength.... In peacetime these
East European divisions see themselves as part of their own national armed forces.
In wartime they would be distributed throughout the Soviet Armies.

(Viktor Suvorov, Inside the Soviet Army, London, Hamish Hamilton, 1982, p. 116.
Suvorov is the pen name of a former Soviet General Staff intelligence officer now living
in the West.)

A prohibition against establishing armies does not now exist, nor has one ever
ezisted. The East European forces have had armies since the end of the 1940s; in peace-
time, them armies are established as military districts.

218a Michael Sadykiewiez, Wartime Miuuions of the Polish Internal Front, The

RAND Corporation, N-2401-1-OSD, July 1986, pp. 10-13.
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basis of all war of the and mobilization plans in the East European
countries.

22

On the other hand, the Soviet military districts, or at least the
majority of them, will set up fronts, not armies, which also exist in the
Soviet forces in peacetime. The reasons for this are simple: First,
Soviet military districts are much larger than East European military
districts. The average Soviet military district has 11.3 divisions (the 16
military districts have a total of 181 divisions23), while an average East
European military district has only 3.8 divisions (15 military districts
with a total of 58 divisions). Therefore, the East European military
districts can only set up armies, and this is their main mobilization
task.

Second, the East European forces have their own complete army-
level combat and logistic support units. These units comprise more
than 50 percent of the troops within the national forces. If East Euro-
pean armies are not required in wartime, it would seem reasonable to
deactivate the East European army-level logistic and combat units and
form 15 to 25 additional divisions.

Third, more than 1,000 East European generals and officers are gra-
duates of the Soviet General Staff Military Academy, where the main
emphasis of the educational program is on the army level and above.
All peacetime command and staff exercises of the East European mili-
tary districts and above are performed exclusively on the army (and
front) level. During joint WP maneuvers on the strategic-operational
level, the East European commands play the role of army staffs. This
army-level training has no purpose if Soviet military planning does not
envisage the formation of East European armies in wartime.

In certain circumstances (discussed later), soiae East European divi-
sions may be temporarily included in Soviet armies,24 but these will be
exceptions to the rule, according to the principles defining the use of
the East European forces.

Another indicator of the planned operational autonomy of NSWP
forces in wartime is the number of SSM SCUDs deployed in these
forces. SCUDs, with a range of 300 km (and their successors, the
SS-21, with a range of 500 km), are in the Soviet armed forces army-

'Personal experience and unanimous testimony of other former East European offi-
ce•.

ssSo v iet MiWitary Power, op. cit., 1988, mentions the figure of 211 Soviet divisions,
including 30 within the Groups of Forces abroad.

211t is also possible that Soviet divisions may be temporarily included in East Euro-
parn armies. Soviet support units will be frequently assigned to East European armies
or even East European divisions for the '!uration of the conflict.
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and front-level weapons. Organizationally, they consist of brigades
with 9 to 12 launchers each.

Table 36 shows how many SCUDs are deployed in the NSWP forces
and how many armies/fronts they can support, taking into account the
fact that at least one brigade of 9 to 12 launchers is needed per army
and one additional brigade per front.25

To obtain a clear picture of East European wartime operational
autonomy, two additional aspects must be taken into account: the
dependence of this autonomy on the circumstances of war initiation,
and the interdependence of the level of East European reliability and
the circumstances of war initiation.

Interdependence Between NSWP Operational Autonomy

and War-Initiation Circumstances

This aspect is summarized in Table 37, where:

"* Framework of national fronts only means that the total opera-
tional forces of Poland and Czechoslovakia would enter war
operations within the framework of their national fronts
exclusively. East Germany, having only six divisions, is physi-
cally incapable of creating a formation of this type.

"* Fronts and separate armies means that most of Poland's
national forces, i.e., those of the Pomeranian and Warsaw

Table 36

SCUD DEPLOYMENT IN NSWP FORCES

Number of Number of Number of
SCUD/SS-21 Armies Fronts

Country Launchers Supported Supported

East Germany 28 2 0
Czechoslovakia 31 3 0
Poland 32 3 1
Hungary 9 1 0
Bulgaria 48 3 1
Romania 15 3' 0

'Romania is an exception in that it can have three
brigades of five launchers each.

2nSS, The Military Balance, 1987-1988.
"Romania is an .exception in that it can have three brigades of 5 launchers each.
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military districts, will belong to the Polish Front,27 while the
troops of the Silesian military district will become part of a
Soviet front.2 1 This applies equally to the Czechoslovak armed
forces, which on the whole will constitute a national front
(assuming such a front is created), while one of its armies will
be incorporated into a Soviet front. In all cases, the East Euro-
pean national fronts will be a mix of East European and Soviet
armies.

"a Separate armies only means that all East European divisions
will operate within the framework of their respective national
armies, which will be incorporated in turn into various Soviet
fronts. This applies to all three countries (East Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Poland).

"* Armies and separate divisions means that part of the forces will
constitute national armies, while the rest, as independent divi-
sions, will belong to Soviet armies.

"* Separate divisions only means that with East European divi-
sions incorporated into the nearest Soviet armies, the highest
level of operational autonomy will be a division.

The discussion above applies to East European ground forces. The
operational autonomy of other armed services may differ.

Air forces of Czechoslovakia and Poland will always appear as air
armies (tactical air armies) whenever national fronts are created. If
the forces of those countries fight not in a national front, but in their
own land armies, their air forces will create their own air armies. Only
if Polish and Czechoslovak forces operate with given divisions within
Soviet armies will their air forces enter the composition of the terri-
torially nearest Soviet air armies of the front, and in this case the East
European air forces will also operate with divisions (perhaps, at times,
corps) that are created ad hoc.

The East German Air Force will in every case operate with given
divisions (perhaps corps) within the framework of the nearest Soviet
air armies.

East European air-defense forces will always be incorporated in the
WP air-defense front, commanded by a Soviet general.

Polish and East German navies will always be incorporated in the
joint WP Baltic Fleet and, within its framework, will operate within
the various nationally mixed operational naval task forces. Only if a

"7The Polish Front will also include the Polish Air Army; and when this front is
operating on the coastal flank, it will include most of the Polish Navy.

"2In peacetime, the Silesian military district hop three tank divisions and two motor-
iged rifle divisions that may, in the event of war, form a tank army (OMZ, op. cit.).
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Polish Front operates on the coastal flank will a significant part of the
Polish Navy be made operationally subordinate to it. Similarly, some
small units of the East German Navy may at times be subordinated to
the Polish fleet, within the framework of a Polish Front.29

East European internal front forces (territorial, internal security,
border, and other troops) will be subordinated in their entirety to their
respective national commands. However, in the forward combat zones,
sonme of them may remain operationally subordinated to Soviet fronts,
armies, and, in some cases, even divisions.

East German and Czechoslovak border troops and some units of the
internal security troops, being operationally subordinated to the local
Soviet commands, can be used as:

"* Forward detachments
"* Flank guards
"* Reconnaissance detachments
"* Turning teams
"* Diversionary groups, etc.30

Moreover, these troops-particularly the East German border and
internal security troops (as well as police and other paramilitary armed
units)-may be used, under Soviet command, as occupation forces in
conquered West European territories.

If national East European fronts are not created, Czechoslovak and
Polish formations and front-level units of logistic support will be incor-
porated into appropriate Soviet frontal rear services. Additionally,
most East European civil aviation will be operationally subordinated to
the Soviet Military Transport Aviation Command.

At the strategic level, East European rear services will be under
national commands, which in turn will be subordinated to the Soviet
Main Chief of Rear Services.

Let us now consider the possibility of the decentralized use of East
European forces in divisional form, subordinated to the commanders of
Soviet armies. Should the USSR launch a "short-warning attack," it
will strive for the highest degree of secrecy in its preparation. Large-
scale regrouping of forces, which could reveal WP intentions pre-
maturely, will be kept to a minimum. Certain East German and
Czechoslovak divisions, especially those stationed near the West Ger-
man frontier (the first-strike operational area of the WP), will be

2Some WP command-staff exercises in which the author participated did simulate
this: Eant German landing ships "transported" Polish infantry in a simulated operation
on the Danish island of Sjaelland.

ftiactly as the Soviet KGB border troops and MVD troops were used in the inva-
sion of Afghanistan in 1979 and in Manchuria in August 1945.
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incorporated into those Soviet armies in whose fields of operations
they operate in peacetime. The remaining East German and
Czechoslovak divisions located in deeper positions (i.e., in the second-
strike operational area of the first strategic echelon) may also be incor-
porated into various Soviet armies. Some East European front- and
army-level (above divisional) units in this operational area may be
operationally subordinated to the Soviet armies and even directly to
the Soviet front command-for example, all types of support forma-
tions above divisional level: artillery and rocket troops, including those
with nuclear delivery launchers; independent tank units; air-defense
troops of ground forces; and engineering units.

Some Polish divisions and combat support units above the divisional
level may also be incorporated into the various Soviet armies, especi-
ally the forces of the Silesian and Pomeranian military districts,
including the 4th, 5th, 10th, and 20th Tank Divisions, as well as the
8th and 12th Motorized Rifle Divisions and Polish units above divi-
sional levels stationed in these areas. 31

In sum, in a "short-warning attack," the Pact can deploy the 15 to
20 East European Northern Tier divisions, plus adequate East Euro-
pean army- and front-level combat support units, by incorporation into
Soviet first-line formations (see Table 38). These divisions potentially
constitute a considerable force, strengthening the Soviet divisions to be
used in the first wave of the first strategic offensive operation by
almost 100 percent. Also included would be two other Polish divisions,
the 6th Airborne and the 7th Amphibious Assault, which would partici-

Table 38

THE DEPLOYMENT OF NORTHERN TJER DIVISIONS
IN A SHORT-WARNING ATTACK

Motorized Percentage
Tank Rifle of National

Country Divisions Divisions Total Total

E&t Germany 2 4 6 100
Czechoslovakia 3-5 2-3 5-8 50-80
Poland 3-4 1-2 4-6 30-45

Total 8-11 7-9 15-20 48-65

371 & hsupposition is based on the peacetime disposition of these divisions (see OMZ,
-o- -i-).
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pate in the first echelon. Thus, the total number of East European
divisions might be as high as 22.

The second possibility of using selected East European divisions
within the framework of Soviet rather than national subfront com-
mands concerns the specialized airborne, seaborne, and diversionary
formations and units, i.e., the Polish Airborne Division and Amphibi-
ous Assault Division, the Czechoslovak Airborne Brigade, and the East
German Airborne Battalion and two Amphibious Assault regiments. In
the absence of national fronts, these front-level formations will be
operationally integrated with the appropriate Soviet fronts or with
their national armies, if such armies are created.

In a "short-warning attack," the majority of the East European divi-
sions incorporated into Soviet armies and fronts will remain there at
least during the first strategic offensive operation.

The possibility of incorporation of certain East European divisions
into Soviet armies exists even when other circumstances of war initia-
tion allow for regrouping, concentration, and deployment of East Euro-
pean forces within their national armies, or even national fronts.
Operational demands could dictate this if Pact armies attack NATO
defense groupings in depth, resulting in an intermixing of combat
groupings that necessitates the transfer of given divisions from one
army to another. Such instances were frequent on all fronts in World
War H. Regrouping can occur in both Pact and NATO forces, and
consequently, Czechoslovak or Polish forces, for example, may find
themselves facing American rather than West German forces. In such
cases, the East European division might be replaced by a Soviet divi-
sion and subordinated to the nearest Soviet army.

Interdependence Between East European Reliability
and War-Initiation Circumstances

At the start of a "short-warning attack," the East European armed
forces would comprise only those troops that in peacetime are (politi-
cally) very well controlled. Under the shock of a war breaking out, and
assuming a successful WP offensive in which the East European forces
participate in a decentralized manner, the Kremlin should have no seri-
ous problems with East European reliability.

But if an attack is made after a period of tension and partial mobili-
zation, there will be time for adverse public opinion to form both in the
East European armies and in their national populations. Moreover,

"3Aa occumrred in World War II with Polish front-level formations, including the 1st
Tank Corps, the 2nd Artillery Division, and the 1st Aviation Corps.
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the reserve troops, and even reserve officers, called up within the
framework of partial mobilization will introduce into the forces
stronger antiwar and anti-Soviet feelings. These feelings could be
eqpially soute and mas , in turn, permeate the regular army cadres
who have been isolated from their countrymen.

This possibility could be particularly problematic in the case of gen-
eral moblization in Pact countries following a period of East/West
tension. Anti-Soviet and antiwar feelings in Pact countries would
undoubtedly be stronger in this situation than in a "short-warning
attack." Organi demonstrations could also take place to express the
continuing opposition of the majority of the population to Communist
rule. Thus, the mobilization of hundreds of thousands of reservists
into the Rest European satellite armed forces would be especially
dangerous from Moscow's point of view. Moreover, these feelings could
affect not only the efficiency of Soviet transit through East European
countries, but also the morale of the Soviet soldiers.

Thus, Moscow should prefer the surprise-attack method of war ini-
tiation, as it is less dangerous in terms of East European reliability.
But because the Kremlin cannot begin a war in this way without East
European forces, Polish forces included, the East European factor
becomes one of the most important in Soviet military planning.

This discussion applies only to a conventional war. If the Kremlin
decided to attack NATO forces with nuclear weapons, the degree of
East European reliability would be of secondary importance.

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIALIZED EAST EUROPEAN
FORCES AMONG SOVIET FRONTS

In the final stages of World War II in Europe (January to May
1945), each of the six advancing Soviet fronts included an East Euro-
pean formation of some description (see Table 39). In some cases, the
rationale was political. For example, the Polish lot Independent Tank
Brigade was incorporated into the Second Belorussian Front in the
capture of Gdansk (Danzig). This was done not because Gdansk was
the brigade's battle area, but because it served to demonstrate the Pol-
ish contribution to the liberation of a city about to be returned to
Poland.

There were also military/operational motives for deploying East
European forces among different Soviet fronts, including the ability of
certain East European troops to fight in difficult and mountainous ter-
rainm The let Czechoslovak Corps (composed mainly of former soldiers
of pro-Nasi Slovakian formations that had been destroyed by the
Soviets), for example, was put on the main offensive axis of the
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Carpathian-Dukla operation of the Fourth Ukrainian Front. The
Czechoslovakian soldiers were very familiar with the topography of the
area, having been born in the region. Romanians were likewise used in
the Transylvanian-Carpathian area, thereby wedding Romanian moun-
tain fighting abilities to the liberation of an area claimed by Romania.
Additionally, the shortest lines of communication between the front
(Romanian formations) and the rear (Romanian territory), used for
supplying and reinforcing the army in the field, ran along that axis (see
Fig. 11 above).

Under contemporary conditions, the specific capabilities of certain
East European troops could result in the following distribution among
Soviet formations: East European airborne units would take part in
the first wave of attack. The Polish 6th Airborne Division, established
30 years ago, has systematically trained for landing operations on Dan-
ish territory and on Dutch and West German territories. If a Soviet
airborne army is established, the Polish 6th Airborne Division will
probably be included in it during the first strategic offensive operation.
This division is a front-, or even a TVD-level command tool and will
be used in a diversionary role as a front-level instrument. The
Czechoslovak airborne brigade will probably be used in the Alps
against the southern flank of NATO's Central Army Group (CEN-
TAG) to seize and hold important strategic/operational objectives in its
deep rear. East German airborne units (separate companies and even
platoons) presumably will be used in a decentralized manner in the
rear of non-German NATO corps to sow panic and chaos along the
main communication lines.

A considerable number of East European airborne units may even be
dropped in various NATO uniforms to create confusion in the rear,
applying the very successful methods used by German diversionary
groups who dressed in American and British uniforms in the Ardennes
in December 1944.3 Such a "masquerade" could be carried out in the
first days or even hours after an initial invasion of Western Europe,
exploiting the consequent unavoidable confusion in the NATO rear.
The aim of such diversionary operations might be to channel a spon-
taneous mass flight of the West German civilian population in a con-
venient (for the Pact) direction. This elemental flight, involving mil-
lions of private cars, could completely block the roads and make it
impossible for NATO forces to regroup and maneuver, or even to sup-
ply reinforcements from deeper positions to the combat areas. East
European parachutists could amplify this chaos, which could be one of

fthU Polish general staff utilized training films in the 1960s showing this diver-
sionary mission for Polish special forces (from the author's personal experience).
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th =mo problems for the NATO command in the first days of
w&r, Pat bopean airborne troops may be better suited to this pur-
pmw then their Soviet colleagues, since they are better acquainted with
West Eropean oonditions. However, Soviet airborne divisions and
hellbo bdpga would be used for the more strictly military tasks,
such an Ow capture of important strategic objectives in the NATO rear.

Finally, some of the East European airborne and heliborne troops
may be used to disrupt the Central European Pipeline System
(CEPS)-the basic source of fuel supply for NATO forces in case of
wdr-and to Capture the most important pumping stations and depots
in order to mspply the forward WP units.

The 7th Polish Amphibious Assault Division, the only such special-
ied formation in the WP forces, is also a front-level-if not TVD-
lvl--element. In addition to participation in sea-landing operations
on Danish territory (in conjunction with simultaneous air-landing
operatlow in the same area), this division is also trained and equipped
for capturing, on the march, the broad river estuaries of northern Ger-
many (the Elbe from Hamburg to Cuxhaven, the Weser from Bremen
to Brnmerhaven, etc.). Thus, this division will constitute an element of
the coastal front, irrespective of whether it is a Polish or a Soviet
front.

Czechoslovak mountain troops, which are stationed in mountain
riOs (BuOO., Tatras, Beskids) in peacetime, are trained for high-

operations. In the event of war, they could be used
primei*ly in the Western Sudetes and in the Alps, in cooperation with
similar mountain-trained Soviet divisions from the Carpathian military
district Theme Czechoslovak units may be operationally subordinated
to Soviet commands, and on occasion even to Soviet divisions attack-
ing NATIOs southern flank in the Alps.

In umnmary, it is unlikely that all East European specialized forces
will be dq*YYcd in wartime in accordance with their predetermined
miltay rOle. The 'sandwich" principle might not even be applied to
them. In any event, these units would probably operate within the
frawwork of Soviet, and not national, front- and army-level com-
mands

RESWATULATION

The operational utility of the main forces of the Northern Tier East
European armies in a conventional war started after a period of ten-
elm Is hwmmn in rig. 15. In this operation, the Polish forces would
presumab "prte in two large pieces:
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1. Two all-arms armies, one air army, one air-defense corps, and
the entire Polish Navy, in the framework of a mixed
Polish/Soviet front, nominally under Polish command.

2. One tank army, based on the forces of the Silesian military
district, in the framework of a Soviet front, directed against
the northern part of the CENTAG or the southern part of the
NORTHAG.

The 'Polish Front," at least in the first phase, will be engaged
against the following illustrative NATO forces: the 1st German Corps,
the joint German/Danish troops of the Allied Land Forces Schleswig-
Holstein and Jutland, the joint forces of the Allied Forces Baltic
Approaches, and the Danish Army on its national territory. Depending
on the general strategic situation, the main effort of this front may be
directed against Denmark or the northern part of the Netherlands.
The Polish tank army will be engaged against the 3rd German Corps,
and then, in operational depth, in the direction of the Rhineland.

The East German forces will take part in the Pact's first strategic
offensive operation in the first operational echelon of the first strategic
echelon in two separate all-arms armies, each reinforced by its own avi-
ation, artillery, and other combat support units. The 5th East German
Army will be directed against the British Army of the Rhine in con-
junction with two Soviet armies of the same Soviet front. The subse-
quent task for the 5th East German Army may be to combat the lot
Netherlands Corps and participate in an invasion of the Netherlands.
The 3rd East German Army may be used against the 5th U.S. Corps,
in conjunction with Soviet armies and then, in operational depth,
against the area Pfalz-Saarland.

Czechoslovak forces may also establish a mixed Czechoslovak/Soviet
front, under nominal Czechoslovak command. This front would com-
bine most of the Czechoslovak armies and divisions in the western part
of that country and could be used against the 2nd German Corps in
Bavaria, then in the western direction, covering the entire southern
part of Germany. An independent Czechoslovak army or corps, based
on Czechoslovak forces deployed in Slovakia may act against Austria in
the Danube valley, in the direction of Vienna-Linz-Salzburg.

This variant demonstrates the applicability of the following Soviet
principles with regard to NSWP forces:

* Allocating NSWP forces against traditional national enemies or
other specific national opponents.

* Sandwiching' NSWP forces with Soviet forces.
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* Respseting p]sotiua dispouition of NSWP forces to avoid
complex relocation.

* Preferring to utilize NSWP forces in the first echelons and on
majo axes that have a high degree of combat intensity.



VII. CONCLUSIONS

The great numerical stren h of t NSWP forces is an important
factor in Soviet military/str egicfp anning. The Northern Tier East
European forces alone are qu ntita ely superior, in military terms, to
the forces of all the NATO 'no allies and are even stronger than
all the NATO Central Europe forces, excluding the U.S. and French.
Being deployed in the Pact's forward area, the NSWP forces assure the
preparation of theater infrastructure, constitute a buffer zone for the
European territory of the USSR, and guard the important East-West
and North-South strategic transit areas.

At the same time, the NSWP forces, especially those of the North-
ern Tier, are an indispensable element for launching a conventional
theater surprise attack against Western Europe. Without the partici-
pation of these forces, such an attack could not be mounted with a rea-
sonable expectation of early success. (AW•3.

Thirty first-class Soviet divisions with a very high degree of combat
readiness are stationed in the territories of the NSWP countries.
These divisions are supported by the newest Soviet aircraft, heli-
copters, and warships. The Soviets have used the territories of East
Germany and Czechoslovakia for the deployment of short- and
medium-range nuclear-capable missiles and have used NSWP military
airports for nuclear-capable Soviet aircraft.

On the other hand, Soviet war planning is constrained in consigning
roles and missions to the NSWP forces. The quality of the NSWP
weaponry is not compatible with their numerical strength, when com-
pared with the weapons of the Soviet forces in the forward area. This
is especially true with regard to the three Southern Tier NSWP coun-
trs, which are armed not only below Soviet standards, but even below
the level of a number of Third World countries. This leads to opera-
tional limitations in the combat utility of NSWP Forces, which would
be expressed in narrower offensive frontages, slower advance rates, etc.
However, these limitations need not be obstacles to engaging the
NSWP forces, especially those of the Northern Tier, in the most
important Pact operations, even on the decisive strategic directions.

The general principles relating to East European forces in Soviet
military policies are the same today as they were in World War II:

* Maximum exploitation of the human, economic, and military
potential of the East European countries to serve Soviet
interests.

100
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"* Udliation of Best European forces as major tools for the Com-
mmaluaon of their respective societies and for keeping the
Cammumist regims of Eastern Europe in power.

"* Gurateeing maximum Soviet control over the East European
armiss.

The folwing provisions serve this third objective:

* Making NSWP forces dependent on supplies of arms produced
in the USSR; maintaining a time lag in the Soviets' favor in the
modernizatfon of Est European forces; ensuring that in cae of
war, the most threatening weapons (currently, nuclear weapons
and others of mass destruction and conventional strategic
wegpons) remain at the disposal of only the Soviet forces.

* Limiting in most caaes the highest level of wartime autonomy
of the East European forces de facto to the army level.

SPreserving local proportions favorable to Moscow and thus, in
the event of hostilities, dispersing the East European forces
among Soviet fronts; ensuring the actual isolation of these
forces by utilizing the "sandwich principle."

The Soviet concept of military/operational use of East European
forces, however, has changed radically since World War II. Instead of
uiing east European forces mainly on secondary directions, as they did
in World War II, in a major Pact/NATO conflict, the Soviets would
ue East European forces on the main attack axes, primarily in thefirst echelons.

This fondamental change is in no way at odds with the Soviet gen-

ml principles of war. It stems from three factors: First, the relative
increase in quality and quantity of the East European forces is virtu-
aly beyond comparison with the World War II period. Whereas the
Eat European forces constituted a small percentage in the World War
l1 alliance with the USSR, they currently play a serious role in, the

ne lmilitary balance, especially in the decisive central region.
Appyrzimatel every third WP tank and every third WP airplane or
warls in this region belongs to the East European forces.

Second, the political reliability of these forces has grown, in
Moscows view. The Polish Army suppressed Solidarity. The
Osebheslovak armed forces, weakened in 1967-68, have been purged

,and a., in comparison to that period, politically reliable. And Fast
Germax forces have seemed reliable. More generally, during the 40
yems of Soviet domination over East European armies, Moscow has
arzqgd new generations of pro-Moscow-oriented officers. These pro-
huulonal soliders, along with other career soldiers (warrant officers and
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NCOs), ae an integal part of the ruling "new class" in the East Euro-
pus cumtries, no lesm bonded to the Communist regimes than the
party aparatus and the security police. These professional soldiers
emsstitue mpg m imately 50 percent of the peacetime strength of their
respective armed forces.

Third, Soviet military planning assumes that in the event of war in
Europe, combined Soviet/NSWP forces will, throughout the first stra-
Soffensive operation, advance rapidly through NATO territory, and
that this military success will asure the loyalty of the USSR's East
Baropean allies. This assumption is derived from the numerical
superiority in conventional forces of the WP over NATO.



Appendix A

POLISH MILITARY DOCTRINE1

The aim of military activity in peacetime is to prepare and maintain
the established degree, of war readiness; in wartime, it is to ensure vic-
Wry as a result of armed struggle. The latter aim can be further bro-
ken down into more detailed aims, the most important of which are (1)
those achieved with the operational forces that are designated for allied
operations during strategic operations in the theater of military opera-
tions (TVD), and (2) those of the armed forces designated to defend
the country's territory.

Operational activities in the course of strategic operations in the
TVD (on land, on sea, and in the air) usually include smashing enemy

res (barring enemy entry onto home territory), immobilizing the
enemy's economy, disorganizing the enemy state (or coalitional)
government system and armed forces command system, and taking ter-
ritorial control of one or more enemy coalition states, which could lead
to enemy acceptance of dictated conditions and the achievement of
final victory.

Strategic operation aims are achieved with the simultaneous or con-
secutive execution of many tasks by combinations of armed forces.
Since contemporary strategic operations are characterized by their
preat operational scope-in terms of the space in which they occur and
the amounts of men and means used-they generally assume a coali-
tional character. All types of forces--strategic rocket forces and land,
air, and sea forces, as well as anti-air-attack defense forces of the states
in the coalition-participate.

The numerical and qualitative level of forces earmarked for a stra-
tegic operation should be such that all planned tasks are realized, with
either conventional or nuciear means.

Contemporary strategic operations have an all-embracing character,
as have the environments in which they are conducted and the forces
that conduct them. The most important operational strategic forms
as first and successive nuclear strikes, air operations and air defense,
land force operations, and airborne and sea operations.

1Thds qpmn& ie the tUminst of an article by Col. Prof. Julian Kaczmmk pub-
hed in Saksku wobws4 February 20, 19M. (The article's closicn remarks, of a pro-

lrn 6 - nabirs, have been ucluidL)
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Activities conducted during the military defense of the country's ter-
ritoy (by Territorial Defense - Poland (OTK) forces, militarized units,
and civilan defense formations, all cooperating with administrative
w4n vtonal seenouile state organs) are intended not only to guarantee
the vudisrupt;d rhythm of the country's life, which constitutes the sup-
portiv rear of the external front, but also to create armed forces
matching the needs dictated by conditions. These aims are attained
tbr&40 armed strugle with enemy forces and means as well as
thnq numerous activities that guarantee its effective conduct. It
skomld be emphasized that the tasks in the sphere of armed struggle
with enemy forces that have penetrated the country or its airspace
(though the country's air, territorial, and coastal defense) are no less
impgtnt than those executed by operational forces.

In view of today's threats, the air defense of the country is of partic-
ular Importance. Its proper application and effective operation
predetermine, to a great degree, the efficient functioning of the whole
cotry during war as well as the effectiveness of the operational force
covu at any given stage of operations. Despite the neutralization of
part of the enemy's nuclear attack capability in his base camp regions
(which would be done within the framework of strategic operations in
the 7VD), a large proportion of that capability will survive. Therefore,
the delivery vehicles must be destroyed in flight, before they reach
their targets. This requires an effective detection and alert system, as
wl.l as air and rocket defense based on modern, operative, automated
command systems.

The area and object-area defense organized by the National Air
Dofos - Poland (OPK) forces ensures direct cover for the most
important objects and also eliminates uncontrolled areas, thereby en-
slking the airspace over the whole territory of Peoples' Poland to be
offwdv* defended.

Tasks of equal importance are assigned to territorial and coastal
deAen. The efficient functioning of the entire state organism depends
on the execution.

Territorial defense encompasses the fighting of enemy forces that
have swccsaful penetrated the country's territory and are able to
form points of armed struggle therein. These can be air or coastal
laWhW or specially designated forces or units (subunits) intended to
penetrate the deep rear, or forces recruited from crews of destroyed air-
cmit, or armed groups of the enemy within.2

Two groups of territorial defense tasks are especially important:
anIalub-0w defense tasks, the chief responsibility for which is

maoesi. emphasis.
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shouldered by the national defense department, and antidiversionary
defense tasks, which are the responsibility of the internal affairs
dclpatment.

The speia military significance ascribed to coastal defense stems
from the character of the threat and the significance of the coast as an
area of military operations.

In contemporary conditions, the coast-a belt of land directly con-
tiguous to the sea and constituting an open frontier-is particularly
exposed to a variety of enemy operations. It is easily accessible from
the sea, as well as through the simultaneous use of air, sea, and land
force.

The constant threat to the coast stems, moreover, from the
increated role of seaports in contemporary war, as well as from the
presence of national economic objects of great defensive significance in
the belt directly contiguous to the sea. Here, the interests of the
operational forces are harnessed to the military territorial defense of
the country, necessitating the comprehensive treatment of coastal
defense both at the time of planning and at the time of execution.

The existing threat and the significance of the coast ensure that
operations there will encompass all the initiatives in air, sea, and land
defense.

The interdependence of tasks executed within the framework of a
coalition and inside the country requires strict coordination of activity
of the various elements of the defense system. This is ensured by the
contemporary structure of command in defense operations. In this
Astucture, it is possible to distinguish hierarchically ordered elements
(including those of the political and administrative organs of state
power, as well as social and cooperative organizations) which guarantee
an agreed, harmonious, and efficient functioning of the entire defense
system, both in peacetime and in war.

For doctrinal viewpoints to be realistic, the degree of threat must
first be accounted for, and the contemporary character of war and the
potential of the state must be recognized. A defensive doctrine worked
out on that basis would recognize the need for contracting into profit-
able alliances as well as the necessity of building a defense system
appropriate to the country's defense requirements.



Appendix B

A METHODOLOGICAL NOTE ON COMPARING
SOVIET/EAST EUROPEAN COMBAT

CAPABILITIES

MODES OF ANALYSIS

In a comparative study, the appropriate choice of methodology,
introduction of parallels, and establishment of parameters or criteria
for comparison are fundamentally important. In turn, it is important
to establish the coefficients and values of those criteria selected for
comparison. Two methods are used in Eastern and Western compara-
tive analyses: totalistic and selective.

The Soviet Method of Assessenei t of Combat Capabilities

The Soviet method of assessing combat capabilities is defined as fol-
lows in the Soviet Military Encyclopedic Dictionay:'

Combat capabilities, quantitati-ve and qualitative indicators, charac-
terizing the potential of subunits, units (warships), formations and
major field forces within the scope of executing defined tasks in
established time in concrete situations. They depend on the number
of personnel, level of both combat-training and moral-political state,
quantity and quality as well as the technical nature of arms and com-
bat equipment, officer ability to command, organizational structure of
forces, their provision of material-technical means, as well as charac-
ter of the enemy, terrain conditions, meteorological situation and
other factors.

The combat capabilities of various services find expression in vari-
ous factors.

The combat capabilities of ground forces are characterized by the
grouping/strength of opposing forces they are capable of routing (de-
stroying) in attack (or repelling in defense); depth of combat tasks of
forces; rate of their advance; depth of influence of enemy objects;
radius of destruction; time necessary for preparation to strike, etc.
Firepower possibilities, maneuverability of formations, units and
subunits, their ability to destroy tanks, aircraft, etc., may be defined
separately. Combat capabilities may be analyzed according to types
and means of destruction (rockets, air force, tanks, artillery, etc.),
and also on the basis of the ability of units, formations and major

12nd Ed., Voenidzt, Moecow, 1986.
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field forces to create density of forces and means on 1 kilometer of
front. (p. 89)

The fire capabilities cited above are characterized in this same
source as follows:

The scope of fire tasks, which can be realized by a defined composi-
tion of fire sources of a subunit, unit, warship, formations or combat
groups (force) in a defined time, or with the aid of a defined amount
of ammunition.

Fire capabilities can be expressed by the number of destroyed tar-
gets, the extent of territory under fire, width of barrage fire, defen-
sive fire, etc. (p. 507)

This method clearly cannot be applied to the problem of comparing
Soviet and East European forces. In the first place, many of the fac-
tors mentioned, e.g., density of forces and means per kilometer of front,
are not quantifiable. If a Soviet division and an NSWP division have
the same number of tanks (say, 322), then a Soviet division that has
T-80 tanks and a non-Soviet one that has T-55 tanks (which are three
generations older than the T-80) will be numerically the same, but
their combat capabilities will decidedly differ.

Second, in the Soviet definitions, there is no explanation of the rela-
tionships among the various elements, e.g., the relationship between
maneuverability and fire potential.

Third, some of the factors mentioned in the definition can be taken
into account solely under strictly defined conditions (e.g., "the charac-
ter of enemy counteractivities, field conditions, and meteorological
situations"); thus, they have a variable character.

Fourth, the Soviet definitions are not exhaustive, since they
repeatedly refer to "other factors," which are not defined. They say
nothing about the value coefficients among the various combat capabil-
ity elements mentioned, e.g., the relationship between firepower and
mobility and how it can be expressed numerically.

Thus, the Soviet method of evaluating combat capabilities may be
useful in staff planning and calculations before a battle, but it cannot
be applied here. Nonetheless, some of its theses may be used.

The ADE (Armored Division Equivalent) Method

The selective study method, which has already been applied and
described, takes only one comparative element, equipment. 2 Although

2Se William P. Mako, U.S. Ground Forces and the Defense of Central Europe, The
Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 1983, App. A, which quotes and discusses
material published by the U.S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency, Weapon Effectiveness
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this method has thus far been used only to compare combat capabili-
tie of the various NATO, Soviet, and NSWP divisions with those of
American armored divisions, it also encompasses comparative elements
of Soviet and NSWP divisions.2 It is imperfect for our purposes, but
we shall use it after making some modifications.

William Mako has calculated the relative values of equipment in
various U.S., Soviet, and NSWP divisions. The analytical method
applied to the data in Mako's tables to establish the value of equip-
ment of various NATO and WP ground force divisions in relation to
that of the U.S. armored divisions is described below. Using an ADE
coefficient of 1.00, all key weapons were analyzed with the following
model

Number of weapons x weapon effectiveness index x category weight
- weighted value.

The weapon-effectiveness index (WEI) is based on standard mea-
sures developed by the U.S. Army. Each weapon is rated against the
standard for its category, e.g., the Soviet T-62 tank is measured against
the U.S. M6OA1 tank and is shown to have a WEI of 1.03.

Each weapon category is assigned an average weight, e.g., 60 for
tank weapons, 1.2 for small arms, and 6.0 for type M113A1 and
M114A1 armored personnel carriers (APCs).

Table B.1 shows a numerical comparison based on Mako's analysis
of the combat potential of the East European and Soviet divisions,
relative to the U.S. armored division standard of 1.00. Table B.2
shows a comparison relative to the Soviet armored division.

With this simple technique, we would appear to have established the
combat values of East European divisions in relation to Soviet ones.
In reality, however, the data in Table B.2 are not an accurate gauge.
Mako's data are more than 10 years old, and new arms with different
WEU have superseded those shown. For example, the U.S. Ml
Abrams tank, which has recently been supplied to the U.S. divisions in
Europe, has been characterized as follows:

It is the finet tank in the world today, and more than doubles the
performance capability of the M60.4 (Emphasis added.)

Idial/Welghted Unit Vale, Vol. I, Washington, D.C., 1974. Also see C. White, Con-
umntionl Fore Asesaennt Methlods-An Introductory Appmial, SHAPE Technical Cen-
tre, Profeional Paper FMC PP-196, The Hague, May 1963.

Ohs Soviets may also have an unpublished method something like the American
MADM

4LU Gen. Donald I. Keith, Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development and
AqiuAdls, U.S. Senate Heawing, Department of Defense Appropriations, F:•al Year
1M Part 4, p. 166. This view is shared by an authoritative Soviet source, which states,
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Table B.

COMPARISON OF U.S., SOVIET, AND EAST EUROPEAN
ARMORED DIVISIONS

Unit Index

U.S. armord division 1.00
U.S. mehanixed infantry division 0.94
Soviet armored division 0.66
SoviW mehanixed infantry division 0.68
est European armored division 0.59

RAst European mechanized infantry division 0.66

Table B.2

COMPARISON OF SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN
ARMORED DIVISIONS

Unit Index

Soviet armored division 1.00
Soviet mechanized infantry division 1.03
Est European armored division 0.89
Rest Ekropean mechanized infantry division 0.98

Mako calculates that the WEI of the M60 tank is 1.00 and that of
the Soviet T-55 tank is 0.89. The average value for the Soviet T-54,

T-55, T-62, T-64, and T-72 tanks is from 1.00 to 1.02. Consequently,
if the M1 Abrams tank has "more than double" the WEI of the M60,
the WEI proportions should be as follows:

U.S. M1 Abrams tank ................. 1.00
Soviet T-55 tank ..................... 0.45
Average value of Soviet T-54 to T-72 tanks... 0.51

This radically alters the ADE in favor of the American division:

WEI Before the WEI After the
Unit MI Abrams MI Abrams4

U.S. armored division 1.00 1.00
Soviet armored division 0.66 0.43
Eaft European armored division 0.59 0.39

"In terms of combat quality the M1 Abrams tank is 1.5 to 2 times better then the other
eltiog American tanks." (A. V. Gromoy at al., Vooruzhenie i Tekhnih$.Sprovochnik,
Voeaisdat, Moecow, 1964, p. 143.) Some Western analysts would view thee ratios as
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Theae proportions increase still more in favor of the United States
when we consider that U.S. divisions now have 360 tanks6 rather than
324, and 678 APCs 7 rather than 555, not to mention other qualitative
and quantitative changes.8 We do not have precise data on the
changes that have taken place in the past 10 years in Soviet divisions,
although they are surely considerable.9 According to James P. Wade,
U.S. Acting Under Secretary of Defense:

They (the Soviets) often field one and a half to two generations of
equipment while we field one generation.10

Because the available data are outdated, we have attempted to
modify our analytical method to make it less rigidly tied to data on the
quality and quantity of comparative arms, i.e., to make it applicable to
specific situations and over time. We have retained all four com-
ponents of the ADE method, modifying them in accordance with the
aim of comparing Soviet and East European division combat potential.

The first component, number of weapons, is not changed. The
second, WEI, is altered drastically. The point of reference is now
Soviet weapons, and instead of using specific types of weapons, the cal-
culation base unit in each category is the weapon-generations coeffi-
cient (WGC).

Weapon-Generations Coefficient. We must first clearly define
what is meant by "weapon generations." This refers to successive new
models that have been introduced on a mass scale and whose tactical-
technical parameters differ fundamentally from those of the previous
model in the same category.

As experience shows, not every new model of weapon is better than
its predecessor. For example, two new Soviet automatic rifles, the
Tokarev (SVT-40) and the Simonov (SVS) were introduced in 1939

fthis does not take into account the Soviet counterpart of the M1 Abrams, the T-80,
which has yet to be introduced in the USSR on a mass scale; so far, 1,500 such tanks
have been deployed opposite NATO. (Soviet Military Power 1987, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1987, p. 66.)

$According to the latest Soviet assessment; see N. K. Glazunov and N. S. Nikitin,
Operatiia i boi, Voenixdat, Moscow, 1983, p. 71.

'Ibid. We ume the Soviet numbers for comparison; U.S. numbers are 348 tanks and
570 APCs per arnored division (The Modern U.S. War Machine, Crown Publishers, New
York, 1987).

eSuch as the introduction of M2 Bradley infantry fighting vehicles, new types of corn-
bet helicopters, antitank, and antiaircraft weapons, etc.

'The aim of this Appendix is not to assess current combat capabilities of the U.S.,
Soviet, and NSWP divisions, but to suggest a methodology for such assessment. Calcula-
tons in this appendix ignore the radically increasing survivability of Soviet tanks due to
the recent extensive deployment of reactive armor in the USSR tank forces.

leUS.. Sena* Hearings, 1962, p. 12.
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and 1940 to completely replace the very old 1891/30 Mosin rifle, which
dated back to tsarist times. But the new models were later withdrawn
because they proved ineffective." The same thing happened to the
Soviet T-44 tank, which was to have replaced the T-34.

Likewise, the modification of weapons, however far-reaching, does
not always establish a new generation. For example, the Soviet T-72
tank is in substance a modification of the T-64, so both these models
must be counted as belonging to the same generation. To what extent,
then, do combat capabilities of weapons change positively in relation to
the previous generation? Of course, there is no general rule. Although
the new generation of U.S. M1 Abrams tanks may be more than doubly
superior to the previous M60, this does not mean that every new gen-
eration of Soviet tanks bears that same relation to its predecessor.
What is decisive is the frequency of introduction of new generations of
arms.

The supply of M60 tanks to the U.S. Army began in 1960; the suc-
cessor to the M60, the M1 Abrams, was introduced on a mass scale in
1985, about 25 years later. In this same time span, the USSR produced
three generations of tanks: the T-62, the T-64/72, and the T-80. It is
understandable that the greater the time span between models, the
greater the qualitative jump. Thus, the premise cannot be accepted
that the T-64/72 is twice as good as the T-62, or that the T-80 will be
twice as good as the T-72.

Moreover, in the present era of dynamically developing electronics,
weapons that lack electronic features, such as small arms, cannot quali-
tatively outreach their predecessors to any great extent. The new gen-
eration of Soviet submachine guns, the 5.45-mm AK-74 assault rifle, is
at best some 10 percent superior to its predecessor, the AK/AKM.12

But where the decisive element of weapons is electronic/optronic, each
new generation is qualitatively better than its predecessor.

All these considerations lead to clarifications of the WGC concept
and to the qualitative coefficients proposed in Table B.3.

As Table B.3 shows, the basic qualitative criterion for successive
generations of weapons is the specific gravity of electronics/optronics
in the construction of the weapon. This accounts for the relatively
great qualitative difference in antitank guided weapons (ATGWs),
surface-to-air missiles (SAMs), and helicopters, and the minimal differ-
ences in weapons such as mortars, which have no electronic-optronic

"See D. N. Bolotin, Sovetskoe strelkovoe oruzhie, Moscow, Voenizdat, 1983, p. 69.
12This also applies, for example, to field artillery; qualitative differences between suc-

cessive generationb of Soviet guns, howitzers, and mortars are relatively small. This may
explain the fact that in WP armies, the M-30 (produced since 1930) is still in service,
along with the new D-30 122-mm howitzers.
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dsmants. The concepts "latest," "immediate predecessor," "earlier
model," and "obsolete" generations of weapon are illustrated in Table
B.4.

Category-Weight Coefficient (CWC). Two corrections should be
made to the "category-weight" element if it is to be used as the basis
for further calculations: The accepted mutual proportions among the
various arms should be changed, and new coefficients should be intro-
duced

The proportions between an armored reconnaissance (recce) vehicle,
which has a coefficient of 36, and a main combat tank, which has a
coefficient of 64, seems, even at first glance, without foundation. This
would imply that an M60A1 Patton tank with a weight of 48 tons, a
105-mm cannon, and up to 114-mm armor is worth only two M114
armored recce vehicles that weigh 6 tons each and have 12.7-mm
machine guns and 10-times-thinner armor.

The same applies to recoiless guns (RGs), an increasingly obsolete
weapon which has the same coefficient (27) as the newest and most
effective antiarmor weapons, such as the ATGW systems. Even mor-
tars have a high coefficient (37), which implies that two mortars are
worth more on the battlefield than one M60A1 Patton tank, which is,
of course, unreasonable. The relation between guns (72) and tanks
(64), especially in offensive conditions, also seems unrealistic.

New, revised CWCs that take into account the relative combat
values of Soviet arms should be used. New coefficients have been
introduced for other arms, such as armed helicopters and antiaircraft

Table B.4

SOVIET/EAST EUROPEAN WEAPON GENERATIONS

Antitank Armored
small Antitank Guided Personnel

Generation Arms Guns Weapons Carriers Tanks

Latest 5.4mm lOOmm ? BTR-70/80 T-80'
AX-74 T-12A

Immediate 7.62mm 100mm AT-6 BTR-60 T-64/72
predecessor AK/AKM M-44 SPIRAL

Earlier model 7.62mm 100mm AT-5 OT-64 T-62
M-43 PS M-55 SPANDREL

Obsolete 7.62mm 57mm AT-2 BTR- 152 T-55
M-41 PPSh M-43 SWATTER T-54

AT-1 T-10
SNAPPER

"The very newest Soviet tank, the SFT-1 with a 135mm gun, is not counted here
because information about it is not available.
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wswons The revised offensive CWCs for Soviet weapons are given in
Table BA5

Not only firepower capabilities of the various arms, but also such
hecwn as maneuverability, mobility, -survivability on the nuclear bat-
tlefid and offensive capabilities must be taken into account. All
sulf-pcpeile vehicles, all tracked vehicles, and all amphibious to

vehicles are decisively preferred for their offensive
capbiitis.However, the new coefficients proposed in Table B.5 were

established by estimating, without scientifically founded tactical-
Ateh eialet resuts, because data simply were not available. We shall

return to this issue later, but for the present we have used the data in
Table B.5 in our calculations.

Table B.5

THE WEAPONRY OF SOVIET OFFENSIVE DIVISIONS:
CATEGORY WEIGNT COEFFCIENT

Antitink weapon.d
Gunspor 27ffn Coffcin

Smaollesars Iun 27I
Artill ery one

coarrio 137 20

Armoed recc icles 36 160

cmant vehicrft 2 2

Atitnkwedapuns 1
SPGuns 27 6

ADMisie launces 27 56
ArUiledrny S ry epnEfetvns nie/ehe
Towed Vgues, 7.ctTbe Ab - -2, 4 413

Armed clasicped nteb abv -mtoe 1o5ce
SAnt b GrRAILcls
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WEIGHTED VALUE CALCULATIONS
Active Divisions

Using the ADE method and the modified criteria for comparative
elements, we obtain the comparison shown in Tables B.6 through B.12.

As the comparative base, a Soviet armored (tank) division of
Category 1 readiness, stationed in the Soviet Group of Forces in Ger-
many (GSFG), has been taken as the point of reference. Among all
Soviet divisions, those stationed with Soviet groups of forces abroad,
especially in East Germany, have the most modern equipment13 and
are the strongest numerically. The full wartime strength and all
known changes in the structure and capabilities of the Soviet armored
division have been taken into account.

Tables B.8 through B.12 present the relative values of equipment in
East European divisions according to degree of combat readiness. In
each case, the wartime and not peacetime strengths are considered.14 It
should be stressed that in case of a war (after a general mobilization),
these divisions would differ (e.g., Categories 1 and 2 armored divisions)
not in numbers of personnel or amount of equipment, but in modernity
of equipment. The most modern equipment appears in Category 1
divisions, and the most antiquated in Category 3 divisions; Category 2
divisions have something in between. For instance, both Category 2
and 3 divisions have T-55 tanks, introduced in the WP armed forces
about 30 years ago. Those in Category 3 are the oldest and do not
have any of the improvements introduced later in production. (There
are also Category 4 divisions, which are equipped with weapons even
older than those discussed here; these are the East European Reserve
Divisions, which will be established only in the case of general mobili-
zation. They are discussed later.)

Because information is not available about the TO&E of East Euro-
pean divisions, we have used analogous organizational charts of Soviet
divisions and their TO&E published in U.S. sources. This does not
devalue the present work, since in the framework of unification and

13However, some of the latest-model Soviet weapons and other combat equipment
may go first to Category 1 divisions stationed inside the USSR to prevent outside
knowledge of their existence.

'4 The peacetime divisional strength of these East European formations ranges from
25 percent to 90 percent of their wartime TO&E.
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Table B.6

RELATIVE VALUES OF ZQUIPMENT IN A SOVIET
AEMORSD DIVIION, CATEGORY 18

Number Weapon Category
of x Effective- x Weight - Weighted

Weapon Category Weapons nes Index (offensive) Value

Smal arms 2,060" 1.00 1 2,060
Armored personnel

carrier. (BTR-70) 96 1.00 15 1,440
Mechanized infantry

Qambat vehich
(BPM-2) 208" 1.00 25 5,200

Armored recce vehicles 34 1.00 10 340
Antitank weapons

Guns 0 1.00 15 0
ATGW 15 1.00 15 225
RG 0 1.00 5 0

Tanks 322 1.00 80 25,760
Artil•ery

Towed guns 36 1.00 40 1,440
SP guns 90 1.00 66 5,860
Mk-s- 36 1.00 20 720
N&, 18 1.00 65 1,170

Ar- -)i helicopters 24 d 1.00 150 3,600
Antiaircraft

Small arms 162 1.00 5 810
Towed guns 16 1.00 15 240
SP gum 16 1.00 25 400
Missile launchers 36 1.00 55 1,980

Weighted unit value - - - 51,255
Armond division

eqivalent - - - 1.00

'Using the TO&E shown in Organimation and Equipment of the Soviet
Army, Threat Branch, U.S. Army Armor Center, Fort Knox, Kentucky,
January 1961, pp. 2-11, and updated using the latest available figures in:
Military Balonce 196-1987, IISS, London; Soviet Military Power 1987, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1987; Soviet Armed Forces
Review Annual, Vol. 7, Academic International Press, Gulf Breeze, Fla.,
1983 and other soutes. Counting the most recent introduction of artillery
battalions mnd mechanized infantry battaons to tank regiments, which
created the total strength of a Soviet let Category armored division (in
GSFG) of: 10 tank battalions, 6 mechanized infantry battalions, 9 artillery
btaliosm (not counting FROG battelions), and the recce battalion.

"bAssums 208 BMP fghting vehicles in the 6 mechanized infantry bat-
talioms, and in the divisional and regimental recce units, with 10 infantry-
mnn par vehicle.

'Cmoated tank T-80 clams. Soviet Military Power 1987, op. cit., reported
880 tanls per division (p. 74).
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Table B.7

REKLATIVE VALUES OF EQUIPMENT IN A SOVIET
MOTORIEDi RIFL DIVISION, CATEGORY 1

Number Weapon category
of x Effective- x Weight -Weighted

Weapon Category Weapons, ness Index (offensive) Value

Small arme 4,980 1.0 1 4,960
Armoned personnl
carrier (BTR-70) 117 1.0 15 1,755

Mechianized infantry
combat vehicles
BPM-2) 334 1.0 2b 8,350

Aramoed , ,reoc vehicles 55 1.0 10 550
Antitank weapons

Towed guns 100mmn 18 1.0 15 270
ATGW/BRDM 27 1.0 15 405
ATGW/manpack 24 1.0 15 360
RG 12 1.0 5 60

Tanks (T-72) 271 0.8 80 17,344
Artillery

Towed guns,122mm 72 1.0 40 2,88
SP gunis, 1221mm

and 152mmn 36 1.0 65 2,340

Mortars, 120mm
or 82mmn automatic 60 1.0 20 1,20

MRA18 1.0 65 1,170zre eitpes2 . 5 ,0
Antarmdhlcraftes210153,0

Smaill, SA-7 GRAIL class 162 1.0 5 810
SF guns, ZSU-3-4 16 1.0 15 240
SF missile launchers 36 1.0 55 1,980

Weighted unit value - - - 48,272
(Soviet) armored

division equivalent --- 0.94

NOTE: Coanting the TO&E of the Soviet Motorized Rifle Division shown in
Oftziashmo and Equ~pinent of thit Soviet Army, Threat Branch, U.S. Army
Armor Center, Fort Knox, Kentucky, January 1981, pp. 2-11, and updated using
the availale figure published in: Soviet Military Power 1987, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1987; Military Balance 1986-1987, 1188, Lon-
don, 1966; Jaew's Defence Weekly, 1966-1987; Soviet Armed Forces Review
Annwkl Vol. 6, Academic International Press Gulf Breeze, Fla., 1984, Richard
Simpkin, Red Armor, Brassey's Defence Publishers, Oxford, 1984, and other
soures. Counting the divisional independent tank battalion, introduction of
artillery battailions and mechanized infantry battalions to tank regiments in
Motorised Rifle Divisions, which created the total strength of these divisions of
1et Category (in GSFG) of. 10 mechanized infantry battalions, 7 tank battalions,
end 9 artillery bwattlons. The 24 armed helicopters are the author's assumption.

The 196 issu of the Pentagon's Soviet Military Power reports the folowing
figures for a typical Soviet motorized rifle division: 270 tanks, 680 APC/IFVa,
and 215 artillery pieces (p. 74). Thus the number of tanks is the afme ns given
in this table, and the numbers of the other weapons are different. Because of the
lack o( detale dats we will wie the numbers in the table.
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Table B.8

RELATIVE VALUES OF EQUIPMENT IN AN EAST EUROPEAN
ARMORED DIVISION, CATEGORY 1

(Estimated)

Number Weapon Category
of x Effective- x Weight = Weighted

Weapon Category Weapons ness Index (offensive) Value

Small arms 1,470 0.9 1 1,323
Mechanized infantry
combat vehicles 147 0.8 25 2,940

Armored recce vehicles 47 0.8 10 376

Armored personnel
carriers 96 0.8 15 1,152

Antitank weapons
Guns 0 - - 0

ATGW 9 0.7 15 95

RG 0 - - 0

Tanks (T-72) 322 0.8 80 20,608
Artillery

Towed guns,122mm 54 1.0 40 2,160

SP guns, 122mm 36 1.0 65 2,340
Mortars, 120mm 18 1.0 20 360

MRLs 18 0.8 65 936
Armed helicopters 10 1.0 150 1,500
Antiaircraft

Small arms 75 1.0 5 325
SP guns 16 1.0 15 240
Missile launchers 36 0.75 55 1,485

Weighted unit value - - - 35,840

(Soviet) Armored
division equivalent - - 0.70

NOTE: Utilizing the Soviet TO&E shown in Organization and Equip-
ment of the Soviet Army, op. cit., pp. 2-11, plus 10 armed helicopters
(author's estimate).
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Table B.9

RELATIVE VALUES OF EQUIPMENT IN AN EAST EUROPEAN
ARMORED DIVISION, CATEGORY 2

(Estimated)

Number Weapon Category
of x Effective- x Weight = Weighted

Weapon Category Weapons ness Index (offensive) Value

Small arms 1,470 0.9 1 1,323
Mechanized infantry
combat vehicles 147 0.8 25 2,940

Armored recce vehicles 47 0.8 10 376
Armored personnel
carriers 96 0.8 15 1,152

Antitank weapons
ATGW 9 0.7 15 95

Tanks (T-55) 322 0.5 80 12,880
Artillery

Towed guns 54 0.85 40 1,836
SP guns 36 1.0 65 2,136
Mortars 18 1.0 20 360
MRLs 18 0.8 65 936

Armed helicopters 10 0.7 150 1,050
Antiaircraft

Small arms 75 1.0 5 325
SP guns 16 1.0 15 240
Missile launchers 36 0.4 55 792

Weighted unit value - - - 26,441
(Soviet) armored

division equivalent - - - 0.52

NOTE: Counting exactly the same number of weapons as in Table B.8.
The differences are here only in some weapon effectiveness index values.
(This concerns, first of all, tanks, and also towed guns, armed helicopters
and missiles AA launchers, which are counted in a lower weapon generation
class than those listed in Table B.8).
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Table B. 1O

RELATIVE VALUES OF EQUIPMENT IN AN EAST EUROPEAN
MOTORIZED RIFLE DIVISION, CATEGORY I

(Estimated)

Number Weapon Category
of x Effective- x Weight - Weighted

Weapon Category Weapons nes Index (offensive) Value

Small arms 4,980 0.9 1 4,482
Mechanized infantry
combat vehicles BMP-1 117 0.8 25 2,340

Armored recce vehicles 55 0.8 10 440
Armored personnel
carriers 334 0.8 15 4,008

Antitank weapons
Towed guns 18 0.85 15 230
ATGW/BRDM 27 0.7 15 284
ATGW/manpack 24 0.4 15 144
RG 12 1.0 5 60

Tanks (T-55) 271 0.5 80 10,840
Artillery

Towed guns 72 0.85 40 2,448
SP guns 36 1.0 65 2,340
Mortars 54 1.0 20 1,080
MRLA 18 0.8 65 936

Armed helicopters 8 0.7 150 840
Antiaircraft

Small, SA-7 GRAIL class 120 5 420
SP guns, ZSU-23-4 16 1.0 15 240
Missiles launchers 36 0.4 55 792

Weighted unit value - - - 31,924
(Soviet) armored

division equivalent - - - 0.62

NOTE: Counting the TO&E shown in Organization and Equipment of the
Soviet Army, Fig. 2-1, "Motorized Rifle Division," p. 2-1, including the indepen-
dent tank battalion. Eight armed helicopters added.
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Table B.11

RELATIVE VALUES OF EQUIPMENT IN AN EAST EUROPEAN
MOTORIZED RIFLE DIVISION, CATEGORY 2

(Estimated)

Number Weapon Category
of x Effective- x Weight - Weighted

Weapon Category Weapons neos Index (offensive) Value

Small arms 4,980 0.9 1 4,482
Mechanized infantry
combat vehicles 25 0.8 25 500

Armord recce vehicles 30 0.6 15 270
Armored personnel
carriers 451 0.6 15 4,059

Antitank weapons
Towed guns 18 0.85 15 230
ATGW/BRDM 27 0.4 15 162
ATGW/manpack 24 0.4 15 144
RG 12 0.85 5 51

Tanks (T-55) 214 0.5 80 8,5W0
Artillery
Towed guns 72 0.85 40 2,448
SP guns 36 0.7 65 1,638
Mortars 54 0.9 20 972
MRLA 18 0.65 65 760

Armed helicopters 0 - - 0

Antiaircraft
Small, SA-7 GRAIL class 120 0.5 5 300
SP guns, ZSU-23-4 16 0.8 15 192
Misailes launchers 36 0.4 55 792

Weighted unit value - - - 25,368 7
(Soviet) armored

Division Equivalent - - 0.49

NOTE: Counting the TO&E mentioned in Table B.10, but not including the
independent tank battalion and armored helicopters. Instead of BMP, which
remain here only in recce units, we counted armored personnel carriers OT-64.
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Table B.12

RELATIVE VALUES OF EQUIPMENT IN AN EAST EUROPEAN
MOTORIZED RIFLE DIVISION, CATEGORY 3

(Estivated)

Number Weapon Category
of x Effective- x Weight - Weightee

Weapon Category Weapons ness Index (offensive) Value

Small arms 4,760 0.8 1 3,008
Mechanized infantry
combat vehicles 25 0.8 25 500

Armored recce vehicles 30 0.6 15 270
Armored personnel
carriers 451 0.4 15 2,706

Antitank weapons
Towed guns 18 0.75 15 202
ATGW/BRDM 27 0.4 15 162
ATGW/manpack 24 0.4 15 144
RG 12 0.85 5 51

Tanks
T-54 120 0.35 80 3,360
T-55 94 0.45 80 3,384

Artillery
Towed guns 90 0.5 40 1,800
SP guns 18 0.5 65 585
Mortars 54 0.7 20 756
MRLs 18 0.5 65 585

Armed helicopters 0 - - 0

Antiaircraft
Small, SA-7 class 120 0.5 5 300
SP guns, ZSU-23-4 16 0.8 15 192
Missile launchers 36 0.25 55 495

Weighted unit value - - - 19,300
(Soviet) armored

division equivalent - - - 0.38

NOTE: Using the same TO&E mentioned in Table B.11, but counting
T-55 tanks only in the tank regiment; the tank battalions in motorized rifle
regiments are fitted here with T-54 tanks. Also, the values of the weapon
effectiveness index here are much lower than in Table B.11.
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ad .tion of WP combat capabilities, the wartime Soviet and
RaWt urpean divisional establishments are very similar.

The ADE values in Tables B.6 through B.12 show the differences
among the various types of East European divisions with regard to a
Category 1 Soviet armored division, as shown in Table B.13. This
table also shows the differences in ADE among the various types of
East European divisions in relation to an East European Category 1
armored division, which, for purposes of comparison with the remain-
ing East European divisions, has been given a coefficient of 1.00.

The Short-Evaluation Variant of the ADE Method

To obtain the data in Table B.13, we first made extensive calcula-
tions, taking into consideration 25 to 30 types of key firepower equip-

Table B.13

COMPARISON OF SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN
ARMORED DIVISION EQUIVALENTS

(Estimated)

Division Index

Soviet GSFG Divisions vs Northern Tier
East European Divisions

Soviet armored division, Category I (in GSFG) 1.00
Soviet motorized rifle division, Category 1 0.94
East European armored division, Category 1 0.70
East European armored division, Category 2? 0.52
East European motorized rifle division, Category 1 0.62
East European motorized rifle division, Category 2 0.49
East European motorized rifle division, Category 3 0.38
East European reserve division 0.30'

East European Northern Tier Armored Division, Category 1,

vs All Other East European Northern Tier Divisions

East European armored division, Category 1 1.00
East European armored division, Category 2a 0.74
east European motorized division, Category 1 0.88

Best European motorized division, Category 2 0.71
East European motorized division, Category 3 0.54
East European reserve division 0.4T

"In East European forces, excluding Czechoslovakia,
there are probably no Category 3 armored divisions."bOr 0.40 with regard to the East German reserve divi-

sions (this is described later).
t Or 0.56 with regard to the East German reserve divi-

slons
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mert fin fact, still more would be required to provide truly accurate
measures). Even in the case of small arms, the ADE-method CWC of
1.00 (which we have used) is not very accurate. A variety of small
arms were thrown into one pot, e.g., rifles, submachine guns, and
machine guns-which in turn belong to the light (5.45-mm), medium
(7.62-mm), and heavy (12.7- to 14.5-mm) caliber subcategories.
Finally, the small-arms category should also include such weapons as
rocket antitank grenade launchers (RPG-7 class) and automatic
grenade launchers (AGS-17 class), which also have different tactical-
technical characteristics and thus different firepower coefficients. The
same is true for artillery, to an even greater degree; artillery may be
self-propelled or towed, and includes guns and mortars. Other relevant
differences include caliber size and amphibious vs. nonamphibious.

To increase the accuracy of the ADE coefficient assigned, we would
have to consider the combat capabilities of all the different types of
weapons used by the Soviet and East European divisions and apply
CWCs appropriate to their characteristics. But this would make the
calculations still more cumbersome.

Therefore, another simplified variant of the ADE method is applied
for tanks and armed helicopters and their WEI for armored divisions
and motorized-rifle divisions, which include both APCs and mecha-
nized infantry combat vehicles (MICVs). This variant is shown in
Table B.14. The results obtained by the "classic" ADE method and
this variant are almost identical.

As a footnote to these considerations, we note that Soviet and East
European divisions in World War II almost never had the numerical
strength consistent with their TO&E. They were sent out either from
the areas where they were formed or from the Supreme High Com-
mand (RVGK) reserve to the front combat zones without meeting their
norms of accessory equipment, or they sustained great losses in battle
and replacements were insufficient. Instead of 11,000 to 12,000 men,
Soviet infantry divisions1" numbered, on average, not more than 4,000
men. This was true of tank formations to an even greater extent.16

This could well be the case in any new war as well, not to mention
the losses that could be sustained on a nuclear battlefield. The war-
time ADE method thus should be calculated not by units, but by actual
numerical arms levels.

" TO&E of Soviet infantry divisions changed five times during World War II, not
counting small changes, which took place about fifty times.

15)ne Soviet marshal recalled in his memoirs that in August 1942, the Soviet 1st

Tank Army 'posuibly had that numbering because in the whole of that Army there was
only one tank." We find that it had in fact not one but "as many as 40 tanks," still far
below the 625 TO&E allocation.
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Table B.14

ARMORED DIVISION EQUIVALENT (ADZ): SHORT IETHOD
OF COMPARISON

Tanks, Armed Heli-
copters, and

Armored Vehicles:
Division ADE Weighted Value Short ADE

Soviet armored division, Category 1 1.00 29,360W 1.00
Emst European armored division, Category 1 0.70 22,109- 0.75
Buat European armored division, Category 2 0.52 13,930. 0.47
Est FAuropean motorized rifle division,

Category 1 0.62 1 8 ,028b 0.61
East European motorized rifle division

Category 2 0.49 1 3 ,1 19 b 0.45
Eas European motorized rifle division

Category a 0.38 9,950W 0.34

"Counting only the weighted value of tanks and armed helicopters.kCounting the weighted value of tanks and armed helicopters, as well as mechan-
ised infantry vehicles and armored personnel carriers.

Reserve Divisions

This analysis has been concerned with active (in peacetime) divi-
sions only. However, in case of a general mobilization, reserve divi-
sions will also be formed in East European countries.

Soviet military doctrine assumes the possibility that a future war in
Europe, as elsewhere, may become protracted, implying the need to
create new divisions that do not exist in peacetime. How many East
European reserve divisions will be formed, particularly on the Northern
Tier? It is known that East Germany can have four reserve divisions.
We have no comparable data for Czechoslovakia and Poland, but since
all East European countries must cover immediate active division
needs as well as the formation of new divisions 17 and also Internal
Front units, the following numbers of East European reserve divisions
(for the first wave18) can be assumed-

1 7According to ISS, The Military Balance, 1987-88, East German ground forces have

330,000 first-line reservists, as compared with 71,500 conscripts in active service;
Czechoslovakia has, respectively, 270,000 and 100,000, and Poland has 430,000 and1s8,000.

leobilijtig plans probably include reserve divisions as welt, which will be mobil-
Wied in ensuing waves.
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Rmerve
Cointry Diisions

AtGerminy 4
Cneehaslovakia 5
Poland 10

Total 19

Numbers for Czechoslovakia and Poland were derived by analogy to
the four East German divisions, duly considering their greater military
potential.

What type of divisions will the reserve divisions be? It should be
assumed that they will be mainly-perhaps exclusively-motorized rifle
divisions, which are easier to create from scratch than armored divi-
sions What will the ADE of these divisions be? Naturally, it will be
lower than that of the last active-division ADE, i.e., below the 0.39
assumed for Category 3 motorized rifle divisions. Provisionally, as a
rough guide, we assume that East European reserve motorized rifle
divisions will have an average ADE of 0.30. However, East German
reserve divisions may have a relatively higher ADE-perhaps 0.40-
because East Germany has no active divisions in peacetime below
Category 1. Thus, as their equipment is updated, the superseded
weapons are not passed down to divisions of lower combat readiness,
but are sent directly to mobilization stores."9 In other countries, e.g.,
Poland, the equipment intended for formation of reserve divisions in
case of mobilization may be significantly more outdated and worn.

Thus, we have a (highly tentative) ADE coefficient for East Euro--
pren reserve divisions, with which we can attempt a general compila-
tion of East European division combat potential relative to an ADE
coeficent of 1.00 (Le., relative to a Soviet Category 1 armored division
in the GSFG). This is shown in Table B.15.

OTHER ELEMENTS OF COMBAT POTENTIAL

Divisiomal

The ADE method counts only firepower equipment (and, as men-
tioned, not all its elements). Although firepower equipment is, admit-

*At 1. 100 T-34 and T-64// tanks are in storag in East Germany (mee UiS8
"Tm Mfwy Badl 1867-I9K). his ow. for the creation of at least four new motor.
Ind . ule~as. There am no oaalb Apre. for th tank storge in other NSWP
.slrkk but by aak&, we can asesme that there is at least a proportionally similar
owsn of #merve kP• x and oth combat means.
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Table B.15

3STIMATZD WARTIM2 COMBAT POTENTIAL OF EAST EUROPEAN
DIVISIONS COMPARED WITH ADE COEFFICIENT FOR

A SOVIET ARMORED DIVISION, CATEGORY 1. IN GSFG

GDR
2 armored divisions, Category 1 x 0.70 - 1.40
4 motorized rifle divisions, Category 1 x 0.62 = 2.48
4 reserve divisions x 0.40 - 1.60

Total 4.88

Czechoslovakia

3 armored divisions, Category I x 0.70 - 2.10
2 armored divisions, Category 2 x 0.52 - 1.04
3 motorized rifle divisions, Category 1 x 0.62 - 1.86
2 motorized rifle divisions, Category 2 x 0.49 - 0.98
5 reserve divisions x 0.30 - 1.50

Total 7.48

Poland
4 armored divisions, Category I x 0.70 - 2.80
1 armored division, Category 2 x 0.52 - 0.52
3 motorized rifle divisions, Category I x 0.62 1.86
4 motorized rifle divisions, Category 2 x 0.49 - 1.96
3 motorized rifle divisions, Category 3 x 0.38 - 1.14
10 reserve divisions x 0.30 - 3.00

Total 11.08

NOTES: The East German divisions are all of Category 1, as is commonly
known; the Czech and Polish divisions are divided into their various degrees of
combat readiness according to the author's estimate. (See Table 3.) The amphi-
bious division is also counted among the Category 2 Polish motorized rifle divi-
sions. The Polish Category 3 motorized rifle divisions include the airborne divi-
sion.

tedly, the most important equipment, it is far from being the only type
of equipment in an armored or motorized rifle division. All ground
forces are equipped with C3I hardware (radio, radar, signal, etc.),
engineering facilities (river-crossing, obstacle-clearing, mine-laying,
remote mint!Oeld-laying, etc.), transport, and a great deal more.2° This
other equipment exerts a significant influence on combat potential and
should also be considered in any calculations.

However, we can only compare like with like. How can river-
crossing equipment be compared with artillery or tanks? What ADE
coefficients would be appropriate?

20Tbe Soviet motorized rifle regiment alone has more than 70 main kinds of different

combat equipment; a list of 74 types was published in Jane's Defence Weekly, November
24, 194, p. 938.
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Comparison of non-firepower equipment of East European divisions
with that of Soviet divisions could greatly complicate the process of
divisional comparisons, so we abandoned that idea. In any case, divi-
sions of greater peacetime combat readiness possess the most modern
equipment--not only firepower equipment but all other types as well.
Thus, firepower equipment can serve as a general indicator of combat
potential. The other elements of combat potential mentioned in the
Soviet definition of the concept are considered briefly below.

Number of Personnel. This is not a relevant element. Combat
capabilities are decisively influenced only by the personnel intended for
fighting, and since the ADE method counts all basic units of firepower,
the number of personnel is indirectly included in the calculation. It is
irrelevant that Soviet Category 1 armored divisions have 322 soldiers
less than East European Category 2 tank divisions, since the difference
stems from the fact that T-72s (and very probably the T-80s) have
three-man crews, while the T-55s and T-62s have four-man crews. The
extra man is needed to load the older tank cannons; in the later
models, this function is automated. The same applies to artillery: The
old, towed 122-mm howitzer has an eight-man crew, while the modern
self-propelled M-1974 model has only a four-man crew.

Degree of Military Training. This is an enormously important
element but, again, we can omit it, at least for peacetime divisions. In
peacetime, the degree of combat training is directly proportional to the
established degree of combat readiness. This results chiefly (though
not solely) from the relationship between peacetime and wartime num-
erical strength. In WP armies, a considerable proportion of soldiers
are regularly taken away from training for internal duty, garrison duty,
storing and preservation of equipment, and even to help with harvests
and other nonmilitary tasks, such as dealing with the effects of natural
disasters, etc. These activities may constitute more than 50 percent of
the time allotted for the annual training curriculum.

The larger the unit, the easier it is to spread extracurricular activi-
ties among the soldiers. Conversely, numerically small units are pro-
portionately more encumbered. That is why Category 3 East European
and Soviet divisions actually complete only one-third of the training
programs completed by the Category 1 divisions.21 The degree of com-
bat training is in large measure set by the established degree of combat
readiness for a given division.2

'"This is not the can for officer trainingý Officers are trained with almost equal
intensity in all three divisional categories, with the exception of field training, where they
am hindsed by the absence of enlisted personnel.

0T1 duration of military semrvie for draftees varies in East European forces, from 16
months (Romania) to 18 months (East Germany and Hungary) to 24 months (all remain-
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TfOOP-COutrol Capabilities. Troop control depends on the degree
of training of the officer cadres and the quantity and quality of C3

equipment. Again, the degree of combat readiness is decisive. Higher-
eategory divisions have a higher level of training, better equipment,
and more equipment (e.g., more radios, radars, computers, automated
command isystem, etc.).

O a Structure. The basic elements of troop structure,
which directly influence combat capabilities, are expressed as the
amount of equipment, especially firepower equipment. In contrast to
the NATO divisional structure, the WP has an integrated, standard
organizational structure for all its Northern Tier ground force divi-
sions.

Therefore there are no major differences between the structure of
Soviet and, -say, Czechoslovak armored divisions of the same readiness
category (with the exception of Soviet divisions in the GSFG, which
have a special status).

The morale and political state of Soviet and non-Soviet divisions
and of the various national armies of the Pact is extremely important.
Reliability of the East European divisions with respect to the Soviet
armed forces constitutes a separate problem, not comparable with the
other factors.

Supporting Means and Forces

Finally, the fact that East European divisions would very rarely go
into action without reinforcement from higher levels should be taken
into account. In World War II, this rule applied virtually without
exception, particularly during offensive operations. The reinforcement
was great and, with the exception of infantry, often exceeded the
organic divisional means. Sometimes more guns, howitzers, and mor-
tars (above 82-mm caliber) were placed at the disposal of given divi-
sions by a higher-level command (corps, army, front, and sometimes
units of reserves of the Supreme High Command) than the divisions
organically possessed. These divisions were strengthened not only by
field artillery, but also by tanks (one battalion to one brigade of tanks),
SP gun and howitzers (up to one regiment), antitank artillery (one
battalion to one brigade), antiaircraft artillery (up to one battalion),
etc. The divisions were also strengthened by engineering and chemical

lug eonntu). One could conclude from this that, for example, a Czechoelovak draftee is
about one-third morm skilled than a Romanian draftee, and therefore Czechoaslovak
troops should hma the game advantage in the trainlng.value coefficient. However, in
hot, al ut Europe (and Soviet) armies have only a one-year training program for
drats. In the second year of service, the draftees simply repeat the program.
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units and subunits, as well as other troops. In addition, specially desig-
nated units--sometimes even formations-of aviation operated to their
advantage.

Thus in World War IU, East European divisional combat potential
consisted of both organic means and forces and higher-level means and
forces. Today, Soviet and East European ground force divisions have
attained a high degree of operational autonomy, as expressed in their
TO&Es, which anticipates completely satisfactory levels of organic
tanks, SP guns, AA and ATK means, engineering facilities, and even
helicopters, not to mention nuclear surface-to-surface missile launch-
ers. Thus, divisional reinforcement needs have decreased. In particu-
lar, there is no further need to assign tanks to motorized rifle divisions.
The scale of support of other combat means has also noticeably
decreased. If the ratio of organic divisional weapons to supporting
weapons was, on average, 1 to 1 during World War II, today it would
be 1 to 0.2-0.4 in favor of the organic, divisional weapons. It appears
that, on average," a contemporary East European division will have 30
percent more weapons assigned for the duration of a given operation.
(Of course, the weapons will be accompanied by the units and subunits
that man them and support the division.)

Soviet divisions may count on reinforcement from the four com-
mand tiers above them; army, front, theater of military operations
reserves, and Supreme High Command reserves. All four levels have
troops that may be used in wartime to reinforce subordinate levels,
including that of division. Polish and Czechoslovak divisions must rely
on only two national levels: army and front. These divisions will
receive front-level unit combat support even if national fronts are not
formed because front level units will remain in being."4 (East German
divisions will have support only from the army level, because East Ger-
many has no front-level units.)

It is obvious that Soviet divisions will be better off than the East
European divisions in terms of higher-level unit reinforcements. This
does not mean, however, that East European divisions will always be at
a disadvantage or more weakly supported than Soviet divisions. As in
World War II, they will frequently be supported by Soviet higher-level
foamations, units, and subunits. Those East European divisions exe-

"Depeing on many factors, the scale of reinforcement of East European divisions
may vary gratly on the different attack axes.

"As in Woeld War II, when, for example, the Polish 9th Infantry Division was sup-
patdby the 14th ATK Brigade in the Luzhice Operation. This ATK Brigade was

biehd am a front-level formation, to serve in the framework of the Polish Front.
After the We of a Polish Front was given up, the brigade was assigned to the Polish 2nd
Army, and hom that level to the 9th Infantry Division.
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cut*in the more important major task at a given moment will certainly
be reinforced by higher-level Soviet troops (aviation, helicopter units,
long-range artillery, etc.) in preference even to Soviet divisions fighting
on secondary directions and executing secondary tasks.

Nonetheless, East European divisions will have to draw on their own
higher-level national unit support first. Thus a comparison of the
combat potential of East European army- and front-level units with
Soviet units above the divisional level is of great relevance.

The ADE method, or, to be more precise, the rules informing this
method, may be used in this case. Naturally, the point of reference
will not be the Soviet armored divisions but the formations and
units--field, antitank, antiaircraft artillery, rocket troops, helicopters,
aviation, etc.--above that level.

What purpose can this analysis serve? For argument's sake, let us
asume that a Soviet army-level artillery brigade has a weighted unit
value coefficient of 1.00 and a similar Polish brigade has a coefficient
of 0.50, as do two specific East European divisions. One of these divi-
sions, it is assumed, has been supported by the Soviet artillery brigade,
the other by the Polish one. This fact alone indicates the considerable
difference in the combat potential of these two East European divi-
sions. If we consider not only the artillery formations in this example,
but also all the remaining supporting formations and units, we can
obtain a concrete combat potential estimate of the given East Euro-
pean division-remembering that it is composed of both organic means
and forces and supporting means and forces, for only their combined
power establishes actual combat capabilities. (See Tables B.16 and
B.17.)

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The suitably adapted and improved ADE method is perhaps the
most effective method for comparing the combat potential of East
European divisions with that of their Soviet counterparts. This
improved method may be extended to all other East European troops
and armed services at all command levels, both in peacetime and in
wartime. For lack of accessible data, a tentative comparison was made
with regard to present deployment of East European divisions.
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Table B.16
RILATIvI VALUES OF EQUIPMENT IN A SOVIET ARMORED DMSION,

CATZGORY 1: CHANGING THE CATEGORY WEIGHT COEFFICIENT

Number Weapon Category
of x Effective- x Weight = Weighted

Weapon Category Weapons neas Index (offensive) Value
small arms 2,080 1.00 0.5 1,040
Mechanized infantry
combat vehicles 208 1.00 30 2,600

Armored ree vehicles 34 1.00 20 680
Armond personnel
carrioe (BTR-70) 96 1.00 30 2,080

Antitank weapons
Guma 0 1.00 7.5 0
ATGW 15 1.00 30 450
RG 12 1.00 2.5 30TaMks (T-80 class) 322 1.00 160 51,520

Artery
Towed guns 36 1.00 20 720SP gun 90 1.00 130 11,700
Mortars 36 1.00 10 360
MRL& 18 1.00 130 2,340Armed helicopters 24 1.00 75 1,800

Antiaircraft
Small arms 162 1.00 10 1,620
Towed guns 16 1.00 7.5 120SP guns 16 1.00 50 800Missile launchers 36 1.00 27.5 990

Weighted unit value - 79,650
Armored division

equivalent 1.00
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Table B.17

RELATIVE VALUES OF EQUIPMENT IN AN EAST EUROfI VN
ARMORED DIVISION, CATEGORY 1: CHANGING

THE CATEGORY WEIGHT COEFFICIENT

Number Weapon Category
of x Effective- x Weight = Weighted

Weapon Category Weapons ness Index (offensive) Value

Small arms 1,470 0.9 0.5 662

Mechanized infantry
combat vehicles 147 0.8 12.5 1,470

Armored recce vehicles 47 0.8 20 752

Armored personnel
carriers 96 0.8 30 2,304

Antitank weapons
Guns 0 - 7.5 0

ATGW 9 0.7 30 189

RG 0 0.5 2.5 0

Tanks (T-72) 322 0.8 160 41,216

Artillery
Towed guns 54 1.0 20 1,080

SP guns 36 1.0 130 4,680

Mortars 18 1.0 10 180

MMA 18 0,8 130 1,872

Armed helicopters 10 1.0 75 750

Antiaircraft
Small arms 75 1.0 10 750

Towed guns 16 1.0 7.5 120

Missile launchers 36 0.75 27.5 743

Weighted unit value - - - 56,768

Armored division
equivalent 0 - 0.71



Appendix C

NUMERICAL DESIGNATION OF NSWP ARMIES

The numerical designation of the East European armies, shown in
Fig. 12, is provisional only, especially with respect to the two GDR
armies.

The existence of the Polish and Czechoslovak armies within the
framework of the East European/Soviet coalition in World War II has
been taken into account. The Polish forces had three armies: 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd. The numbers of these armies are closely tied with a particu-
lar historical period in the development of the Polish forces, so it
should be expected that numbers in the modern Polish armies, in war-
time, will be new. Those numbers will probably be based on:

"* The units deployed in the Pomeranian Military District, 4th
Army.

"* The units deployed in the Silesian Military District, 5th Tank
Army.

"* The units deployed in the Warsaw Military District, 6th Army.
"* The Polish Air Army (tactical), if established, becoming the 1st

Polish Air Army.

The same may apply to the Czechoslovak armies. In World War II,
they had, consecutively, the 1st Corps and the 1st Army; modern war-
time Czechoslovak armies may appear as follows:

"* The Northwestern Military District, with Headquarters in
Pisek, may establish the 2nd Army.

"* The Southwestern Military District, with Headquarters in
Pribram, may establish the 3rd Army.

"* The Eastern (Slovakian) Military District may set up the 4th
Army or the 2nd Independent Corps.

* The Czechoslovak Air Force may be concentrated in a 1st Air
Army.

The numbers of the two GDR armies are, provisionally, taken to
agree with the numbers of their parental Military Districts: No. 5 in
the North and No. 3 in the South. The GDR has the capacity to
activate an additional two to four divisions (motorized rifle) at short
notice, but they will probably join the two existing GDR armies, so
these forces will each have four to five divisions instead of three in
peacetime.
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